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Abstract
This thesis present how Norwegian journalists cover the subject of drugs in newspapers. This
thesis uses co ntent analysis of articles in the newspapers Aftenposten and VG, from 1990 and
from 2018. In presenting a set of characteristics on how journalists write about illegal drugs,
we will gain a general overview of the media content in 2018 and how it differs from the content
in 1990. The thesis also uses an in-depth analysis of a selection of articles to provide a picture
of the language journalists used in 1990 and in 2018.
Many of the conclusions of previous research on the coverage of drugs in the 90’s are
very accurate; the media coverage in 1990 reinforced the official drug policy of prohibition.
Drugs were covered as a threat and social menace, whereas the authorities were framed as the
soldiers fighting a battle against the spread of drugs. This was achieved through portraying
drugs as immoral, dangerous and criminal. The 2018 coverage presents drugs as something
negative; drug are portrayed as inherently harmful and users are framed as irresponsible for
using them. There is still a lack of nuance when covering specific drugs, the media relies heavily
on the term narcotics to describe any illegal drug in any context. However, there is more focus
on the social, political and cultural aspects of drug and drug use as well. There is also more
debate compared to 1990, and there is more ues of epxerts and news agencies as sources for
news stories.
Overall, the coverage in 1990 portrays drugs as a threat; something to be defeated
through heavy penalties. The coverage of 2018 is not dramatically differnet from the 1990
coverage, yet offers more diverse perspectives on drugs and drug use.
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Chapter 1: Researching drugs in media
In this thesis, I present how Norwegian journalists cover the subject of drugs in newspapers.
This thesis uses content analysis of articles in the newspapers Aftenposten and VG, from 1990
and from 2018. In presenting a set of characteristics on how journalists write about illegal drugs,
we will gain a general overview of the media content in 2018 and how it differs from the content
in 1990. The thesis also uses an in-depth analysis of a selection of articles to provide a picture
of the language journalists used in 1990 and in 2018. This method will provide an analysis that
will answer the research question asked in this thesis.
Ultimately, the purpose of this thesis is to answer the research question through the
analysis of journalistic practices and the language they use in covering drugs in newspapers. 1
The analysis requires a clear and consistent understanding of certain theories, concepts,
terminology and methods that shall be defined and explained in the coming chapters. That way,
we can conduct an analysis of the data material found in the 1990 and 2018 newspapers.
To understand the coverage of drugs, we must also familiarize ourselves with the
political and media context of drugs, by reviewing the drug policy reform proposal introduced
in Norway in 2017. This will also provide context for the inspiration for this topic, provides us
with an understanding as to why this is a topic worth studying, and how media plays a role in
the discussion of illegal drugs in Norway. I will provide guidance that will map out the contents
of chapters and sub-chapters throughout the thesis.

New policy, new coverage
Late 2017, the Norwegian parliament voted in favor of a budget proposal for 2018 which
included a policy proposal by the government (mainly the Minister of Health and Care Services
Bent Høie) to change the Norwegian drug policies.2 The budget proposal was passed by
parliament, thereby making way for a future drug reform. Thereafter, a committee was
appointed to evaluate what the next policy reform should consist of.3 Whereas previous
reforms- implemented throughout the 20th century- have aimed at further criminalization of
drugs and drug use (referred to as a “zero tolerance policy” 4)5; meaning implementing further
punishments and longer prison-sentences. This time the parliament voted in favor of

1

Hansen, Cottle, Negrine, Newbold, Mass Communication research methods, p. 95
Johnson, “Historisk I stortinget: Slutt på straff for rusmisbrukere.”
3
Regjeringen “Utvalg skal forbederede ny rusreform.”
4
Merriam-Webster, “Zero tolerance.”
5
Ødegård, Einar, “A retrospect on Norwegian drug policy and prevailing social paradigms”, p. 2
2
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decriminalizing drug use (referred to as a “harm reduction policy”6)7; meaning that drug use
would no longer be considered punishable offense. The previous policy considered use of a
drug as much of a crime as possession, sale, distribution and production of drugs.8 Drug policies
would no longer be enforced by the Justice Department, but rather the Healthcare Department.
The proposed model for the new policy is based on the Portuguese drug policy model,
which means that the drug reform change will include a complete decriminalization of minor
possession and drug use in Norway.9 Health and Care Services Minister Høie has explicitly
expressed that the government will decriminalize illegal drugs.10 The interest in the Portuguese
model specifically, has also been expressed by the minister.11 On December 19th 2019, the
appointed committee announced a set of recommendations for what the drug reform proposal
should include, which indeed includes measures to aid drug users through healthcare services,
a decriminalization of minor drug possession and drug use as well.12
The goal of the drug reform will be to no longer treat drug users as offenders. By shifting
the responsibility for drug use control from the Ministry of Justice and Public Security to the
Ministry of Health and Care Services, Norwegian officials are hoping to reduce drug related
harm.13 Ultimately, Høie, and others who support this reform, argue that punishing addicts with
fines and/or jail time ought not to be the government response to drug use.14 Instead, the
government should respond with treatment and care. The policy prior to this proposal consist
of penalties ranging from hefty fines to lengthy imprisonment. This reform marks a policy shift
wherein zero tolerance policies are replaced by harm reduction policies; which, when
considering Norway’s drug policy history, is a dramatic change in official policy.
Keeping this reform in mind, this thesis will focus on the media’s role in covering and
informing the public on matters related to illegal drugs. This requires an understanding of the
degree of importance this topic is given in each article, the sources journalists rely on, the
context in which drugs are discussed, what kinds of drugs are discussed and how. The existing
literature on the subject of drug reporting proclaims the media as having an active role in
promoting the prohibitionist policies; the media is in other words accused of, through biased

Drug Policy Alliance, “Harm Reduction”.
Johnson, “Historisk I stortinget: Slutt på straff for rusmisbrukere”.
8
Lovdata, “Forskrift om narkotika (narkotikaforkriften)”
9
RIO, “RIO-rapporten: Portugal på norsk”.
10
Flood. “Norway becomes first Scandinavian country to decriminalize drugs in historic vote”.
11
Torun, “Full krangel i ruspolitikken”.
12
Norges offentlige utredninger, “Rusreform – fra straff til hjelp”, p. 376
13
Johnson, “Historisk I stortinget: Slutt på straff for rusmisbrukere”.
14
Huuse & Kristiansen, “Høies nye rusreform”.
6
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coverage, reinforcing government narratives that ultimately legitimize the prohibitionist ideas
while actively contributing to the battle against drugs.15 By “prohibitionist”, I refer to policies
or ideas that argue drugs ought to remain illegal and that the main response to those who possess
and use drugs ought to be punishment, deterrence and social exclusion.
In 1992, Skretting, Hakkarainen, Larsen and Olsson published a study on this exact
topic. Evidently, the media coverage in early 1990 (March, April and May) accommodated
these prohibitionist policies.16 Meaning that the media’s message coincided the government’s
stance on drugs and drug use. However, following the recent developments, it’s unclear whether
we can still claim that the media has the same accommodating role in 2018. This thesis will
replicate, to a certain degree, the study published in 1992 that gave a quantitative overview of
the media coverage in early 1990;17 this thesis will attempt to present a similar overview of the
media coverage of drugs in 2018.
I have chosen to replicate this specific study because I found it to be very helpful and
clear in giving an overview of the journalistic practices. A proper review of the study will be
provided in the literature review chapter, and in the methodology chapter I will explain my
approach in gathering and analyzing the data from both 1990 and 2018. 2018 is the year the
Norwegian government committed to a harm reduction policy, it is therefore worth studying
the media coverage of this time period. The scope of this thesis is limited to a timeframe; March
1st to May 31st in 1990 and 2018. The 1992 researchers focused on this time period, and in
hopes of finding the same conclusions, I have reviewed the same time frame in 1990. To provide
a comparative analysis of the data, I have chosen to focus on the same time frame for 2018 as
well (March, April and May). Additionally, in order to answer my research question; I am
required to provide additional data for the analysis, I will therefore be reviewing additional
aspects of the articles from 1990 and 2018, in that sense, my thesis differs from the methodology
of the 1992 study. I will explain this further in the methodology chapter. The initial intent of
this thesis was to gather data from 2018 and compare it to the findings of the 1992 report.
However, due to complications related to accessing the articles from 1990, I had to readapt my
approach in gathering data or the analysis. A proper overview of the data from both 1990 and
2018 is essential in providing an analysis and an answer to the research question.

Skretting, Hakkaraienen, Larsen, Olsson. ”Reporting on drugs in Nordic newspapers”. p. 121
Ibid. p. 121
17
Ibid. p. 109
15
16
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Research Question and Hypothesis
In this thesis I ask, “how do Norwegian journalists in Aftenposten and VG portray drugs in
2018 compared to 1990”. The purpose of this study is to map out and give an overview of the
newspaper coverage of illegal drugs. I use a mixture of content analysis and critical discourse
and framing analysis to answer this question. By presenting the characteristics of the articles in
a quantitative manner, we will gain an overview of the journalistic norms, patterns and
approaches in portraying drugs. I will also be discussing the language Norwegian journalists
use and the frames they establish in covering drugs, through an in-depth analysis of a few
articles. This will be done for both 1990 and 2018, in order to conduct a comparative analysis
of the data.
There are many studies on media coverage of drugs in other countries, but very few
studies have focused on the Norwegian conditions. My thesis takes inspiration from the
methodology, discussion and findings presented in the 1992 report by Skretting et al., which I
will discuss later. The study recognizes the Norwegian print media as being an active participant
“in the continuous mobilization against drugs”.18 For example, by framing drugs as something
negative and criminal, and by using loaded language19 such as “evil”, “hell”, and “poison” in
describing drugs20, as well as publishing advertisements to aid police in arresting drug
traffickers, the media acts as a participant and an extension of the prohibitionist policies.21
Similarly, my thesis will present the overall picture of how drugs are covered and the language
Norwegian journalists use.
To answer my research question, I use a mixture of quantitative and qualitative
approach, but first I must establish some hypotheses.22 A hypothesis is here understood as “a
proposition to be tested” based on the outcomes of the data analysis.23 Following the
conclusions of the previous studies (which I will discuss in the literature review), I have
established three hypotheses to be tested.
(1) The media coverage in 1990 supported the official policy on drugs and drug-use,
similarly, the coverage in 2018 will also support the official government stance at this
point in time. In other words; the media coverage will reflect the government sentiment
in both 1990 and 2018. The 1992 study I attempt to replicate concludes that the coverage
Skretting, et al.”Reporting on drugs in Nordic newspapers”. p. 121
Roland “Loaded Language and Drug Use”. p. 660
20
Valgberg, Intet nytt fra rusmiddelfronten. p. 13
21
Skretting et al., “reporting on drugs in Nordic newspapers”. p. 121
22
Gunter, “The Quantitative Research process”. p. 239.
23
Ibid.
18
19
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of illegal drugs coincide with the official policies on drugs.24 In the context of 1990, the
newspaper coverage of drugs promoted prohibitionist policies, for example by printing
police advertisements that encouraged people to report suspected drug activity. Most of
the literature I have reviewed for this thesis argues that media reflects government
policy, therefore, the first hypothesis expects that in both 1990 and 2018 the media
support the government narrative. In 1990, this means that the media coverage reflects
prohibitionist policies, whereas in 2018 it means that the media coverage will reflect
harm-reductionist policies. This hypothesis expects for there to be a change in drug
coverage. Since the government policies have changed, then it is expected that the media
coverage have changed as well, in order to accommodate the government stance.
(2) Authority figures, such as law enforcement, policy makers and government officials are
the main sources for information in both 1990 and 2018. Unfortunately, the 1990 study
I replicate does not present data on the actors who function as sources for the articles.
Yet the other variables in the study, as well as insight provided by studies from abroad,
make it clear that authorities are the leading sources of information in drug stories. Most
news articles in 1990 were related to crime, so, naturally the main sources were police
and other authority figures. Based on the existing literature I suspect that authorities will
be the main sources of information in the sense that they are most often referred to. By
reviewing the data on what type of sources are used in the newspapers we will get a
clear view of the main sources of information.
(3) The use of loaded language is prevalent among journalists in 1990 but less prevalent in
2018. According to the 1992 study, drugs are often framed as being evil, poison, etc.25
I discuss the idea of loaded language in the theory chapter as part of my in-depth analysis
of a few articles. Based on the existing literature and the historical context of the 1990’s,
I expect there to be more use of loaded language that define illegal drugs as a social
menace. However, based on the political status of illegal drugs as of 2018 and the
general decreasing popularity of Christianity in Norway, 26 I suspect there is less
religious terminology and demonization. However, based on superficial reading of
newspapers in my everyday life, I suspect that illegal drugs are still framed as being
related to criminal and deviant behavior.

Skretting et al. “Reporting on drugs in Nordic Newspapers”. p. 121
Valberg, Intet nytt fra rusmiddelfronten. p. 13
26
Statistisk Sentralbyrå, «FAKTA OM Religion»
24
25
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Why compare journalist discourse?
In this part of the introduction I argue why we should study “the media” and drugs. I refer to
knowledge provided by media and journalism scholars, as well as empirical data on the
relevance of newspapers as source of information in Norway.
Among other things, news media can help us to establish perceptions about our shared
reality.27 The news media plays an important role in informing and educating the public about
happenings and events in the world. In the context of this thesis, we will be speaking about the
shared perceptions on illegal drugs as they are portrayed in the media. The media has frequently
been accused of contributing to drug misinformation or distorting the facts about drugs.282930
The concern is that inaccurate coverage will impact the public perception of drugs, which may
ultimately result in policy design with undesirable effects.31323334 For example, exaggerated
coverage of the harmfulness of a drug may result in an exaggerated and disproportionate
government response. For example, if a mildly harmful substance is portrayed as lethal,
governments may respond with further criminalization of those who use the substance, in hopes
of deterring people from using the substance. Such responses result in more penalties for the
drug users and unnecessary government spending. Furthermore, zero-tolerance policies have
already produced undesirable effects in Norway, manifesting as punishment of drug users and
a rise in drug overdoses, I will discuss these effects later in this chapter.
Keeping the influential role of the media in mind, the study I have attempted to replicate,
which was concerned with the media coverage of drugs in 199035, concludes that the Norwegian
media functioned as an active contributor to “the continuous mobilization against drugs”36. This
means, not only is the media coverage reflective of the drug policies, but the media is acting as
a promoter of those same policies. These findings reinforce the idea of an explicit connection
between media coverage and policy design. This thesis both evaluates the accuracy of this
conclusion (by comparing with my own research) and hopes to “expand our knowledge of the
[…] print media” in terms of drug coverage in 2018.37

Wahl-Jørgensen Hanitzsch, “Introcution: On why and how we should do journalism studies”. p. 3
Carl Hart, HIGH PRICE. p. 329
29
Silverman, “Addicted to distortion”. p. 27
30
Ayares & Jewkes, “The haunting spectacle of crystal meth”. p. 328
31
Barcus & Jankowski, “Drugs and the mass media”. p. 87
32
Hughes, Lancaster, Spicer, “How do Australian news media depict illicit drug issues?”. p. 285
33
Carl Hart, “Empty Slogans, Real Problems”. p. 2
34
Wahl-Jørgensen Hanitzsch, “Introcution: On why and how we should do journalism studies”. p. 3
35
Skretting, et al.”Reporting on drugs in Nordic newspapers”. p. 109.
36
Ibid. p. 121
37
Noto, Pinsky, Mastroianni, “Drugs in the Brazilian Print Media”, p. 1246
27
28
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What I mean by evaluating the accuracy of the 1992 report is that I must review the
same content as Skretting et al. I have introduced a few more variables, and in order to gain an
overview of those variables I must review the articles from 1990. This will better equip us with
data which will help us in the comparative analysis. By comparing the coverage, we will gain
insight into the changes and similarities between the content, and by juxtaposing the mapped
changes and similarities with the policies of the respective years, we will be better equipped to
answer the research question. Lastly, by comparing the content from 1990 to 2018, we can map
the changes in journalistic norms and practices regarding drug coverage.38
The 1992-study focused on two newspapers in each of four Nordic countries; Norway,
Finland, Denmark and Sweden.39 For the Norwegian context, the newspapers Aftenposten and
VG were chosen by the researchers. Both newspapers were among the most read newspapers
in Norway in 199040, with a consistent readership and a high number of newspaper circulations,
it is fair to argue that they had an important role as a platform for both information and debate.
On the other hand, newspaper readership has fallen greatly in 2018; in the early 1990’s the
readership consisted of around 80% of all Norwegians and in 2018 the amount had declined to
30%.41
As for why it is so important to analyze newspapers from 2018; there are several reasons.
First, the 1992 report specifically analyzed the printed editions of Aftenposten and VG, both
newspapers are as of 2018 still publishing printed editions. As mentioned, the readership of
print newspapers overall have decreased significantly among Norwegians, in 2018 it was
reported that on an average day only 30% of Norwegians in all ages read newspapers. 42 Then
again, 62% of Norwegians read online newspapers,43 and 51% specifically read the online
versions of the print newspapers.44 The articles published in print format, are likely to be posted
online as well. Some articles are hidden behind paywalls, which limits the readership to
subscribed readers. Only 22% have online subscriptions.45 The point here is that although total
readership of print newspapers has greatly decreased, and even though access may be limited,
there is overall a considerable amount of newspaper consumers even in 2018. Thus, it can be
argued that print newspapers are still a relevant medium in terms of media research.

Noto, Pinsky, Mastroianni, “Drugs in the Brazilian Print Media”, p. 1246
Skretting, et al.”Reporting on drugs in Nordic newspapers”. p.109
40
MedieNorge, “Opplagstall norske aviser”
41
MedieNorge, “Lesing av papiraviser en gjennomsnittsdag”
42
Ibid.
43
Medienorge. “Lesing av papiravis og nettavis en gjennomsnittsdag”
44
MedieNorge, “Lesing av papiraviser en gjennomsnittsdag”
45
Medienorge, “Andel med nettavisabonnoment hjemme”
38
39
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Because there are more people reading online newspapers versus print newspapers one
could argue that online newspapers are more relevant to study.4647 However, as I explained,
printed articles will often be available online as well. This brings us to the second reason as for
why I chose to study print media; print newspapers and online newspapers are two different
mediums and the degree of differences will make a comparison difficult. The first Norwegian
online newspaper was launched in 1996, whereas my study looks at 1990 journalism.48 It is
easier to conduct a historical comparison of the same medium rather than two vastly different
mediums.
The third reason is that both Aftenposten and VG are the most read print newspapers in
2018.49 Also, the online versions were the most popular newspapers in Norway, with VG in
first place, followed by Dagbladet and Aftenposten respectively.50
To summarize; the media has an important role as conveyer of information and
facilitator of debate. In the 1990’s, newspapers were the leading medium for news consumers,
and in 2018 they are still important mediums for news consumers. Furthermore, the knowledge
we currently have on the media coverage of drugs needs an update; I must review the same
newspapers (Aftenposten and VG) to first collect the data material from 1990, then collect the
data from 2018, and lastly provide an analysis which will help formulate an answer to the
research question.

Why study drugs?
In this part, I argue why illegal drugs are an important topic to study. I refer to the current
outcomes of the Norwegian drug policies by referring to data on drug users. I refer to these
outcomes as social ills, which means conditions in society which are problematic, or rather
undesirable.51
In terms of the policy effects on the individual, on April 7th 2016, NRK’s online
newspaper reported that drug users in Oslo and Bergen, in a period of 5 years, were fined at a
total amount of 48 million kroner.52 Furthermore, in 2018, drug offenses comprised of 11% of
all reported crimes. 35 296 reported cases out of 318 566 were drug related, out of these 19 326

Medienorge, “Lesing av papiraviser en gjennomsnittsdag”
Medienorge, “Andel med nettavisabonnoment hjemme”
48
Pettersen, “Nettavisen”
49
Medienorge, “Ti største papiraviser”
50
Medienorge, “10 største nettaviser”
51
Robert H. Lauer, “defining social problems”, p. 122
52
Larsen, “Narkomane bøtelagt for 48 millioner kroner”
46
47
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were related to illegal drugs.53 And as of 2018, 27.8% of prisoners in Norway were sentenced
for a drug related crime, including legal drugs like alcohol (public intoxication or driving while
under the influence).54
More tragically, many drug users die as result of unsafe drug use. Since 1990 there has
been a steady increase in the number of deaths. According to the Norwegian Institute of Public
Health (FHI), on average 264 deaths occur annually in Norway because of drug use.55 Most of
the deaths in 2017 were attributed to opioids56. In shifting the government response from
punishment to treatment, Norway hopes to reduce the number of deaths that occur as a result
of unsafe drug use. In a harm-reductionist system, there would be more focus allocated to
ensuring safe use to avoid overdoses, and the government would offer treatment when addicts
are caught with possession of user-doses, rather than punishment through fines and
imprisonment. Such a system would be less hostile towards drug users; drug users would then
be more likely to seek help; as they would be met with care rather than punishment. This change
in policy follows an experimental period of injection rooms where addicts could use opioids
(and similar substances) in a safe environment.57
Clearly, the topic of “illegal drugs” is very relevant in categorizing social ills in Norway.
Any subject that is considered the cause of social ills on this scale is worth studying. By
juxtaposing the media’s role in shaping public opinion with the current results of the
prohibitionist drug policies (see tables 1, 2, 3 and 4), the relevance of studying and
understanding media coverage of drugs becomes more evident.
Table 1

Narcotics crimes in Norway 2014 to 2018. Source: JUS065

Politiet, “STRASAK-rapporten, Anmeldt kriminalitet og politiets straffesaksbehandling 2018”
Statistisk Sentralbyrå, “Fengslinger”
55
Folkehelseinstituttet, “Narkotikautløste dødsfall i Norge 2018”
56
Ibid.
57
Gursli-Berg, “Sprøyterom”
53
54
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Table 2

Number of inmates based on crime. Source: SSB

Table 3

Number of drug related deaths in Norway, 1990-1999. Source: SSB & KRIPOS

Table 4

Number of drug related deaths in Norway from 1996-2017. Source: FHI

Ethics and bias
Lastly, I find it important (for reasons of transparency and reliability) to shortly explain my
standpoint on drugs policy. Certain subjective decisions and interpretations are required for the
analysis; these interpretations will of course be affected by my bias.
10

First, we must take into consideration the fact that illegal drugs are a taboo topic,
specifically because drugs are, as of 2020’s official policy; still illegal. Therefore, we must be
careful in discussing articles and stories about drug users, to protect their integrity and right to
privacy. Even though this thesis may be exposed to a select few individuals only, it is important
to follow proper ethical conduct to keep up with scientific standards.
The ethical guidelines for studying drugs in media are luckily very straightforward. I try
to exclude the names of people involed in the stories. I have chosen to also censor the faces of
individuals in images also. I was also advised to apply common sense in cases where it is
obvious who it is that I am discussing. When celebrities are discussed, it is hard to hide their
identity, especially if that specific celebrity has been widely covered in the media. I came across
several examples of celebrities and famous individuals who were discussed on multiple
occasions. And of course, any avid reader of Norwegian newspapers may connect the dots and
realize which case is being discussed. Even in cases where the identity of the individual is
obvious, I will refrain from using her name. However, her status (politician, actor, police officer
or teacher) will be disclosed. This is because I believe the status of the people discussed in the
stories is an interesting factor to consider when analyzing the content.
In terms of bias; I’m more sympathetic towards the harm-reductionist policies, as
opposed to the present policies (as of 2020; prohibition of all drugs). By reform, I mean that I
prefer the viewpoint that promotes a policy change wherein drug users are no longer
criminalized. I find that the arguments presented by the reform-side of the debate are more
convincing in terms of reducing drug-use as a social ill (see table 1, 2 and 3).
Although this thesis will be guided by the data findings and not my opinions, I think
there is some value in having an opinion on the topic of drug policy. Which opinions we hold
allow us for an understanding of a topic from different perspectives. This bias has also
influenced my analysis in the sense that my own preference makes it easier to have a critical
view of the discourse I analyze. It allows me to critically analyze the language used in the
articles and to better recognize the bias of the article writers. Being familiar with the arguments,
ideas and concepts which opponents of harm-reduction policies hold allows me to recognize
what the writers reference when they discuss the drug situations. The same familiarity will also
allow me to understand the bias of writers who support the harm-reduction policies. On the
other hand, it may also prove to be a disadvantage as it may result in mischaracterization of
writers as being biased in favor or against harm-reduction policies, when they may in fact be
objective or neutral. Another disadvantage is that my own bias may suggest a skewed analysis,
yet the conclusions are based on the data findings.
11

The nature of this study requires me to make subjective decisions in order to conduct
critical discourse analysis. This is also why I believe that definitions are important; for example,
I have already used many different terms that can be understood differently based on the reader.
I therefore define terms like “drugs” and “media” and describe how I have chosen to use them
in this thesis.
This concludes the introduction chapter. I have shortly explained the current political
climate in terms of drug policy, my research question and hypotheses. Also, why the topic of
drugs and newspapers are worth studying in media research. I have also presented my bias and
my ethical approach in analyzing the newspaper articles. As mentioned in the last paragraphs,
I find it important to define terms that I will use in this thesis; the next chapter will provide an
overview of the central concepts and terms.
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Chapter 2: Key concepts
This chapter provides definitions of key terms that will be used in this thesis. These definitions
provide a concise language and understanding of terms and concepts that will be used
throughout the thesis.
This chapter also presents some specific terms used by the Norwegian media. For
example, the terms that are used to describe different types of drugs and drug users. Also, I
provide an explanation of what drugs are; this part will provide definitions, and a simplified
overview of the pharmacology of the drugs. The purpose of this chapter is to provide
information that will help in in understanding the data presentation and analysis chapters.

Media = Newspapers
When referring to the media, I refer to the newspapers Aftenposten and VG. The term “media”
has many definitions, based on what it is one is discussing. For this thesis, the term is defined
as newspapers. Another term that can also be used to describe this, is “the press”, however, I
will use the term media in this thesis to refer to the press; journalists and their products
(newspapers). We must remember that these newspapers are a product; they are produced for
the purpose of profit58, which is why I often refer to media content as being a product, however,
I will mostly refer to the media products as “articles” or collectively as “the coverage”.

The types of “drugs”
There are many ways to define drugs; we differentiate between medication and psychoactive
substances. According to Merriam-Webster, the definition of drug is a “substance used as a
medication or in the preparation of medicine”.59 Another definition is “an illegal substance that
causes addiction, habituation, or a marked change in consciousness.”60 Certainly the latter
definition seems to fit better as a description for the type of drugs this thesis is concerned with.
The latter definition, referring to the addictive and habituating aspect of drug use as well
as the change of consciousness, narrows our perspective to focus on certain substances. Some
can relate to this definition through their daily doses of coffee, tobacco products or alcohol. Of
course, these are legal drugs, and are (based on the definition provided above); not actual drugs.
These legal substances can be put into the same categories as some of the illegal drugs,
pharmacologically, as they have similar effects on the users, yet it is their legal status that
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separates them from the other types of drugs. On the other hand, alcohol was illegal in western
societies during times of prohibition61 and is still illegal in some Islamic countries.62 It would
therefore be fair to include alcohol in a study about illegal drugs. However, since my thesis
focuses on the Norwegian context, wherein alcohol and tobacco products are legal and wellregulated drugs, I have excluded them from my thesis. Lastly, the drugs I discuss in this thesis
are widely used among drug users.
In this thesis, I divide the most commonly used (and covered) substances into four
categories, (1) stimulants, (2) opioids (3) depressants and (4) hallucinogens. These are the
categories of drugs that I focus on in this thesis. I’ll define the categories, then discuss some of
the most known drugs within those categories.
Stimulants as illegal drugs
Stimulants, colloquially known as uppers, are drugs that “release the amines noradrenaline and
dopamine”.63 Which means that stimulants make you feel alert and “full of energy”. 64 For this
thesis I have included these substances as part of the stimulant category in my data gathering
and analysis: amphetamine, cocaine, crack, khat and methamphetamine.
Opioids as illegal drugs
Opioids come in many forms, some are found in nature, and some are synthetically produced.
An “opiate” refers to a natural substance deriving from the “latex of the opium poppy”. The
naturally occurring opiates deriving from this plant include morphine and codeine, which have
been used in medicine for thousands of years for their pain soothing effects. 65 The specific
drugs in the overall category of opioids that are included in this thesis are as following: opium,
codeine, morphine, heroin, methadone and other opioids/opiates.
Depressants as illegal drugs
Depressants are in some ways like opioids, although they do not have the same numbing effect
as opioids; they have more of a depressing effect on the brain. They activate the GABA
receptors which makes the brain prepare “to go to sleep”.66 For this thesis I have included the
following drugs as part of the depressant category: cannabis, GHB and benzodiazepines.
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Hallucinogenic substances as illegal drugs
The category of hallucinogens includes a variety of drugs, some of the drugs share qualities
with other categories and others uniquely fit into this category, while some may fit better in
categories of their own. One common trait of these drugs are their unique way of changing the
user’s senses and perceptions of reality; hence the category is termed hallucinogens.67 I have
included these drugs as part of the hallucinogenic drugs category for my thesis: LSD, mescaline,
MDMA and ketamine.
Other illegal drugs
The drugs I have discussed are not the only illegal drugs commonly used in Norway. For
example, anabolic steroids, a stimulant/upper, is often reported on in terms of sports related
news stories. When these drugs are referred to, they are commonly referred to as “dope”, and
not necessarily “drugs” or “narcotics”. It is also one of the reasons I have carefully evaluated
articles that use the term “dope” in my thesis, as it fits better in describing athletes using drugs
for performance enhancing purposes in the Norwegian media.

Who are the “drug users”?
We will be discussing drugs and those who use drugs; therefore, we must also clarify who they
are in the Norwegian context.
There are some key terms used by the journalists regarding those who use drugs; I
differentiate between three groups: addicts, recreational users and medicinal users. These three
terms not only describe who the drug users are, but also to what degree and for what purpose
they use drugs. An addict may use drugs to feed an addiction, whereas a medicinal user for its
medical qualities. Yet, most of the illegal drugs included in this thesis are used for recreational
purposes (for pleasure). Recreational use does not mean that the use of drugs by itself brings a
pleasurable state of mind, rather, that the objective of a recreational user is to achieve pleasure.68
Thus, a drug may be dangerous, yet a user may use it for the purpose of pleasure. I define
recreational use as use that is not justified for medicinal purposes but rather for its psychoactive
effects.69
In Norway, there is a select few terms used to describe people who use drugs, for
example “narkoman” (person who uses narcotics), “rusmisbruker” (person who abuses drug)
or “stoffbruker” (person who use substances) or “rusbruker” (drug user). These terms do not
67
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describe the users to the same degree as the terms above. The term narkoman is similarly used
as the term addict; defined as one who is addicted to narcotics70. It is rarely used to describe
teenagers who experiment with drugs, or one-time users of a drugs, instead the term refers to
those who regularly use drugs.71
The term rusmisbruker, or misbruker (drug abuser) is frequently used to describe any
drug user. This term can also be combined with the terms narcotics or substance (narcotics
abuser, or substance abuser). The term is also more loosely used as opposed to “narkoman”,
which is designated to addicts. In fact, a journalist may describe any use as abuse, as there are
no specific guidelines for “proper use”, as all use of illegal drugs is defined as illegal by law;
for example, if a teenager is found guilty in having used a drug once, she will be referred to as
a drug abuser rather than a drug user.
To summarize, the drugs I review are commonly used among the three categories I
mentioned. Although some specific types of drugs may or may not have medicinal properties,
they have been included in my study because they are illegally used by one (or all) of the three
categories of users. In the Norwegian context, all illegal drugs are collectively referred to as
“narkotika” (narcotics).

Narcotics: Opioids? Or any illegal drug?
Narkotika, or narcotics, is a term that is essential to the analysis of this thesis, a term that I have
already referenced multiple times. This term is by no means used as a scientific term in my
thesis, nor is it used as such in the media. It is instead used as an umbrella term to categorize
all drugs considered illegal according to Norwegian law.72 This way of using the term makes it
more of a legal term than a scientific term. Indeed, the first paragraph of chapter one in the
medicines-law (“Legemiddelloven”), the law that defines drug crimes, defines narcotics as
“substances, crude drugs, plants, mushrooms and mixtures” that is defined by the king (the
government) as narcotics.73
In attempting to get a view of what drugs are being discussed, umbrella terms like
narcotics make it difficult to get a realistic overview of the drugs relevant to Norwegian media
or Norwegian drug culture. Referring to all drugs as narcotics can be problematic in the sense
that it does not explain what type of drugs are being discussed. Moreover, there is a great
difference between cannabis and methamphetamine; yet, when the media is using the term
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narcotics, they could be referring to either substance, and so the nuance that lies in the difference
between cannabis and methamphetamine in terms of their pharmacology or the drug culture
surrounding those drugs are entirely dismissed or made irrelevant.
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Chapter 3: Historical and political context
In this chapter, I provide a historical and political context for drug policy in Norway. First, I
will focus on national conditions which affected the policy design, thereafter I will review some
key international events that also affected Norwegian drug policy design. This chapter will help
in understanding the background of Norwegian drug policy and the situation today. This thesis
compares the coverage of 1990 and 2018, we must therefore have some understanding of the
official policies of the respective years also.

Prohibition and temperance
As with many other western democracies, Norway has a history of alcohol prohibition. 74 We
must keep this in mind when analyzing the drug coverage; i.e. Norway has a history of
prohibitionist policies and therefore we must understand that having similar prohibitionist
policies for other drugs is not out of the ordinary. We must also consider Norwegian anti-drug
sentiments; mainly the temperance movement that has had an influence over Norwegian drug
policy design.75 Much of the focus of such movements, which date back to the mid-1800s, has
been on alcohol, but has grown to include other drugs as well.76
Today, the same sentiments and goals of prevention77 can be found among interest
groups like Actis, members of parliament and even members of the government cabinet78. Actis
is an umbrella organization established by promoters of temperance. Prior to 2003, it was
known as “Avholdfolkets fellesråd” (The temperance people’s common council)79. A former
leader argued that Actis is “not a temperance-organization”,80 which both contradicts the
organizations historic roots81 as well as the diligent work of its members to promote temperance
and their goal of a drug free society. The organization also provides information on drug
research,82 and is considered a formidable actor in lobbying for their favored policies.83 The
organization is also frequently referenced as a source in news stories about drugs. There are
also other organizations advocate for prohibition policies, such as the Norwegian Narcotic
Officers Association (NNPF), whose members consist of police, customs officers, prosecutors,
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corrections officers and the armed forces.84 Another lobby group is “Ungdom Mot Narkotika”
(Youth Against Narcotics)85; they also advocate for prohibitionist policies, having as their goals
to “mark a clear standpoint against narcotics” as well as promote a “critical attitude towards
drug use.”86 On the other hand, since 1990 there have been a rise in number of organizations
supporting drug reform, drug users’ rights and legalization of soft drugs like cannabis, among
them; “Normal”87, “Foreningen Tryggere Ruspolitikk” (Association for Safer Drug polices)88
and “Foreningen for Human Narkotikapolitikk” (Association for Humane Narcotics policy).89
Thus, temperance culture and movements are indeed an important aspect to consider
when finding the roots of Norwegian drug policy. Yet drug policies in terms of drugs like
heroin, cannabis and LSD, seem to be heavily based on external sources; mainly a handful of
so-called “international drug conventions”. The findings of these conventions have been used
as frameworks for Norwegian policy design since the early 20th century.

International drug conventions
The design for Norwegian drug policy, as well as for most other countries, has basis not in the
supposed harms related to drug use (which was the case for alcohol prohibition90), but rather
due to a mixture of national temperance sentiments on drugs and the multiple calls for
international drug control.91 Indeed, the roots of any western country’s drug policies, except the
United States, can be traced back to the participation in international drug conventions. 92 I
exclude the United States precisely because they can in many ways be regarded as the greatest
proponents for prohibitionist policies and are regarded as initiators of the conventions in the
first place.93
The 1912 Hague International Opium convention was set as the standards for the 1913
reform implemented in Norway. The purpose of the 1912 convention was for the signing
countries to implement reforms controlling drugs like opium and its derivatives, and cocaine.94
In 1925, the Genève convention set forth new standards for drug policies. The most
notable changes was the introduction of cannabis as an internationally controlled substance
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(proposed by Egypt95), and the implementation of penalties and punishments for those who
breached with the standards agreed upon in the convention. Consequently, in 1928, the
Norwegian parliament implemented a new law that would expand the scope of controlled
substances; by including “opium and other numbing substances that can similarly be abused
and can lead to similar harms […]”96. This laid the foundation for the classification of all illegal
substances as “narcotics”. Another notable change in policy was the implementation of
punishments (fines and imprisonment for up to six months) as penalties.97
In New York 1961, the United Nations introduced new guidelines for the international
community, to include a regulation of opium, coca-leaves, cannabis and substances deriving
from these, as well as substances that the World Health Organization propose to have similar
risk for abuse and the same harm-effects as those substances.98 Thus, Norway followed suit,
and in 1964 they implemented “legemiddelloven”, which would disband the previous laws in
place of new ones.99 This included new penalties which consisted of fines and/or a maximum
prison sentence of two years.
Following the hippie movement, in 1968 drug use increased and as a result the law was
amended to include the criminalization of drug use also. Drug users would then be punished for
possession of user doses (which is a minimal amounts of a substance, for example, one syringe
or one joint), additionally, the punishment for serious drug crimes (production, trafficking or
possession of large quantities) was raised from a maximum of two years to six years.100
In 1971, the UN convention on psychotropic substances would include synthetic
substances like amphetamine and LSD.101 It was around this time cases of amphetamine and
heroin possession emerged. As a result of the new international treaty, in 1972, Norway raised
the maximum penalty from six years to 10 years. In 1976, the first case of cocaine possession
was recorded. Also, the first records of drug overdoses began in Norway.102
In the 1980’s, Norway continued on this path; expanding upon the penalties for drug
crimes. Yet again the law was amended to increase the maximum penalty, this time it was raised
to 15 years. In the same decade, officials from the Nordic countries gathered to announce a
common goal of a “drug-free” Scandinavia.103 Ultimately, the maximum penalty would be
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increased to 21 years, which is the longest possible prison sentence (for any crime) in Norway.
104

In the following year, substances like MDMA would surface, and the laws regarding

reactions to drugs and drug use would remain much the same. The 1988 convention by the U.N.
would now slightly shift the focus to those who profit from drug trafficking, similarly the
Norwegian policy would include profiteers as targets, yet no reforms aimed to soften the
policies towards possession of user doses or drug use.105
In the early 2000s, a new measure was introduced; the hope was that by providing
addicts with quality-controlled substitutes (in this case, the opioid methadone) there would be
less use of untested hard drugs usually found on the illegal market (heroin). Among the
measures was the experimental methadone-assisted rehabilitation (MAR) program, it was later
dubbed

“legemiddelassistert

rehabilitering”

(LAR),

which

means

“drug-assisted

rehabilitation”.106 The program also included substitute substances like buprenorphine.107
Finally in 2005 the first injection room was established in Oslo, yet the goal was much the same
as it was in the 80’s (“a drug free” Scandinavia).108109 A second injection room was opened in
Bergen in 2016, and the year after, a majority of the Norwegian parliament voted in favor of a
budget proposal, which included a proposal by the government to “shift the responsibility for
handling drug use and possession for personal use from the justice department to the health
department”.110 Thus, Norway seemed to be moving towards a user focused and harm
reductionist approach in dealing with the drug problem.
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Chapter 4: Theoretical framework for researching drugs in media
In this chapter, I introduce some central theories and concepts that will be used in the
analysis.111 The core of the theoretical framework on which I base my analysis consists of a
mixture of framing theory and critical discourse analysis. I provide definitions of these theories
as I have used them for my research, as well as present examples to clarify the way in which I
have understood and applied them as theories for my thesis.
Discourse
First let me explain how I define discourse in my thesis. Discourse can be understood as written
or spoken language,112 I have focused the attention on the language used in the articles. I use
critical discourse analysis (CDA), a process that is concerned with the “reproduction of
ideology” in language.113 In other words, how beliefs and ideas are established through
language. In the context of this thesis, I will analyze which terms are used by journalists to refer
to drugs in the articles in the quantitative part of the thesis and provide an in-depth discourse
analysis in the qualitative part.
This thesis follows the understanding that CDA may provide an overview of the way in
which journalists cover illegal drugs. Additionally, we must remember that these articles serve
a function in the newspapers. Although our focus will mainly include textual analysis, we must
also accommodate headlines, pictures, colors, design etc. In explaining the aims of CDA, van
Dijk writes:
“Many studies in CDA are however not limited to these purely “verbal” approaches
to discourse, but also pay attention to other semiotic dimensions (pictures, film, sound,
music, gestures, etc.) of communicative events”.114
Although music, film and pictures may indeed be defined as a form of discourse 115, an
analysis of such media will not be included in this thesis. This part will be analyzed through the
content-analysis part of the methodology, wherein I hope to gain an overview of picture use in
news articles. On the one hand I quantify the frequencies of certain terms and words; on the
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other hand, the meaning of these words must be put into context for us to be able to fully answer
the research question.116
I have also applied discourse as a method, by first starting with a text analysis, which
may then be “discussed against any relevant sociopolitical context”.117 However, instead of
discussing the data findings with a certain sociopolitical context, I conduct a comparative
analysis, wherein the data findings from two points in time shall be discussed against each
other; which is what the research question requires.
Lastly, the discourse analysis will allow me to assess what type of frames are being
established in the articles.
Framing
A “narrative” is understood as a story,118 which in this thesis is defined as “a report of an item
of news”119. K. Wahl-Jørgensen and T. Hanitzsch write that it is these “stories of journalists
that construct and maintain our shared realities”.120 In other words, the leading narratives will
eventually, whether it is reflective of reality or not,121 be perceived and accepted (by the public)
as that narrative which represents reality.122 Furthermore, H. Fulton writes that specific angles
can be used as a narrative strategy by newspapers.123 For example, a newspaper may use the
certain framings which may lead to a “moral panic” around an issue (more on this later).
In explaining the theory of framing, I rely on Robert M. Entman’s definition. He argues
that framing in the news media involves a process of selection and salience124, he writes:
“To frame is to select some aspect of a perceived reality and make them more salient
in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, casual
interpretation, moral evaluation, and or treatment recommendation.”125
He clarifies that it does not necessarily mean that the journalists are aware of the process; the
process may be conscious or unconscious.126 They may in fact select certain aspects of a story
because they believe it will make the story more interesting, or simply think that the specific
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frame is “the obvious and most natural among journalists”. 127 Image 1 provides an example of
how a story can be framed differently based on the journalists’ discourse.
Image 1

An example of framing. Source: Mediamatters.org

One way in which certain aspects of a story is made more salient (meaning more
prominent or important) is through placement, repetition or association with familiar
symbols.128 Thus, frames are established through the use of certain narratives, context, words,
headlines, phrases, images and information that “provide thematically reinforcing clusters of
facts or judgements”. 129130 However, it is important to note that any aspect of a story may be
perceived as salient through the audiences own belief system. 131 The frame expressed by the
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journalists may not necessarily be the frame understood by the audience, thus, the autonomy of
the audience must be taken into account.
Regarding context, drugs “tend to emerge on the media agenda in relation to crime,
deviance and retribution”.132 And therefore, covering illegal drugs in the context of immoral or
anti-social behavior can justify the portrayal of drugs themselves as being a threat to society.
And by referencing authority figures as sources, the prohibitionist policies are reinforced in the
media as the optimal solution.133 Additionally, other aspects must also be taken into
consideration when analyzing the framing; for example, what type of language is used in
covering illegal drugs?
Loaded language
Orla Vigsø writes that “naming is framing”134; which means the way we refer to something
ultimately decides how that thing is perceived and understood.135 For example, the U.S.
government armed and assisted Syrian Kurdish forces in the war against ISIS. The U.S.
government considered those same Kurds as allies and often refers to them as such.136 On the
other hand, the Turkish government has frequently referred to the same Kurdish forces as
terrorists.137 By understanding the reference to them as either allies or terrorists, gives us insight
to the frames used by each party.
Both the term ally and terrorist contain certain connotations (invoking meaning based
on cultural and emotional connections to a word138). This is what I refer to as “loaded language”
in this thesis. For this thesis, it is important to understand that the type of language that is
“loaded language” depends entirely on the reader.139 For example, the Turkish government
relies on the people to associate “terrorism” with negative connotations for the messaging to be
successful. Imagine that the Turkish government referred to the same SDF forces as “SDF
forces” or “U.S. allies”, that would be counter-productive as the Turkish government relies
upon an understanding that the SDF forces are a threat to their society.
The same understanding of loaded language will be used for illegal drugs, by analyzing
the words introduced in the definitions chapter. I provide an analysis of the specific terms used
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in the articles in my analysis. As to what is understood as loaded language in terms of this topic,
I rely on the guidelines provided in the definitions chapter.
Moral Panic
By using certain frames, and loaded language, the media may contribute to what is known as
moral panic.140 A moral panic is understood as “an event [that] is reported as a perceived threat
to the social and/or moral order”.141142 When the media frames something as representing “a
threat to societal values and interests”143, for example referring to drugs as evil144, they are
framing drugs as something immoral, dangerous and wrong.145 And by presenting it as a threat
to social order, it can contribute to a moral panic in society wherein zero tolerance policies are
introduced in order to deal with those perceived threats.
We can only argue this if we are in fact speaking of a phenomenon wherein “a situation
which public fears and state interventions greatly exceed the objective threat”146. That is what
is required for a societal reaction to be defined as being characterized by moral panic. In other
words, the coverage and government reactions to a phenomenon must be disproportionate to
the actual threat presented by that phenomenon. I shall give examples of how moral panic is
understood in this thesis in the literature review.
This concludes the theoretical aspect of this thesis. I have presented central theories that
we must understand in order to conduct the analysis. The analysis will refer to these theories
and concepts in providing an interpretation of the data. I will move on to discuss literature
relevant for this study, I will also touch upon some theories and reference to some theories
introduced in this chapter.
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Chapter 5: Literature review
In this part of the chapter we will review some key literature on drugs in media. These pieces
of literature have been used as templates for what variables I have included, and also used as
basis for hypothesis generation. I start by discussing some key studies in the Norwegian and
Nordic context. As discussed, Norwegian drug policies have largely been affected by
international views and aspirations. Therefore, I present some of the findings from abroad, and
what they tell us about drugs in media from their respective countries.
Through these various studies we will be introduced to a variety of theories and different
methodological approaches. Note that the theoretical framework of this study is presented in
the chapter above, however, we should also take into account the theories used in these studies
as well. Understanding the framework of the studies will help us better understand the
conclusions the authors draw. Since these conclusions have been used as tools in the analysis it
is only fair that we become better acquainted with the methods and approaches used to reach
those conclusions.

Finding literature
In finding literature for this thesis, I relied mostly on the University of Oslo’s Oria search
engine. After attending a couple of seminars offered by the Institute of Media and
Communication (IMK) at the University of Oslo (UiO), on how to use the Oria search engine,
I was ready to explore the available literature on drugs in media.
I searched for terms like “media”, “coverage”, “journalism”, “reporting”, “newspapers”,
“press” and combined with terms like “drugs”, “illegal drugs”, “illicit substances” and
“narcotics” or specific drug names. I also tried the same terms in Norwegian, however, there
were far more results in English. Although coverage of illegal drugs is a popular topic in media
research, there seems to be far less research in the Norwegian context. Most studies in
Norwegian focused on the pharmacological, political or historical aspects of illegal drugs, and
the ones that focus on the media aspect are often from the 90’s or early 2000’s. In fact, beside
the arguments provided in the introduction as for the relevance of studying drugs in media, the
lack of literature is among the motivations for this thesis. Thus; I have depended mostly on
studies from abroad. The literature ranges from dissertations, short chapters and even shorter
reports, to comprehensive studies in peer reviewed journals and media studies books and
textbooks.
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In terms of literature applied in the theory, methodology and analysis chapters, I mostly
relied on textbooks, studies and reports provided by the IMK’s bachelor and master’s programs’
syllabus. These include literature from courses that I attended from 2014 to 2018; courses on
methodological approaches in media research, media theories, media history and institutions,
journalism, media coverage, etc. However, I have also relied on information provided by
encyclopedias like Britannica, online news articles and other websites. All sources are carefully
evaluated before use; thus, sources like Wikipedia or alternative newspapers are not included.

Literature on illegal drugs
First, I would like to give an overview of my sources in defining drugs; In discussing the
different types of drugs, and which categories of substances they belong to, I have referred to
the writings of neuropsychopharmacologist David Nutt. He provides an extensive discussion
and presentation of different substances in his 2012 book Drugs Without The Hot Air. In this
thesis I follow Nutt’s account of the four main categories; “stimulants”, “opioids”,
“depressants” & “empathogens and psychedelics”(in this thesis the latter category is combined
into one; hallucinogens, as both categories share many similarities).147 Although I rely mostly
on Drugs Without The Hot Air, I have also included information provided by the University
College of Norwegian Correctional Service, whom also provides an excellent overview of
drugs.148 I have also relied on the literature provided by Columbia University professor and
neuroscientist Carl Hart.
Nutt’s own opinion on the matter seems to support the idea that media coverage affects
policy wherein politicians propose policies which are “politically profitable” at the time based
on media coverage.149 According to Nutt, the policies will be based on political expedience and
not our available scientific knowledge on any given drug.150
In terms of the history of drugs in Norway, I have referred to the information provided
by the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (FHI). The Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and
Drug Research (SIRUS)151 has published a lot of information on drugs in Norway, however, in
recent years SIRUS was merged with FHI, thus, the information I refer to in this thesis may
have been written by SIRUS researchers but the information is referenced as being published
by FHI.
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Norwegian research on drugs in media
Now, I will present the relevant Norwegian literature on drug coverage in media. I will first
map out the available literature in this field. Some of the literature is not at all like my thesis’
research question, some have wider scopes, and others focus on other mediums. Yet they serve
a function in providing insight into journalistic discourse on drugs. As mentioned above, we
are limited to only a handful of studies; therefore we will focus on the literature available to us
at this point. The most recent study on media coverage of drugs was a master’s thesis (2011)
for the IMK which analyzed the depiction of drug use in the HBO series Six Feet Under.152
Another student at UiO, wrote her thesis (2012) on the “global discourse on Narcotic Drugs”
for the institute of criminology (IKRS).153 If we dig deeper into the archives, we find another
IMK student’s thesis (1992) which analyzes the TV-depiction of alcohol and illegal drugs.154
Lastly, another student from IKRS wrote a thesis (1990) that analyzes the print media coverage
of alcohol and illegal drugs.155
The dissertations from 2011 and 2012 have drugs as a side-focus, whereas the studies
from 1990 and 1992 have drugs as the main focus of their dissertations. The 2011 study from
IMK concludes that illegal drugs are presented naturally/objectively.
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And the study from

IKRS points to a change in policy discourse; more countries are looking towards designing factbased policies.157
Hans Olav Fekjær has written a chapter in a book published in 2004 where he discusses
the role of the media. Here, he argues that the media coverage of drugs is misleading. He
reiterates an interesting point made in an opinion piece in Aftenposten in 1994;
“Through the [media depiction] one can easily get the impression that narcotics use is the biggest
drug problem we have, both in regards to seriousness, degree of abuse and the societal
consequences … The reality, however, looks different.”158

Fekjær proceeds to give 10 examples of claims made by the media (Aftenposten, NRK,
Dagbladet), the statements are juxtaposed with facts from the drug research provided by the
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research (SIRUS).159 For example, some of the
claims point to an “epidemic” rise of ecstasy use, meaning that there is a widespread use of
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illegal drugs among youth, when in reality; around 2% of teens had used the drug at that
point.160
These studies will be used in the analysis of the data, especially the dissertations from
90’s as they provide an impressively rigorous analysis of the media discourse. Fekjær’s book
is also heavily used throughout the thesis, not only to reference media coverage, but also as a
reference for facts on drugs, drug users, drug history, culture, politics and more. I will now
move on to discuss the study that has been used as a foundation for my own dissertation.

Discussing Drugs and Control Policy
Discussing drugs and control policy: Comparative studies on four Nordic countries was edited
by Pekka Hakkarainen, Lau Laursen and Christoffer Tigerstedt, and published in 1996. The
study is the “outcome of a collaborative project” that reviews the “’Nordic history’ of drug
policies from 1960 onwards”.161 The book consists of several chapters that present and discuss
studies on drugs. Chapter five, “Reporting on drugs in Nordic newspapers”, was written by
Astrid Skretting, Pekka Hakkarainen, Lau Laursen and Börje Olsson.
The report consists of a content analysis and discussion; where the authors review some
key characteristics of the newspaper articles in 1990. It was originally published in the journal
Nordic Studies on Alcohol and Drug, titled “Omtale av narkotika I nordiske aviser” (“coverage
of narcotics in Nordic newspapers”).162 This report is, based on my perception of the literature
available, the only study that provide an overview of the newspaper content in Norway (even
to this day). Of course, as discussed in the presentation of the multiple dissertations concerned
with drugs, there have been some attempts at analyzing the drug discourse in media. Yet none
have provided an overview as provided by Skretting et al. I discuss the methodology of this
study in my methodology chapter.
The report concludes that much of the coverage reflected the national conditions, in
some countries more so than others.163 For example, the discourse in Denmark and Sweden
reflected the cultural and social climate in regard to drugs at that time. 164 In Finland, where
there was less of a drug problem, the focus was mostly on stories/events from abroad.165
Contrastingly, in Norway the discourse seemed to be more politically-based. In other words,
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although Norway, like Finland, had a lesser problem with drugs, the newspapers discussed
drugs at a higher rate than their Nordic colleagues.166 The authors connect this with the fact that
Norwegians have stricter views (and sentences167) on drugs. Additionally, the authors argued
that the coverage is “to a large degree, in accordance with official drug policy”. 168 They also
argued that this is exemplified in how “the newspapers are very active participants in the more
or less continuous mobilization against drugs”.169 Norway was described as having “the most
repressive legislation” among the Nordic countries, which may also explain why they covered
drugs the most. “
The authors note that the findings are perhaps affected by the specific timeframe in
which the study was conducted. For example, they refer to a Swedish tennis player accused of
cocaine use; that story received a lot of coverage in the Swedish media, as well as Norway. 170
Thus, much of the coverage concerning this story emphasized cocaine/crack, which makes it
seem like the drug was widely covered in general. In reality the drug was simply discussed
because of the ongoing scandal at the time. Another example is a trafficking story; a Norwegian
tennis player had allegedly attempted to traffic large quantities of cannabis to Norway.171
Although being accused of trafficking large quantitates of cannabis is far more serious than
being accused of having used cocaine once, the other Nordic countries did not even mention
the Norwegian story (perhaps due to the celebrity aspect of the Swedish story). Meanwhile,
Norway covered both stories extensively.172 This must be considered when analyzing the data;
stories like these can make it seem like certain drugs are covered more often than they actually
are.
I refer, and have referred, to this study on multiple occasions. The findings of this study,
mentioned in the paragraphs above, have functioned as the foundation of this study’s
hypotheses, and by proxy, the research question as well. I have, to a degree, attempted to
replicate this study, to gain the same overview as the 1992 reporters had, which will then be
used to compare with my own findings for the 2018 articles.
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Knowledge from Nordic neighbors
I have also relied on studies from abroad. In this part, I present some of the literature in the
Nordic countries; this will give us insight into the theory behind media coverage of drugs in
Scandinavia, and hopefully help us in identifying the characteristics and trends in the
Norwegian press as well. In this part I have decided to focus on a Finnish study and a Swedish
study.
Jukka Törrönen writes about the “Finnish newspapers’ position on drug policy between
1993 and 2000”.173 Note that he explicitly refers to the newspaper’s position; which means he
reviews the editorial articles from 1993 to 2000, and not the overall drug coverage.174 In terms
of the relationship between media coverage and policy design; he explains how the Finnish
authorities had a passive approach to the drug issue in the 1960’s175, and how the newspapers
would encourage the authorities to adopt a “control- and punishment-oriented drug law”,176
even going as far as providing specific methods that ought to be used 177 for the “restoration of
social order”.178 And so they did; following this, the authorities would end up becoming the
“most cited” source in the newspapers.179 Interestingly, Törrönen argues that the rhetoric used
by editors and policy makers categorize drug users as the “other”, thereby justifying them as a
threat to the social order, and therefore they (drug users/traffickers) must be punished.180
Josefin Månsson has written about the coverage of cannabis in the Swedish press.181
The article, also published in the Nordic Studies on Alcohol and Drug journal, was titled “The
same old story? Continuity and change in Swedish print media constructions of cannabis”.
Here, Månsson also supports the idea of the media as having an influencing role in drug policy
design.182 Furthermore, in her analysis, she identifies three main types of discourse in the
Swedish press; “juridical”, “social problem” and “medical”.183 This refers to the contexts in
which drugs are covered. However, Månsson’s approach more qualitative in nature; in the sense
that she closely analyses the discourse in the newspapers. 184
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We have now reviewed some key literature that has been used to establish a theoretical
groundwork for this thesis. I use the Nordic literature’s findings as a guideline as to how to
code the articles and how to understand and interpret the data material.

Studies from abroad
Now, we will review some of the international perspectives on the coverage of drugs. As with
the studies from the Nordic context; by reviewing the findings of these studies we will gain an
overview of the available literature on drug coverage and their findings. This overview will
allow for the analysis to take place; it is through the findings and theories provided by these
studies that I shall base much of the analysis.
The coverage will often depend on the situation in a specific region. For example, some
countries may cover drugs sporadically,185 even if there is a present drug problem,186 whereas
another may have illegal drugs as a widely covered topic in the newspapers.187
Marianne Paimre has written about the coverage of drugs in Estonia based on Anthony
Down’s theory.188 This theory argues for “issue-attention cycle”, which simply put means that
no single issue remains a constantly important focus of the media;
“… a systematic “issue-attention cycle” seems strongly to influence public attitudes and
behavior concerning most key domestic problem. Each of these problems suddenly leaps into
prominence, remains there for a short time, and then- though still largely unresolved- gradually
fades from the center of public attention”.189

Similar to Down’s theory, Paimre argues illegal drugs become an important issue in the
Estonian newspapers,190 only to later become less relevant in the following years,191 even
though the drug-issue remains a social problem. It seemed that the heavy focus on drugs always
following media campaigns that aimed to bring light to the issue. 192 Beyond this period, the
drug issue became a sporadically covered issue.
Another study from Belgium looks at the media framing of cannabis social clubs (CSC).
These clubs have been defined as “collectives of adult cannabis users who organize the
cultivation and distribution of that substance among themselves”. 193 In covering these clubs,
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the authors point to one common framing; “concerns regarding the CSC model presence in the
country were of a legal nature”.194 However, they note a slight shift in the framing of drug users.
Words with positive connotations are more frequently used; referring to members of these clubs
as users (as opposed to addicts, junkies or drug offenders). There is also more focus on cannabis
as a medicine rather than just a recreational drug.195 In terms of coverage affecting policy or
not, the authors argue that the media does indeed “contribute to generating (or otherwise thwart)
public and/or political support for policy changes”.196
The UK-context also provides us with insight into the journalistic norms. For example,
Stuart Taylor argues that drug users are commonly viewed through a “negative reporting
mould”.197 His discussion also builds upon the idea of drugs and drug users as being a threat to
social order.198 He is also of the belief that “news media and criminal justice policy seemingly
mirror each other’s belief”.199
Taylor also points to the idea of news as products where “drug stories […] help sell
papers”; especially so when the stories reinforce stereotypes about drugs and drug users.200 This
is why media and politics have been referred to as having a “symbiotic relationship”, meaning
that there is a mutually beneficial relationship.201 This means that the government makes
policies, the media then profits from sensationalistic coverage,202 which in turn reinforces the
government narrative.
Moreover, Beatriz Acevedo argues that there are eight typical discourses in the UK;
prohibition, criminal, treatment, public policy, ritual, recreation, medicinal and economical.203
Among these, the prohibition and criminal discourse are most common,204 for example, these
discourses can be recognized in the sentiment held by the policy makers that “cannabis is still
an arrestable offence, and prohibition is the best way of dealing with drugs-related problems in
British society.”205
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The coverage is according to T.C. Ayres and Y. Jewkes characterized as
“disproportionate and sensationalized media reporting”.206 This is recognized in the language
journalists use to describe the drug situation. For example, in referring to the introduction of
methamphetamine in the UK, newspapers use words such as “dangerous”, “devastation”,
“menace”, “craze” etc.207 They conclude in their study that (1) drugs are a newsworthy topic to
cover and (2) the coverage reinforce distorted and stereotypical perceptions on drugs, which
are “premised on the most extreme and atypical cases”.208
A study by Hughes, Lancaster and Spicer analyzed the media coverage of illegal drugs
in the Australian print media from 2003 to 2008.209 They conclude that the overall coverage of
drugs was neutral (55.2%); meaning that the articles do not “overtly express an opinion” and
contains factual reporting of an event.210 32% of the coverage was described as negative211,
meaning that the coverage was about a “bad news story, failure, growing problems or fear”. 212
In terms of framing of the “consequences of drug use”, they conclude that most of the
coverage (59.9%) concerned legal problems.213 Whereas the rest of the coverage concerned
health problems, social problems, and the overall cost to society. They conclude that “media
reporting on illicit drugs in Australian newspapers is heavily distorted towards crime and
deviance framings”. At the same time, the inclusion of other aspects of drugs point to the
coverage as being “less overtly sensational, biased and narrowly framed than previously
thought”.214
Rob Watts have also analyzed the Australian newspapers reporting on drugs.215 Watt’s
study examines a fascinating phenomenon; he analyzed the coverage during a proposed policy
change, wherein policy makers wanted to test injection rooms for heroin users.216Although the
official policy was aiming for a harm-reductionist approach; there was a continued use of
discourse and framing that portrayed drug users as evil, immoral, dangerous and unhealthy. 217
Eventually the “month-long media-led ‘intervention’ killed off [the] initiative [that was] based
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on four years of policy research and development”.218 Watts proposes that it was this kind of
anti-drug user campaign that eventually persuaded “a naturally conservative prime minister”,
after media coverage persuaded him that there was no “’public support’ for this policy
innovation”.219 Thus, even in times of proposed policy change, which is the current situation in
Norway; media may convince the more conservative policy makers to disregard such policies
in favor of prohibition.
It is perhaps easy to understand why injection rooms for heroin may be greatly opposed,
as the drugs happens to be a “hard drug” with a higher harm potential and risk of addiction.
What about the drugs such as ketamine?* Zhang, Hong, Husain, Harris and Ho have written
about media framing of ketamine treatment in the United States and Canada from 2000 to
2015.220
Zhang et al. conclude that recently; newspapers are more likely to encourage clinical
ketamine-use in cases of “treatment resistant depression”, and the drug is considered “more
effective than conventional antidepressants treatment”.

221

However, in the limited amount of

news articles they analyzed, they found that it was common (68.2% of articles) to focus on the
illegal aspect of Ketamine use, and 34.1% focused on the legal status of the substance whereas
31.8% of the articles focused on the clinical use of ketamine as an anesthetic.222 Thus, even in
regard to substances that have great medicinal potential, the media may focus on the criminal
aspect of the substance.

Literature on “moral panic”
How does the literature justify in claiming coverage is disproportionate or exaggerated? In
discussing coverage of methamphetamine, Weidner refers to newspaper headlines such as “The
Meth Epidemic”.223 He also provides a numerical overview of how many times
methamphetamine was specifically referenced in drug stories. Although methamphetamine use
among youth in the U.S. has decreased greatly from 1999 to 2005,224 58% of all the drug stories
from 1997 to 2005 named methamphetamine specifically.225 Lastly, Weidner concludes that it
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is mostly claims makers (members of law enforcement, healthcare professionals or policy
makers), that are “prone to frame the meth problem using the rhetoric of drug scares”.226
Jon Silverman argues that this kind of coverage does have a correlation with policy
making.227 Furthermore, he argues that the discourses used in the media, which is in agreement
with policy-makers’ preferences, ultimately assists in the shaping of policy that is “ludicrously
detached from drug harm”.228 In fact, government seems to be more concerned with what the
media might say about drug policy,229 rather than what experts in the field of drugs have to
say.230 For example, this sentiment is argued by David Nutt in explaining why the drug
mephedrone (also called “Meow Meow”, it is a “synthetic derivative of cathinone, which is the
active ingredient in the East African plant Khat”231) was criminalized by the U.K government
following a media campaign against the drug. The harm potential for the drug is relatively low,
however, due to “exaggeration, distortion, inaccuracy and sensationalism” in the media
portrayal, policy makers criminalized the drug.232
The exaggerated coverage of mephedrone as a dangerous drug is an example of how
media framing contributed to the moral panic. Such phenomena, when specific drugs are
presented as a threat to society and the youth and those portrayals contribute to the
implementation of zero tolerance policies, is defined by Robert Weidner as “drug scares”233.
“Drug scares have been described as “periods when antidrug crusades have achieved great
prominence and legitimacy”... [claims makers] portray a mind-altering substance as threatening
societal institutions from families and communities to schools, business, and law
enforcement”.234

In terms of language, words like plague, epidemic and crisis are frequently used in reporting on
drugs.235 Furthermore, Weidner shares Silverman’s and Nutt’s sentiment that;
“[the] use of disaster analogies to describe the consequences of failing to attack the problem
leads to official responses that are out of proportion to the true nature…of the problem. Such
official responses usually result in greater social control, yet actions that are touted as
solutions… are often no more than symbolic gestures that allow politicians and others to claim
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they have “done something” about the problem that they might have had a hand in
publicizing”.236

This quote becomes more persuasive when remembering the drug scare around crack cocaine,
wherein penalties for crack cocaine was “100 times harsher than for powder cocaine
violations”.237 When in reality, “crack is no more harmful than powder cocaine…they are, in
fact, the same drug”.238 Carl Hart, similar to Weidner, argues that the same fears around crack
have reemerged, this time around methamphetamine,239240 which is not that, different from
amphetamine in terms of harm to health and addiction risk. Yet, methamphetamine is
considered more dangerous and addictive than amphetamine, when there is little difference
between the substances.241
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Chapter 6: Methodology
In this chapter I present my methodology, the research design, and the reasoning behind the
decisions. First, I discuss my reasoning for wanting to replicate the 1992 study. Thereafter, I
present the selection which I have chosen to analyze, and then shortly explain how I have used
qualitative and quantitative methods, and how I have mixed some methods to answer the
research question. Then I present the variables and the values. I define them and explain why
and how I assigned values to each variable. I also give a full account of the research and data
gathering process. I will explain the research process chronologically, explain how I gathered
data, the things that worked (and what didn’t work), the obstacles and the tools used. I divide
the explanation in two parts where I discuss the approach to gathering data from 1990 and 2018,
respectively. I end the chapter with a discussion of how I prepared the data for analysis, and
how I chose to conduct the in-depth analysis (analyzing framing and discourse).

Replicating the 1992 study
As explained in the introduction chapter, initially, I wanted to use the data from the 1992 study
and compare them with my findings after analyzing the 2018 media content. Early in the datagathering period, I noticed a flaw in the search engines. I will explain in-depth the specific
search engines and their flaws later in this chapter. The search engines would provide me with
an imprecise overview of the number of articles. For example, the number of articles about
cannabis in the 1992 report did not coincide with the number of articles found by the search
engine. I did not trust the results, and I also wished to look closer into certain articles in order
to provide more data for my own thesis. As the search engines did not allow for this, I chose to
replicate the 1992 study by reviewing the 1990 articles on my own, this was the only way for
me to gain a reliable overview of the data.
If my thesis had been strictly quantitative, and if I had chosen to limit my own study to
the same set of variables as the 1992 report, I would have been able to use their findings and
compare it with the 2018 data. However, I wished to also gain an overview of the frequencies
of certain terms used to describe drugs, I also wished to review the coverage of other substances
as well.

The media I analyzed
I chose the same newspapers as the 1992 study; Aftenposten and VG. I provided an explanation
for why these newspapers are worth studying in the introduction chapter. In 1990, Aftenposten
included two daily editions and one additional weekend edition. VG included one daily
39

newspaper along with an additional weekend edition. I will explain my approach in finding the
newspapers in the data-gathering part of this chapter.
Aftenposten in 1990 used the broadsheet format, this means large pages with numerous
articles on one single page, smaller headlines, fewer images and generally longer articles. By
1990, VG had already adopted the tabloid format; which means larger headlines, generally
shorter articles, lots of images and smaller pages. As of 2018, Aftenposten had also adopted the
tabloid format.242
How I mix quantitative and qualitative methods
In order to answer the research question, I will need an overview of the characteristics of the
media coverage. One of the main reasons I chose to replicate the 1992-study, is precisely
because they offer such an overview. To gain such an overview, I will be using quantitative
methods. Furthermore, I will also need to use some qualitative methods, mainly discourse
analysis, to gain an overview of how drugs are discussed in news articles. I will need to
understand what kind of frames journalists use. In other words; how they portray drugs, this
will allow me to assess how the frames are established in the articles. The discourse analysis
will establish the frames, and the frames, alongside the overview of the news article
characteristics, will allow me to answer the research question.
In terms of the quantitative aspect of this thesis, my aim is to find the frequency of
certain characteristics and terms. For example, how many times drugs are covered in crime
stories, culture stories or political stories. I will explain in detail how I gathered this data and
how I gained an overview of the characteristics and terms.

Presenting variables: expanding the scope
In this part I will continue to explain my approach by giving an extensive explanation of the
variables used for my data gathering and analysis. I present them one by one by discussing
exactly what the variables entail, what categories I included; how I found them and how the
articles are categorized and how I justify my decisions.
I decided to use some of the same variables as the 1992-report, however, I would expand
on some variables, add new ones and entirely change others. Once I realized that I would have
to review the 1990 data, I decided to expand the scope in order to gather more data that I could
use. The scopes of the new variables were based on the empirical findings discussed in the
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literature review chapter. Following the information provided by existing literature on drugs in
media, I use the following variables: (1) what type of article the text is, (2) the relevance of
drugs as a topic, (3) the geographic location of the story, (4) the context in which drugs are
discussed, (5) sources, (6) the types of substances covered, (7) the type of terms used to describe
those substances and lastly (8) the prevalence of pictures. I would then review the 1990
newspapers with these set of variables as a guideline for what to look for in articles about illegal
drugs. The same variables would be applied when coding the 2018 articles. I shall now present
each variable and explain what they entail and how values are assigned to them.
Type of article
The first variable specifies the types of articles that report on drugs. For this variable I chose to
follow the 1992 report, as I believe these categories to be sufficient in providing the needed
data. These are the categories I have included for my thesis; “news article”, “background
article”, “editorial”, “opinion” and “other”.
The criteria for a news article (see Apendix: images, for examples) are that the article
must be quite “lengthy”, meaning that is must include several paragraphs of text. For example,
a news article will an introduction-paragraph and several paragraphs with supplementary
headlines. Such articles must also include a credited journalist as the author (often there may
be multiple authors) and occupy a large part of the newspaper pages; spanning over several
pages, and they may or may not include large pictures and large colorful headlines. This
category also includes “feature articles” about drug users (these are in-depth reports about
people and events), interviews with actors involved in the drug-debate (interviews with experts,
celebrities, or families of deceased drug users). These types of articles may be accompanied by
statistics, poll numbers or “background articles” that work to support the news article.
Background articles refers to articles that are much shorter than a news article (See
Apendix: imges, for examples of news articles from 1990 and 2018). The degree of information
provided on drugs depends on what the main theme of that article is. The main difference
between news articles and background articles is the degree of space accommodated to them.
In fact, the criteria for defining an article as a background article must contain a minimal amount
of text compared to a news article. For example, sometimes one page may include several
background articles about different topics.
These types of texts can also be referred to as reports or notices, in the sense that they
are often short reports that update the reader on stories that were discussed previously, or they
may be short police reports and they may also be supplementary texts for a news article. It is
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important to remember that Aftenposten’s format has changed from 1990 to 2018. The 1990
newspapers were larger, therefore, there may be multiple “news article” stories in on page, and
they ought not to be confused with background articles. For example, a news article may discuss
at length about a celebrity who used drugs; a background article may then follow the news
article wherein the specific drugs the celebrity used are presented. Lastly, usually no author is
credited in these types of texts; however, if the article is in fact credited to an author, yet the
text contains less text than a news article (see appendix: images, for examples of background
aticles in 1990 and 2018)
“Editorial” articles are very simple to find. Editorials are the first articles in any
newspaper. Every day the editor/editorial staff of a newspaper may write an opinion piece that
is the leading opinion article of that day; however, since they are written by the editor/editorial
staff, they are given their own category. These types of articles are like opinion articles, the
main difference is that they are written by the Newspaper’s editorial staff, meaning that they
reflect the newspapers opinion and not one specific person or organization.
“Opinion” articles are mostly written by columnists, politicians, activists or any person
interested in a specific topic. These articles are very similar to news articles in the sense that
they are quite lengthy, include pictures, large headlines and the name of the person who wrote
the article. These articles will not provide data that will answer the research question. On the
other hand, opinion articles are a vital part of newspapers. The amount of debate articles and
the language they use may be helpful in getting an overview of the social standards in portraying
drugs.
“Other” is a category that includes short texts that do not fit into the categories already
mentioned: advertisements, readers’ letters (different from opinion articles; these are short,
quick comments by readers regarding a story previously covered by the newspaper), questions,
comics and any type of text that deviates from the previously mentioned categories. These types
of texts differ from the already mentioned categories based on the amount of space they are
accommodated in the newspaper-page. The length of such texts may range from one paragraph
(readers’ letters, obituaries, birthday notes) to one sentence (questions) or even a minimal
amount of words (advertisements and comics). As these articles are often very small and short
they are easily neglected. There is some inherent value for this study to include these types of
articles. It underlines the relevance of drugs in the newspapers even when there is no explicit
discussion of drugs, it shows us the degree to which drug remain relevant are discussed even in
non-news stories.
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Relevance of drugs in the text
The second variable I use in the coding process is the degree of importance the topic is given
in comparison to other topics also discussed.
The main criteria for an article to be categorized as “main theme” is the explicit
discussion on drugs. They must discuss drugs (or drug users) more so than any other topic. This
means that drugs are frequently mentioned and is the dominating theme of the article. These
articles may use drug terms in the headlines, show explicit pictures of drugs (a joint) or drug
users (addicts or medicinal users). Any type of text may have drugs as a main topic, no matter
the overall length of the text itself, it is the degree of focus on drugs that decides whether the
topic is the main theme of the text or not.
Articles where the topic is complementary; or is clearly not the main focus of the article,
are categorized as “subsidiary”. The criteria for an article having drugs as a subsidiary theme,
is when drugs are discussed, yet the article has several competing topics. Also, although drugs
may be the competing topic in the story, it may not necessarily be the only competing topic. An
article may discuss several topics wherein drugs are one of them. For an article to be subsidiary
there must be another main topic, which dominates throughout that article. For example, in a
news story about terrorism, terrorism may be the main topic, and “drug trafficking” may be a
subsidiary topic in that article.
“Referenced” is the third category and includes articles with minimal amounts of
mention of drugs. This is how this category differs from the other two: drugs are not the main
topic of the story; they are also not discussed and are in no way a complementary topic. This
category includes articles where drugs are barely mentioned; the topic is only referenced, not
discussed in detail. It differs from the subsidiary category in the sense that these articles contain
less information on drugs than articles where the topic is a subsidiary theme. This often includes
random mentions of any drug or drugs in general. Another simple criterion is the number of
times drugs are mentioned; if drugs are mentioned only once or twice (without discussions on
those drugs).
Geographic location of the story
The third variable reviews the location of the story. I have chosen similar categories as the
1992-report, however, I have made some adjustments. When an article concerns stories within
the Norwegian borders, they are categorized as “Norway”. If the story concerns any other
Nordic country, it is categorized as “Nordic” (includes; Sweden, Denmark, Finland and
Iceland). Any European countries outside of these Nordic countries are categorized as
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“Europe”. If the focus of the story is any country outside of Europe, it is categorized as
“America, Africa, Asia & Australia”, which basically means any country outside of Europe.
Lastly, if there is no specific mention of any location at all, the article is be categorized as “no
location mentioned”. 243
This variable differs from the already presented variables, in the sense that the data
observed in an article may point to multiple categories, which means the value we attribute to
are not mutually exclusive. For example, whereas articles in the variable reviewing relevance
may either be categorized as main theme, “subsidiary” or “referenced”, this variable may
include “Norway” and “Nordic” as equally relevant.
I have done this for several reasons. First, it is not uncommon for journalists to reference
multiple geographical locations in a story. It’s not possible to positively identify only one
specific location when there are multiple geographical regions discussed in one single article.
Secondly, besides having to introduce multiple categories, I would have to make a decision on
which region I think the article is concerned with by disregarding mentions of another region
that is discussed less so than the primary region, instead I chose to include all mentions of all
regions. Thirdly, I prefer this method over the method used by the 1992-report’s authors. They
used additional categories such as “Own country + a Nordic country” and “Own country +
another country outside of the Nordic countries” for articles that discuss multiple locations.244
With my method, I am not limited to these two categories; I can combine the specific locations,
for example, I can identify a story as covering Norway, a Nordic country, an European country,
American or African, Asian and Australian. This provides more information than the “own
country + another country outside of the Nordic countries” category would have.
What can the location of a story tell about the journalistic discourse on drugs? By
reviewing this variable, we will gain insight to whether the geographical focus of journalists
have changed from 1990 and 2018 or increased. According to the 1992-report authors, Norway,
for example, had considerable drug related problems, and therefore the focus of the coverage
reflected the Norwegian conditions.
Context: Theme of the news story
The fourth variable provides information on the category of news in the newspaper; it shows
us in what context drugs are presented. This will help in deciding what frames journalists use
to discuss drugs. I review similar categories as the 1992-report’s authors, yet I have chosen to
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name them differently and I made some minor adjustments. The categories for this variable
include, after my design, “politics”, “crime”, “healthcare”, “social”, “conflict” and “culture”.
Like the three first variables, each article is assigned into one category, therefore, if there is
confusion whether a story is “politics” or “crime”, evaluations must be made wherein one or
the other must be chosen.
“Politics” relates to any news article where drugs are reported on in a political context.
This includes stories that report on drug legalization (drug policies), interviews with politicians
and any articles that otherwise report on government/parliament discussions about drugs. The
1992 report referred to this category as “policy”, which means that they may have focused on
legislation only, however, I have chosen to include stories on politicians and political events as
well. Drugs are a topic often used as a campaign issue; politicians express their views on drugs
and discuss their policies to gather support. For example, politicians may participate in debates
or events wherein they discuss the issue, or they may announce a shift in direction and a desire
for new policy. These types of stories are all categorized as politics in the data.
The “crime” category is very similar to the “police, customs services, judicial system”
category in the 1992-report. This includes police investigations, police reports on drugs or any
police-related story. It also includes stories where the customs services are the focus, for
example if there has been an attempt at smuggling drugs from abroad. It also includes the
judicial system in the sense that any court cases (regardless if the accused is found innocent or
guilty) shall also be categorized as part of the crime category. And of course, any stories where
a crime has been committed or a person is alleged to have committed a crime, it shall be
categorized as a “crime” article. So, if the article focuses on the establishment of a new law or
a law in general, it is categorized as politics, yet if the article focuses on the enforcement or the
breaking of that law, it is categorized as crime.
The third category, “healthcare”, includes any story where drugs are reported on in the
context of the healthcare system, healthcare professionals or health in general. It also includes
stories that focus on addicts, those who have problematic drug use or stories on drug-related
deaths. Stories discussing rehabilitation centers and healthcare institutions are also included in
this category. Whenever drugs are reported on regarding their medicinal uses the article is
categorized as healthcare; for example, if the article discusses the medicinal uses of cannabis
among certain patients.
The fourth category is assigned to stories that focus on “social” issues. This includes the
reporting of demonstrations and campaigns (for example, an anti-drugs organizations may hold
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a rally where they denounce drugs and drug use), it may include events where drugs are the
main topic (conferences, seminars etc.), or it may be articles about drugs in schools and
otherwise present drugs as a social issue. For example, articles may refer to the living conditions
of addicts, drug use among teens or they may present polls about Norwegians opinions on
certain drugs.
The fifth category regards the discussion of drugs in the context of war or any armed
“conflict”. It refers to articles about war-torn areas and stories about armed conflicts where the
topic of drugs is discussed. This category is very relevant as many countries are involved in the
“War on Drugs”; although mostly used as a metaphor for the fight against drugs and drug use,
in some parts of the world it is without a doubt a direct reference to an actual war. For example;
the armed conflicts in the Americas, where frequent cases of drug cartels and governments
clashes are reported. Yet it may also include conflicts between European criminal gangs and
organizations. This category is entirely dependent on the timeframe of this thesis. For example,
such articles are surely more frequent in 1990 when the cartel included figures like Pablo
Escobar, while in 2018 there are less public and overt conflicts between cartels and
governments, not to say that the conflict has in anyway diminished. The “conflict” category
may not necessarily require government as participants; it can also include armed conflict
between organizations.
The last category includes any story that relates to “culture”. Entertainment stories may
be stories on music events and festivals, reviews of upcoming movies, theatre shows and stories
that otherwise relate to the entertainment industry. Sports related stories about drugs were
important to carefully evaluate; if there was discussion of doping (the use of performanceenhancing drugs) they were excluded from the data entirely, yet, if there was discussion of the
types of drugs presented in the definitions-chapter of this thesis, they were included. Reviews
include the reviews of any event or product, it may be review of entertainment-events or
products, or it may be reviews of newly released books. Celebrity focused stories include
interviews of celebrities or stories that otherwise discuss famous people in the entertainment
industry (actors, musicians or playwrights) or is a well-known cultural figure in Norwegian
society.
Sources for stories
The fifth variable looks at the type of sources journalists use. In journalism, sources are an
important part of the story.245 Therefore, to analyze the sources journalists use may provide
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great insight into journalistic practices when reporting on drugs. There is a specific set of
sources journalists use in news stories; they include people, organizations or documents.246
However; by reviewing which people and which documents we can get an even more specific
picture of the sources they use. Thus, based on the information provided by literature, I include
these categories as relevant sources: “lay sources”, “expert”, “authorities”, “local news
agency”, “other national news agency” or if there is no use of sources at all; “no sources”.
Lay sources refer to sources that are personally involved in the story, has close ties to
the story, or it may simply be a regular person who is asked to comment on the story. If in an
article, a journalist interviews a person who witnessed a crime, an activist involved in a protest,
or a patient in a hospital; this category shall be applied. However rare, if the person being used
as a source for the story is a drug user, she will be categorized as lay source.
If the person being interviewed is, no matter what information she may offer the
journalist, a healthcare professional, a scientist, a lawyer or an athlete she is considered to be
an “expert” source. Likewise, encyclopedias, textbooks and similar documents are also
considered to be expert sources. This is because I regard the authors of such documents as
experts, as most of the authors of articles found in encyclopedias like Britannica and SNL are
scholars or scientists.
However, if the person or document holds authority (granted by the government), they
are regarded as “authority” sources. Even if that specific person may be regarded as an
otherwise expert on the subject, if they are currently serving as a subject of the
state/government, they are categorized as such. Besides, one source may not be assigned
multiple categories, which means that every source shall be assigned a specific category that
best fits her role. Authority sources include police/law enforcement, state attorneys, judges, and
politicians (including members of parliament or the government cabinet), as well as any
document produced by such actors.
There is also frequent use of other newspapers and news agencies as sources. When
those sources are Norwegian, they are categorized as “local news agency”. This includes
national newspapers, district newspapers and other minor local newspapers, also magazines or
news agencies such as NTB. It can also include sources beyond print; online newspapers, TV
news channels or radio news. However, if the source is a media outlet, yet is not of Norwegian
origin, it is categorized as “foreign news agency”. This mostly includes widely used sources
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such as AFP or Reuters, yet it may also include other Nordic, European or Non-European
print/online newspapers, TV-channels or radio.
From time to time, an article may have no specific mention of any sources; of course,
this does not mean that the information is made up or there are no sources used at all, it only
means that there is no clear reference to any sources. Yet, it also includes articles that overtly
refrain from referring to sources; such as opinion pieces, readers-letters, comics etc. These types
of articles are categorized as “no sources”.
Lastly, this variable is like the geographic location-variable. The categories I have
discussed are not mutually exclusive, this too, is because journalists may use multiple sources
in certain articles. The longer articles tend to have multiple sources that comment on different
sections of a story. There is no disadvantage for this kind of variable design, in fact, it provides
a better overview of the actual content of an article. Otherwise, I would have had to dismiss
sources that I judged to be used less than others, when multiple sources may have been used.
We can also learn more about the way journalists use sources with this design.
Type of substance discussed
The sixth variable concerns the types of drugs that articles discuss. In the definition chapter I
present four categories of drugs: stimulants, opioids, depressants and hallucinogens. I have
already presented the specific drugs and assigned them to their respective “drug categories” in
the definitions-chapter, but for clarity, I repeat; the drugs include: cannabis, LSD, heroin,
opium, opiates, codeine, morphine, mescaline, benzodiazepines, GHB, ketamine, methadone,
khat, amphetamine, methamphetamine, MDMA and cocaine/crack.
Some articles may focus on one specific drug, multiple drugs or they may refer to drugs
in general (drugs or narcotics), in these cases, I categorized the article as “drugs in general”.247
There are also some articles that focus on drugs as a topic yet refer to no specific drug, those
articles I categorized as “no specific drug”. However, if they do in fact refer to a specific drug,
regardless of what specific term they use, the articles are categorized as discussing that specific
drug. One article may discuss multiple drugs, in those cases; they are assigned as discussing
multiple drugs with reference to the specific drug.
I mostly relied on the terms formulated for the 1990 data gathering process. Obviously,
some changes had to be implemented for the 2018 searches, because of the simple fact that
there is an almost three decade long gap between 1990 and 2018, and in this time some terms
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have gained more popularity in the Norwegian culture while some terms appear less frequently.
Similarly, certain drugs have become more widely used whereas others have decreased in
popularity. This was taken into account in the search process. For example, English terms were
used for certain drugs: “pot”, “weed”, “joint”, “spliff”, etc. when searching for cannabis related
stories. Also, the use of prescription drug for recreational purposes has become more frequent
in the drug culture, thus, words like OxyContin, Oxycodone, benzodiazepines, Xanax, Valium,
Ritalin and Adderall were applied to the search engines when searching for opioids,
benzodiazepines and amphetamines.
Type of terms used
Whereas the former variable concerns the specific drug types discussed, this variable concerns
the specific terms used to describe those drugs. This is perhaps the most important variable in
terms of providing insight into the type of language Norwegian journalists use. Much can be
said about journalists’ practices and indeed their biases on this topic based on what type of
terminology they use. All articles about drugs are carefully read and evaluated in order to
determine which drug is being discussed. Some articles may be straightforward, wherein one
may quickly determine that it either speaks of drugs in general, or that it concerns cannabis
only. However, there are many different terms one can use in referring to drugs, this category
will help in providing an overview of which strategies journalists use; journalists may use the
terms narco (narko), substance (stoff), drug (rusmidler), slang/other (piller or pulver) or they
may simply refer to a drug by name. Any article may be assigned one or multiple of these
categories.
The “narco” category include any term that contains the word narco; an article may use
several variations of this term, by combining it with other words or other drug-related terms.
For example, they may write “narco police”, “narco dogs” or “narcotics abuse”, in such cases
the articlesare categorized as including the “narco”-term. If the “substance” term is used
instead; by referring to “substance abuse”, “substance addicts”, it is categorized as “substance”.
In cases where there is a combination of two drug-related terms as included in this thesis, for
example; “narcotic substances”, the articles were categorized as both “narco” and “substance”.
Articles categorized “drugs” are those articles that similar to the narco-term refers to
drugs in general. In Norwegian, variations of these terms include “rus” and “rusmidler”. Using
the Norwegian terms for narcotics, substances and drugs are also helpful in scanning through
the newspapers for relevant articles. Unlike the term “dope” which may often result in articles
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about athletes using performance enhancing drugs, using terms such as rus or rusmidler will
always result in articles about illegal drugs, except for a few stories on alcohol.
The “slang/other” category includes the slang terms used to describe certain drugs. It
was shortly mentioned in the definition chapter that certain drugs are often referred to by their
“slang” names instead of their scientific names. I gave the example of stimulants, which may
be refer to as powder (cocaine) or pills (MDMA). These terms can be a bit difficult to properly
translate. Heroin can also come in the form of powder, as can MDMA, and opioids may also
come in the form of pills. These terms are therefore not accurate in precisely pointing to the
type of drugs reported on, therefore, one must scan for additional information in the article that
may help in clarifying which specific drugs is reported on. In cases where there is no clear
answer, the article may be categorized as using slang/other terminology while not referring to
any specific drug.
Articles may also use “other” terms to describe drugs or drug use. For example, an
article may refer to drug addicts as syringe addicts, which does not reveal whether the article is
discussing heroin addicts or amphetamine addicts. Yet there is mention of people as being
addicted to substances used through syringes, which is of course a reference to one drug or the
other. Another example is when they describe the act of snorting. Again, this may refer to any
substance that comes in powder form which can be snorted by the user. As with all slang/other
terms, judgement must be made based on the overall context of the story. If there are pictures
of cocaine, or references to it, it can be assumed that the article is referring to cocaine.
The “drug by name” category includes articles that refer to drugs by their specific
names. However, some of these substances have many names, and some names refer to specific
drugs which may not apply to other drugs yet is used in that manner. Although they report on
a specific drug or drug category by name, they may not be using the correct term for that specific
drug. For example, an article may for example refer to MDMA as “Ecstasy”, or they may refer
to cannabis as either “hash” or “marijuana”. In cases when the popular names of drugs are used,
those drugs shall be categorized as the correct names they represent. For example, all references
to ecstasy shall be categorized as MDMA, and all references to hash or marijuana shall be
categorized as referring to cannabis. Another example is references to the drug crack-cocaine.
Although it is often viewed to be a drug in its own right, crack-cocaine and powder cocaine are
in fact the same drug, they will therefore both be categorized as referring to cocaine.248
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Following is a list of the specific terms included as relevant for the thesis, as well as the
terms I used for the search engine process for the 2018-articles. While gathering data for articles
concerning stimulants I searched for these specific terms; “kokain”, “pulver”, “stoff”,
“sniffing”, “crack”, “coke”, “amfetamin”, “speed”, “krystall”, “methamfetamin”, “meth”,
“ritalin”, “adderall”, “khat”, “qat”. For articles concerning opiates; “heroin”, “sprøyte”,
“opium”, “opiat”, “kodein”, “morfin”, “metadon”, “oxicotin”, “oxycodone”, “poppy”. For
depressants I used; “hasj”, “hash”, “cannabis”, “canabis”, “marihuana”, “marijuana”, “pot”,
“weed”, “joint”, “spliff”, “rev”, “GHB”, “Benzodiazepiner”, “benzo”, “xanax”, “xanor”. For
hallucinogens; “LSD”, “syre”, “sopp”, “fleinsopp”, “psilocybin”, “MDMA”, “ecstasy”,
“ketamin”, “meskalin”, “ayahuasca”, “DMT” and “dop”.
As mentioned earlier, when searching for the term dop (dope) and smugling (meaning
smuggling/trafficking), the entire context of the article was considered before the article was
included in the data material. Most of the articles that used these terms were excluded as they
discussed either doping stories (anabolic steroids) or alcohol smuggling. Although many stories
discussed traffickers, when journalists discussed smuggling stories, they were writing about
alcohol smuggling.
The use and prevalence of pictures
The last variable concerns the use of pictures. This thesis is mostly focused on language and
written text, yet the research question asks how journalists portray drugs. There must therefore
be some review of the pictures used by journalists. We must not entirely dismiss the role of
pictures in newspapers; indeed, pictures are a very important part of newspapers. Often, the
amount of space given to a picture heavily outweighs that of written text. Furthermore, the
choice of pictures says a lot about the editorial decision makings of a newspaper. For example,
the kind of picture a newspaper decides to use when discussing drug users may affect the
perception of drug users in that story; if the person is presented in an unflattering matter,
seemingly in pain or looks unhealthy presents a certain image of drug users. Contrastingly, if
the picture of a drug user is a formidable politician or a renowned athlete, the article may have
a different effect on the perceptions of the reader.
This variable will be evaluated based on a confirmation on whether there is use of
pictures or not. If there is no use of pictures, the article shall be categorized as “NO
PICTURES”, however, if there is use of picture, it shall be categorized as “PICTURE”. Of
course, this does not say much about the actual contents of that picture, and it may be a bit
difficult to analyze the pictures based on no description or a direct observation of that picture.
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I have therefore written a short description of the pictures in my notes for the data gathering
process. These notes will also be provided in the appendix of this thesis, and they shall serve as
the main source for the limited picture analysis I shall provide. At the same time, I must admit
that this thesis will not discuss use of imagery in depth, as use of pictures is not often common
in coverage on drugs in 2018 and even less so in 1990.

Data gathering
In this part of the chapter, I discuss how I gathered data for the thesis. I applied different
methods for 1990 and 2018. I’ll first discuss the 1992 report, then I’ll move on to discuss the
process for gathering articles in 2018; both processes required a slight change in my approach
due to the nature of the material. I will also discuss why I chose to use certain tools and not
others, and lastly present some flaws in my approach.
The 1990 articles
This part will concern the 1990 articles from Aftenposten and VG, how the articles were
gathered, and some of the complications I stumbled upon during the gathering process. I reflect
over the degree of reliability in methods like search engine use, why I chose to conduct my data
gathering in old school fashion and what flaws I had to deal with. This will provide transparency
as to the tools I used and the methodological decisions I made.
For the 1990 newspapers, I relied on the services provided by the National Library of
Norway (NLN). The NLN search engine can find digital versions of the printed newspapers
from 1990. The original copies of the newspapers are stored in the archives of the NLN in Mo
I rana. I used this engine to get an overview of the available newspapers and made sure to spot
missing prints; and the reason for their absence. Neither of the newspapers printed anything on
Sundays in 1990. However, they printed more newspapers in total, compared to the number of
prints in 2018. Aftenposten includes three different publications, twice every day and one
additional each Friday. VG published one newspaper every day, including one additional on
Saturdays.249
The data gathering process for 1990 started with the first edition of Aftenposten from
1st of March until 31st of May. This period was chosen because it was used by the 1992-study
as well. Although, in theory, I’m gathering data from the same selection as Skretting et al., my
thesis aims to find more characteristics. As discussed, I have included more variables and
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expanded upon others. The selection consisted of two daily prints from Aftenposten, and one
daily edition by VG, along with both newspapers’ weekend prints.
I would directly note the characteristics of an article in my observations. I would code
each article following a framework of the variables as presented above. When the observations
of all the articles were recorded, I divided the notes into separate word documents. In one
document, I placed all the characteristics of the articles, and in the other, the terms used, also
the examples of all the variations of the terms used in each article in a separate document.
Using 2018 technology to read 1990 newspapers
In this part, I discuss the tools I used in analyzing the newspapers. I refer to the archives I used
to find the articles and the difficulties and advantages that followed this approach.
I used the NLN to read the digitally stored newspapers. Since Aftenposten published
two papers every day, it would prove to be the most time consuming, therefore I chose to
analyze it first. Once I had finished reading all the newspapers from Aftenposten, I continued
with VG and repeated the gathering process.
Considering that my thesis takes place 28 years after the original study, one could argue
that I have a much easier task in gathering data because of the technological advantage. Whereas
the authors of the 1992 report had to read the physical newspapers, I used the NLN search
engine that not only finds all the relevant newspapers; it can also find specific terms. A-Tekst
has a search engine that provides the same services but could not provide any articles for the
print versions of Aftenposten and VG.250 While discussing my research design with my fellow
students, I realized how many had relied on these specific services. I would come to be
convinced of the great utility of these search engines in giving me an overview of the newspaper
content. However, I found that the NLN search engines could not properly find the needed
articles. I chose therefore to skim through the newspapers from 1990 page by page, in hopes of
finding relevant articles.
The inaccuracy of search engines
This part will explain why I favored following the approach used by Skretting et al. I present
the flaws in the search engines, and the fact that they did not provide a proper overview that
was needed for this study. I also explain how I found out about the flaws: through small
experiments, and how I chose to deal with these flaws.
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Retriever, “Atekst”
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Earlier in my data gathering process I had conducted a little experiment to see how the
actual data gathering process would be, in order to properly prepare for the actual process. I
analyzed a week’s worth of newspapers from 1990 by Aftenposten; here I had found a handful
of relevant articles. When I learned that fellow students who had similar quantitative projects
as I had used and relied upon A-Tekst or NLN to gather data, I decided to follow their example,
as they advised me to do. I expected to be made a fool off; to realize that I had missed a few
articles that the search engines did not miss, and that the data gathering process would be very
short and simple. Yet the results were quite the opposite.
When I looked at my notes, written nearly six months before, I saw that they did not
coincide with the findings on the search engines. I thought that perhaps I had made a mistake
by writing down the same article twice or categorized an article to the wrong date. However,
after a closer review of the 1st of March editions of Aftenposten, I found all the search-engine
articles, as well as those in my notebook. According to NLNs search engine, there were two
articles published on the 1st of March. In contrast, by reading the newspaper page by page, I
found five articles. The difference between five and three articles may be small for just one day;
however, my concern was that the mistakes would eventually add up. If the search engines
missed two or three articles for one day, in the long run, they may add up to bigger numbers
and larger gaps in the data findings thereby giving me inaccurate findings.
I decided to conduct a page by page reading of the 1990 newspapers and code directly
whenever I found a relevant article. I used the NLN archives to gain access to the scanned
copies of the printed newspapers and used the navigation tool too flip through the pages. This
was done with both Aftenposten and VG. Whenever a relevant article was found, I would write
down all necessary observations needed.
On dealing with the flaws
In this part, I explain how I dealt with the flaws in the search engines, and further flaws in the
digital archives. These flaws are important to consider; especially in regard to the 1990 data, as
there are no other digital copies of those newspapers.
Since the page-by-page method seemed more reliable, I chose to dedicate time for a day
by day and page by page read-through of the newspapers, as was done with by 1992 report
authors. This way of gathering data also offers insight into the structure and editorial choices
of the newspapers; where articles are placed, pictures, use of colors and different fonts, etc.
Furthermore, by analyzing the newspapers, as well as the articles, I have learned much about
the norms and practices of journalist when discussing drugs. This process gives insight to better
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understand how journalists write about drugs; I was able to find the specific type of terms they
used; this is necessary for me have an overview of in order to answer the research question.
There is another flaw in the digital archives; some of the newspaper pages had been
corrupted in the scanning process. The search engines would not be able to pick up on terms
from articles that were barely visible; some pages were fading to white or black. This was the
case for both Aftenposten and VG. Another flaw in the recorded pages was the fact that some
editions included duplicates of certain pages and articles, most likely the result of some
technical error. Reading the newspapers page by page would avoid analysis of such duplicates.
Sometimes, articles would provide similar information, so the notes on two articles looked
identical, yet these are the result of articles that were simply similar and not duplicate-articles.
The 2018 articles
I will now discuss the process for gathering the 2018 articles. I used much of the same
methodology for the 2018 articles. The selection includes the Aftenposten and VG prints from
March 1st to May 31st. This way, I would be able to analyze the content of the newspapers in
the same timeframe (28 years later) of the year. One difference is that Aftenposten only printed
one daily edition, VG too.
One great difference is that the change in platform, in terms of which service I used for
the data gathering. I had to make some changes to my methodological approach. Mainly that
the archives I used for this part of the project were very reliable and accurate; therefore, I
abandoned the page-by-page read-through of the newspapers as it was not necessary.
Gaining access to archives
There is a 28-year gap between the data from 1990 and 2018; naturally, there are some
differences in terms of access to the data. One difference was the fact that both Aftenposten and
VG printed newspapers every day (from Monday to Sunday), as well as on holidays. Another
difference is that in 2018, the newspapers also publish digital copies of their newspapers, which
are available in their archives. Aftenposten and VG are both owned by Schibsted, as a result,
the services they provide are very similar.
I found that the search engines provided by the newspapers’ own digital archives were
far more reliable than NLN. In fact, the newspaper’s archives were so accurate that they would
even find search terms from irrelevant texts (sports stories on doping, or more frequently; TVguides which provide the full schedule of TV programs, often the description of certain movies
or TV-series would include the relevant terms as used in this thesis). Herein lays the greatest
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difference between the 1990 and 2018 data gathering; the process for gathering data in 2018
was far easier and less time consuming than for 1990 due to this difference in methodology.
The Newspapers’ archives
The archives provided by Aftenposten and VG are far less advanced than NLN or A-tekst; their
search engines allow for only one search term at a time. The search engines are not designed
for researchers, but rather for media consumers. I had to search for individual search words,
one by one. For example, when searching for cannabis related stories, I couldn’t combine the
different names of cannabis in my searches, I had to search for the individual terms; cannabis,
hasj, hash, marijuana, marihuana, pot, joint, THC, CBD for cannabis (see the definitions chapter
for more terms). Basically, any terms related to this substance was used. Similar processes were
applied to the other drugs.
For VG, the data-gathering process was a bit more time consuming. The Aftenposten
and VG archives are aesthetically similar, in terms of layout, color schemes, font, calendar etc.
However, VG doesn’t find all articles that use specific terms like Aftenposten, instead, I had to
search for all the drugs and their names for every edition of VG prints individually.
Discourse and framing analysis
I would like to explain the discourse and framing analysis method, and the selection process.
This part of the chapter will give an explanation of how I chose the articles that will be analyzed
and how I conducted the discourse and framing analysis.
I looked through the finished data material list of all the articles and chose articles that
had illegal drugs as their main topics. In my data gathering, I had noted down the specific terms
used in the articles and the different variations of those terms. These four articles had some of
the most interesting variations in one single article. By their details, I didn’t know what the
articles were about, but I knew based on the notes that they would offer an interesting analysis.
For 1990, there were many such articles, so I chose the first “interesting” articles that appeared
in the data material. For Aftenposten; 12th of March, for VG; 21st of March. For 2018, there
were less articles with drugs as a main topic, so I had to scroll around for a bit until I found
some articles with interesting characteristics. For Aftenposten; 10th of April, and for VG; 16th
of April. Coincidentally, both the 2018 articles were about the Liberal Party. This was
unintentional but did however provide for an interesting analysis; where one argues for harm
reduction policies and the other argues for prohibitionist policies.
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The in-depth look at the newspaper articles consist an analysis of the frames and the
discourse used in the articles. I have presented these concepts in chapter three; I base the
analysis on the definitions of the concepts provided there. Both the discourse analysis and the
framing analysis will provide us with an understanding of how drugs are portrayed.
The discourse analysis consists of not only the verbal, but also the visual. I will look at
the newspaper page in its full context; where the article is placed, what surrounds it, what type
of images and illustrations are used, how the headlines are written etc. The verbal focus will
mostly focus on the language used in the articles, for example the use of loaded language, or
terms that indicate certain connotations. The analysis will consist of subjective interpretation in
order to establish the meaning of the language. The meanings interpreted from the language
will be used to establish what kinds of framing the article uses. If there is a limited amount of
verbal discourse, the analysis will look to other aspects of the article to establish what kinds of
framings the journalists use to portray drugs.
For one of the articles I chose to analyze, I mostly analyzed the framing. Framing
analysis is conducted through the contexts in which drugs/drug users are portrayed. The
discourse analysis will review the specific language used to describe drugs/drug users, but the
framing analysis will review the overall arguments and contexts in which the terms are used.
The articles will be analyzed in-depth, and a short discussion will follow the analysis.
Here, I will point to some additional aspects of the articles, take a closer look at the framing
and assess the points established in the articles.

Flaws in my approach
In this part of the chapter I wish to discuss some of the flaws in my approach. In hindsight, most
of these flaws could have been avoided. However, due to time restrictions I had to tolerate these
flaws, as redoing the data gathering would be impossible, or would at least greatly delay an
already delayed thesis.
Flaw 1: Variables
Initially, I had included a few other variables. However, as the thesis progressed I failed to see
the relevance of certain variables. For examples, I had a variable that looked at the specific
authors of the articles. I realized that there was no value in reviewing this variable, also, finding
relevant categories and values was a bit difficult. I found that the analysis would be completely
fine without including this variable.
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Also, I had planned to analyze the pictures in depth. Then, a fellow student who had
pictures as his object of study recommended a textbook on conducting quantitative analysis of
images. I realized that I would have to go back and find each picture if I wanted to analyze
them. The focus of this thesis is to mainly analyze written text. I chose to focus on whether
there was use of pictures or not, and provide a short explanation of the pictures in case the
reader of this thesis wishes to find the articles I have analyzed themselves (a description of the
pictures would help the reader find the article faster).
Lastly, if I could redo this thesis, I would include far more variables. I would attempt to
take note of the overall tone of the articles as done by Hughes, Lancaster and Spicer in their
analysis of the media coverage of drugs in Australia.251 For example, is there a negative view
of drugs, or is it neutral or positive?
Flaw 2: Expanding the scope
I have claimed that I wished to replicate the 1992 study, but that I also wanted to expand the
scope. In some ways this thesis does do that, yet in other ways, this thesis is as limited as the
1992 report. In hindsight, I think it would have been an advantage if I had increased the
timeframe to four, or even six months. However, considering the time-consuming page-by-page
reading of the 1990 articles, this process would have been even more time consuming. On the
other hand, I do realize that it would have been better in terms of drawing conclusions about
the coverage if I had included more articles.
Flaw 3: Morning edition or evening edition?
Another flaw in my approach; I did not note which editions of the newspapers I was analyzing.
I realized this after I had to go back and find an article I had already analyzed. I had forgotten
to assign value to one of the variables, yet when I attempted to find the article, it seemed nearly
impossible. This was because in 1990 Aftenposten published multiple editions every day, as
well as Friday editions and so on. In hindsight, simply noting which newspaper edition I had
found each article would have improved the data findings and made it easier to re-find.
Flaw 4: Page by page reading for 2018
For the sake of consistency, I ought to have read the 2018 newspapers page by page, just as I
had with the 1990 newspapers. On the one hand, I found the newspapers’ archives to be
impressively accurate. On the other hand, the switching of methods for 1990 versus 2018 may
seem a bit untidy. I made a point of proving the inaccuracy of the NLN search engine, yet I
251
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have given a lot of praise to the newspapers’ archives. Yet, I may be wrong in trusting the
newspapers’ archives to the degree that I have. The findings of this study would have been more
reliable if I had stayed consistent with my approach. However, in my defense, if I had read the
2018 newspapers as I had read the 1990 would mean that I would have had to further delay my
thesis.
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Chapter 7: Analysis
In this chapter I will present, analyze and discuss the findings of the thesis. The data
presentation will provide an overview of the data material. Here, I will present some of the main
differences/similarities in the findings. This will provide basis for the comparative analysis; the
comparative analysis will provide in-depth analysis and discussion of the data. The comparative
analysis continues in the in-depth article discourse and framing analysis. These analyses will
provide an in-context view of how journalists write about drugs. The findings of these three
parts of the analysis chapter will be summarized in a discussion, which will be used to formulate
an answer for the research question.

Data presentation
First, I present the data relating to the characteristics of the articles, this includes looking at the
specific authors, the relevance of the topic, type of articles and which categories these articles
are written in. We must first become familiar with the data before we can conduct our analysis.
The purpose of this part of the chapter is to provide an overview of the media coverage of drugs
and to point out some of the most important characteristics of the data that will be discussed
further in the comparative analysis.
Aftenposten and VG on Drugs
Table 5

Note that my methodology found more articles than was found in the 1992-report. The 1992
report found a total of 210 articles from Aftenposten and VG, I found 310 articles (table 5). The
difference in total articles found lies in the difference in methodology. I have a technological
advantage in my own data search, and I also expanded the gap of the data gathering by including
any articles that mention drugs, no matter the extent to which drugs were discussed. For
example, as can be seen in table 9, if we exclude the referenced category, the total amount of
articles will closely resemble the total number of articles found in 1990. For 2018, there were
a total of 293 articles, 128 by Aftenposten and 165 by VG.
The first important thing to note, is the slight decrease in number of articles written
about drugs in 2018 compared to 1990 for Aftenposten. More notable is the fact that most
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articles from 1990 are written by Aftenposten, whereas in 2018, most of the articles are written
by VG. In 1990, Aftenposten wrote 168 articles about drugs, whereas VG wrote 142 articles
(Table 5). At first glance, one might think that Aftenposten has greater focus on drugs. Yet,
when the context of 1990 is considered, I would argue that VG focused more on drugs.
Aftenposten published far more newspapers in 1990 than VG. Every day, the newspaper would
publish a morning paper and an afternoon paper, this means they published two newspapers
daily, including a weekly colorized edition (the daily prints were in black and white).
Furthermore, Aftenposten printed their newspapers in broadsheet format; this means that they
had much more space to fill, and the newspaper had more articles in general. VG, on the other
hand, published one newspaper daily, including their own weekend-edition. Also, the VG
newspapers were printed in tabloid format; this means shorter articles, more pictures and
advertisements, and less space for articles in general. Keeping this in mind, the fact that VG in
1990 wrote 142 articles, only 26 articles fewer than Aftenposten, tells us that the editorial staff
at VG had more interest in drug stories. In that sense, we can conclude that Aftenposten had
more articles in total, but that VG prioritized the topic more.
In 2018, Aftenposten had already adopted the tabloid format. This means that in terms
of layout, image use, advertisements and article sizes, the newspapers were quite similar. Both
newspapers printed one edition daily throughout the week. In terms of format and printed
editions, the newspapers are on the same level, and here, it is clear that VG still priorities the
drug topic more so than Aftenposten. VG wrote 162 articles and Aftenposten wrote 128. For
2018, we can conclude that VG both wrote more articles, and prioritized the topic to a greater
degree than Aftenposten.
Table 6

In 1990, there were several days where both newspapers did not write any articles about
drugs. Aftenposten did not publish any newspapers on the 12th, 13th, 15th and 16th of April and
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on the 8th, 17th and 24th of May. Besides the “no-print” days, there were only 9 days where no
articles on drugs were published in Aftenposten (table 6). It was common for Aftenposten to
publish two articles per day (25 instances), on some days there would even be 4, 5 or even 6
articles. VG published newspapers every day except for the 7th and 17th of May, besides the noprint days, VG had 14 days without any articles about drugs. VG would most frequently write
one or two articles per edition (17 and 19 instances respectively). In conclusion, Aftenposten
in 1990 wrote 1.8 articles a day, whereas VG wrote 1.5 articles a day.
Table 7

VG had the most days with no articles about drugs in 1990, but in 2018 VG had the least
amount of days with no articles (table 7). VG had 15 days with no drug-articles and Aftenposten
had 22. On some days, you could find one article a day in VG, and on other days you could find
two. It was also not uncommon to find three articles and even 4 articles on some days. A slight
difference between the two years is that there are more instances of writing one or two articles
for each daily newspaper edition for Aftenposten. Both 1990 and 2018 similarly print at least
one or two articles for each edition. Whereas a difference is in the frequency of printing multiple
articles for certain editions. It was common to write 3 or 4 articles about drugs in 1990 (table
6), in 2018 this is less common (Table 8). In 2018, VG wrote 4 articles in 9 different prints, and
wrote 6 articles for one print. Aftenposten on the other hand, although a bit similar, wrote 8
articles for one newspaper but generally avoided printing in more than two articles on drugs.
To summarize, in 2018, Aftenposten would write 1.3 articles a day, whereas VG would write
1.7 (almost 1.8) articles a day.
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Types of texts
Table 8

The 1990 articles consisted mostly of news articles and background articles, as did most
of the articles in 2018. However, in 2018, less space was dedicated to background articles in
favor of more opinion pieces, both by media and non-media authors (editorials and opinion
articles). Furthermore, drugs seem to appear more frequently in “other” types of texts, like
advertisements, comics and non-article type of texts.
Table 9

The newspapers from 1990 have more articles that focus on drugs as the main topic of
the article, making up 44.5% of all the articles. Additionally, there is also a presence of articles
that treat drugs as a subsidiary topic (24.8%). However, there was a larger number of the articles
wherein drugs were mentioned but not discussed in any way (30.6%). For 2018, there is a clear
switch where there are less articles with drugs as the focus (23.2%), at the same time the
subsidiary category is very similar to the data from 1990 (22.5%). The referenced category
remains relevant, accounting for more than half of the data collected in 1990 (54.2%).
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Context
Table

1

In terms of in what stories drugs are discussed, three categories are dominating in both
years; “crime”, “social” and “culture”. In 1990, 60.6% of all the articles discussed drugs as a
criminal issue. These include texts such as police reports, updates of court cases, in-depth
articles on police investigations and failed trafficking attempts; these types of articles made up
42.3% of the articles in 2018. The change from 60.6% to 42.3% points to a change in the
coverage of drugs. Journalists in 1990 were more likely to discuss drugs in a criminal context,
and although this is the case in 2018 also, it is so to a lesser degree. Other aspects of drug
coverage have gained more attention in 2018; for example; in 1990 drugs were rarely discussed
in political stories, but in 2018, it has become far more common.
Articles about social life are focused on the societal aspects of drugs; stories on addicts,
community initiatives to reduce drug use, education, etc. These types of stories make up 13.5%
of the articles in 1990 and 16.7% in 2018. In this case, the 1990 coverage and the 2018 coverage
a very similar. On the other hand, stories about culture (entertainment, celebrities, etc.) are
discussing drugs are less frequently in 1990 than in 2018, making up 12.6% and 21.5%
respectively. This change in coverage does not necessarily mean that journalist have become
more focused on the cultural aspect of drug use, instead it may be the cause of an increased
production of films, music and literature that have drugs as a topic. For example, the 2010’s
saw a rise in popular tv-series that had drugs as a topic; Breaking Bad, Weeds, Narcos, The
Wire, Nurse Jackie, etc.
Most articles will likely fall into one of these three categories, meaning that there is not
that much of a change regarding which context drugs are discussed. The increased focus on
drugs in a political context, shows a relevance of the topic as a political issue in 2018 versus in
1990. At the same time, journalists in 1990 and 2018 share a similarity in the coverage of drugs
in a healthcare context or in a conflict-context. The coverage of these types of articles have
remained stable, making up a similar percentage of the data in both years.
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Table 11

In terms of geographical focus, it is obvious that “Norway” will be the chief focus of
the stories. In 1990, 241 articles focused on Norway, whereas in 2018, the number drops to 195.
Some of the articles focus on one specific region alone, while others will focus on multiple
locations in one story (mostly relevant for stories about trafficking or conflicts). In 1990, there
was a lot of focus on the drug situation abroad as well. 35 articles focus on the Nordic situation,
38 focus on Europe and 59 articles discuss regions outside of Europe; North America, South
America, Africa, Asia and Australia. Although it is to be expected that Norway would lead in
this category, the data from 2018 shows that the focus on the situation outside of the Nordic
countries have expanded since 1990.
The coverage in 2018 points to some great differences in the geographical focus.
Mainly, there is a shift in focus from the Nordic regions and Europe in place of much more
focus on the rest of the world. Norway accounts for 64.3% of the total mentions of regions.
Nordic countries are rarely covered in the stories (0.6% of the articles), whereas the focus on
America, Asia, Africa and Australia has increased to 24.4%. Similarly, Europe is also focused
on less; generally, the focus in 2018 has shifted away from Scandinavia and Europe and instead
turned to the rest of the world. There are also a few more articles that cover drugs without
mentioning the location at all.
Table 12
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The sources used for all the different types of articles we have discussed at this point
are included 346 times in 1990 and 336 times in 2018 (exluding stories without any sources).
In 1990, lay sources were referenced in 94 articles; in 2018, a nearly identical number of articles
points to a similarity in the number of times lay sources were referenced. On the other hand, a
notable difference is the use of local news agencies as sources. Norwegian newspapers are
seemingly more reliant on sources like Norsk Telegrambyrå or other news agencies from
Norway in 2018. At the same time, the use of international news agencies, like Reuters, has
diminished, although the decrease is very small, it does point to some similarities between
journalistic practices in both years. Authorities were referenced as sources 190 times in 1990,
in 2018 they were referenced 121 times. A difference is that the referencing to experts as
sources has slightly increased. On the other hand, there is a greater difference in articles that
use no sources at all; 14 articles used no sources in 1990, yet 45 did not disclose any source in
2018.
Drugs
Another interesting aspect is the specific drugs they discuss. The data from 1990 show that
there were 454 drug-references in total, whereas in 2018 there were 392 references. These
include all the illegal drugs, including the category of drugs in general. As we have discussed
in the introduction of this thesis and in the methodology chapter, drugs can be many different
types of substances. The next table will provide an overview of the specific types of drugs
discussed in the articles in 1990 and 2018. As mentioned, I have included the drugs in general
category; this category refers to the articles that reference the term narcotics.
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Table 13

The data from 1990 show that the three drug categories stimulants, depressants and
opioids were being referred the most. The category of stimulants are the most referenced drug
types; amphetamine (62 articles) is the most covered drug. Followed by cocaine (42) and crack
(4). Depressants, consisting only of cannabis, make up 68 of the 1990 articles. Opioids include
the most diverse drug references, consisting of both opiates (opium, morphine) and opioids
(heroin, codeine, methadone, and other opioids). However, the most referenced drug in that
category is heroin, included in 36 articles. Interestingly, the category of hallucinogens only
includes 11 articles, all related to LSD.
2018 offers a more diverse presentation of different drug types; however, the journalists
are still concerned with the same drug categories. Stimulants are covered less than in 1990, but
there are more different drug types covered. For example, khat is referenced in 4 articles,
methamphetamine is referenced in 7. In contrast, both drug types were never referenced in
1990. The depressants category shows a similar change; GHB is covered in 5 articles and
benzodiazepines also in 5. Yet, cannabis still leads in the category, included in 63 articles,
similar to the coverage in 1990. Opioids are the category with the most similarity; in 1990,
heroin was referenced in 36 articles in 2018, it was referenced in 35. Lastly, the hallucinogens
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category has also experienced some changes; LSD no longer makes up the only drug type in
this category; MDMA is referenced in 5 and Mescaline is mentioned in 1.
Some drugs are more widely covered, some are completely forgotten, others have only
recently emerged, and some others have seen a stable level of coverage (like heroin and
cannabis).
Table 14

In both 1990 and 2018, it is common to refer to drugs as “narkotika”. In 1990, 42.6% of
the drug references included the narco term, in 2018, this category consisted of 41.8% of the
drug references in 1990; pointing to a similarity between the two years. Referring to drugs as
“rusmidler” (Drugs) is more common in 2018 than in 1990. There were 28 articles that referred
to them as “drugs” in 1990, in 2018 that number rose to 70 articles. The use of the term
“substance” to refer to drugs has become less frequent. In 1990, 59 articles used the term and
in 2018 the number decreased to 29. 20 articles referred to drugs through slang or used any
other term in 1990 compared to 31 articles in 2018. 178 articles in 1990 used the specific names
of the drug types. On the other hand, these references made up 35.8% of all the references. In
2018 it decreased to 29.4% of all drug referenced, consisting of 134 articles where the names
of the specific drugs were used.
Presentation summary
Table 15

The use of images has changed drastically. Pictures refers to any use of images; profile
photos, drawings, images etc. Out of 310 articles, 67 of them had pictures in 1990. Meanwhile,
we can see that in 2018 that 142 articles out of 293 used pictures. However, most articles, in
both years, don’t use any pictures at all. One of the explanations of this may be that both
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newspapers were tabloids in 2018; tabloids usually use more images in covering stories,
whereas broadsheet (Aftenposten in 1990) will often have several articles on one page without
any images to accompany them.
These tables have provided us with an overview of all the relevant data that I use in the
analysis. This part of the chapter has provided an overview of the frequency of articles in
Aftenposten and VG in 1990 and 2018; in both years we can conclude that VG has more interest
in drugs. Also, drugs, in general, is a newsworthy topic, as both newspapers would publish on
average one article on drugs a day.
In terms of what type of texts dominate; in 1990, most articles were news articles and
background articles. In 2018, news articles remained the most common type of text, but there
was an increase in other type of texts and there were also less background articles. In 2018,
more editorials were written and more opinion pieces. As well as “other” type of texts, i.e.
advertisements, comics, etc.
There is also a change in how much relevance the topic is given in the articles. In 1990,
drugs often appeared as the focus of the articles, or they were only referenced, however many
articles also had drugs as a subsidiary topic. In 2018, articles with drugs as a main topic and
subsidiary topic were almost equal in numbers, yet most of the articles that discussed drugs,
only referenced them and did not discuss them at length.
In 1990, most articles had crime as a theme, followed by stories on the social situation
or on culture. The 2018 data shows more diverse themes, however, the themes of healthcare,
conflict and politics remain relatively low, although politics has become a more popular theme
in which drugs are used. In terms of geographic focus, both 1990 and 2018 focus heavily on
Norway, however, the 2018 data shows that there is less focus on Europe and Scandinavia and
more focus on the rest of the world. The data on sources also present some differences; there is
less reliance on authorities as sources, and an increased reliance on local news agencies such as
NTB. Experts are also used slightly more so than in 1990, yet there is a dramatic decrease in
the use of foreign news agencies. There are also more articles that don’t use any sources at all,
such as editorials and opinion pieces.
The drug focus seems to be more or less the same. The most popular drugs in the
categories depressants (cannabis), hallucinogens (LSD), opioids (heroin) and stimulants
(cocaine) remain as the most used drugs from 1990 to 2018. However, there seems to be more
drugs on the agenda; Khat, methamphetamine, GHB, MDMA, etc. In terms of how these drugs
are referenced, journalists in both years are highly dependent on the narcotics term, yet the drug
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term is used slightly more in 2018. And drugs are less frequently referred to by their specific
names compared to 1990; umbrella terms are used more in 2018.

How Norwegian journalists write about drugs
In this part of the chapter, I will go through some of the most important findings in the data and
compare the data material from 1990 and 2018. In this part of the chapter, I will delve deeper
into the data material in order to provide a more fleshed out comparison of the coverage. This
part of the chapter, along with the third part (in-depth article analysis) will assist in answering
the research question. Specifically, this analysis will allow us to reflect on this thesis’
hypotheses in hopes of answering them. I will first discuss the type of terms journalists
frequently used in 1990 and 2018. In the first part of the chapter I presented how frequently
certain terms were used, in this analysis I will look closer at what the data findings mean. Then,
I will discuss the use of sources in the articles, and what the findings can tell us about who
journalists rely on in covering drugs in 1990 versus 2018. I will then discuss the newsworthiness
of drugs in 1990 and 2018, followed by a discussion on what themes are mostly focused on and
what geographical locations the stories focus on. Then I will discuss the specific types of texts
and attempt to explain the difference between 1990 and 2018. Thereafter I will discuss the
coverage of the specific drugs in 1990 and 2018 and provide an evaluation of whether the
coverage is disproportionate or not based on police reports of drug seizures. Lastly, I will
discuss how specific drugs are framed by reviewing what in what context each drugs are
covered in. Reviewing these characteristics will allow us to properly test the hypotheses.
Language in 1990 and 2018 newspapers
One of the central findings of this thesis is Norwegian journalists’ dependency on the term
narcotic (narkotika) in describing illegal drugs. When using this term, Norwegian journalists
are using it as an adjective to describe activities and situations related to drugs, as well as using
it as an umbrella term to describe all illegal drugs. When adding the narcotics term instead of
the drugs term, it is clarified that the journalist is discussing illegal drugs and not legal drugs,
i.e. alcohol. In practice, it works to separate a drug story from any other story, or a story on an
illegal drug from an alcohol-story. The term narcotics is very central to make this separation
clear. When discussing a story on drug treatment (rusbehandling) one refers to treatment for
alcohol addiction, but when discussing narcotics treatment (narkotikabehandling), one refers to
treatment for illegal drugs like, for example, heroin.252 When referring to drug education
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(rusutdanning), one refers to education about alcohol or tobacco, but narcotics education
(narkotikautdanning) on the other hand refers to education on cannabis or amphetamines,253
debate on drugs (rusdebatt) is about alcohol and tobacco regulations, whereas a narcotics debate
(narkotikadebatt) is about illegal drugs.254 In short, anything, any act, any person or any
situation concerning drugs is described by using the term narcotics to clarify that the story
concerns illegal substances and not legal ones.
Notably, most of the terms found in the data material from 1st of March to 31st of May
in 1990 and 2018, point to a frequent use of the term in combination with words that describe
a judicial or criminal context. These words are repeated throughout the 1990 and 2018 articles;
drugs are then framed as something illegal first and foremost. I will present some specific
examples from the data material in this chapter.
In terms of comparison of the discourse, 1990 journalists offer a more diverse
vocabulary than 2018 in terms of the use in variations of specific terms. The table below shows,
for example, how many different variations of the word narcotics is used; this includes
combinations with other words. The table only shows the number of different variations and
not how frequently each variation is used, for example, a specific way of writing about narcotics
may in fact be repeated frequently in multiple articles. I have chosen to only count the initial
occurrences of each variation and not the frequency of each variation, as the counting of
frequency of each variation of each term would be too difficult to record.
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Table 16

The same terms are repeated in both years; journalists are very dependent on the
narcotics term, or they may reference drugs by their specific names. Journalists in 2018 have to
a larger degree adopted the drugs (rus) term in place of other terms, for example there is a bit
less use of the term substance (stoff) but also a slight increase in use of slang terms. The 2018
journalists depend on a shorter list of words which are repeated throughout, the 1990 journalists
use much of the same words used in 2018 but they also use additional words. For example,
1990 journalists used 140 different variations of the narcotics term; including combining
narcotics with other words. Whereas 2018 journalists used 100 different variations of the
narcotics term, this points to the difference in vocabulary.
The 1990 journalists use the narcotics term more frequently, they also use the specific
names of the drugs more often. The table above also shows that the drug term (rus) has become
more frequently used in 2018, as have slang/other terms. Both 1990 and 2018 rarely use the
substance (stoff) term, in 1990; 13 different variations and in 2018; 10 variations. As
mentioned, the drugs term (rus) category is more popular in 2018 (46 variations) than in 1990
(24 different variations). In terms of specific drugs, four drugs are given a lot of attention in
1990; Heroin, cocaine, amphetamine and cannabis. These four groups received a lot of attention
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in 1990, it is also reflected in the diversity of the language. The data shows that specific drug
types were often combined in a similar way to how terms are combined with the narcotics term.
Interestingly, cannabis is the drug with the most focus in both years, there are 26
different variations of the cannabis term and to 25 different variations in 1990. Meanwhile,
amphetamine, cocaine and heroin all have a significant drop in the number of variations of
terms and as I shall discuss later, are also generally covered less than cannabis.
These different substances are in a similar way as the narcotics term used in combination
with many different terms, and the terms used are almost exclusively in the context of drug
trafficking, abuse, production and conflict. Other drugs are merely referred to by name and
rarely used in combination with other words, for example, methadone, although possible to
abuse, are in this thesis’ data material only used in healthcare contexts. In 2018, the data points
to a shift in what kind of language is used when discussing these substances. Most of the articles
refer to “cannabis use” (hasjbruk), “cannabis culture” (cannabiskultur), “cocaine market”
(kokainmarked), “heroin addiction” (heroinavhengiget), “amphetamine high” (amfetaminrus).
Which contains relatively fewer negative connotations, while also pointing to how these
substances are covered less in criminal contexts compared to 1990.
As mentioned, 1990 journalists use more different terms to describe narcotics-situations,
however, most of these words specifically call attention to the judicial/criminal aspect of drugs
in Norway. Of course, some words refer to the drug users and the drug user community;
narcotics abuser (Narkotika misbrukere), Narcotics addict (narkomane), narcotics scene
(Narkotika miljø) or narcotics buyer (narkokjøper). Yet, most of the terms refer to police, court
cases, organized crime or the drug trade. Regarding the narcotics term specifically, this also
applies for the 2018 newspaper.
Although used far less so than the narcotics term, the substance term (stoff) is used in a
similar manner. When using the substance term, it is almost exclusively used in combination
with words with negative connotations that call attention to the abuse/misuse-aspect of drugs.
1990; “Substance-abuse”, “substance hell”, “hard substances” and 2018; “addictive
substances”, “Illegal substances”, “deadly substances”, “heavy substances”.
The same negative connotations are found in the drugs-category, they either refer to the
negative aspect of drugs, in 1990; “drug hell”, “drug poison”. But there are also more neutral
words in this category compared to others, including terms like “drug work”, “drug division”,
“drug rapport”, “drug policy”. In 2018, the use of this term is not only more frequent but also
more varied, including terms like “drug treatment”, “drug use”, “drug research”, “drug
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influence”, “drug care”, but also terms like “drug hell”, “drug problem”, “drug abuse” and
“drug addiction”. Although compared to 1990, the drug term is far less of a loaded term.
Besides using language that frame drugs as something criminal, the way in which drugs
are discussed frame drug use also as anti-social and evil, by constantly using language hat
invokes connotations. One term that is frequently issued in both 1990 and 2018 is the term
abuse/misuse (misbruk). The term “user” (bruker), combined with any other term (drugs,
narcotics, substance, etc.) appears less than ten times in all the data material. Whereas the term
abuser appears 60 times. Generally, both the user and abuser terms are used in context of crime
stories. In 2018, the term user appears 14 times and the term abuser appear 36 times. By
constantly referring to any drug-use as drug-abuse, journalists in 1990 reinforced the idea of
drug use as something inherently negative and harmful (as the term abuse is associated with
harm, crime, violence or suffering). Yet, the data shows that this way of refereeing to drugs
have become less prevalent. The 2018 journalists generally use this term less, also, when these
terms are used, it is often in context of social/culture or healthcare stories.
In the drugs category, a term that was frequently used in 1990 was drug poison (rus gift).
This term entirely disregards any beneficial aspects of drugs and frames drugs as having only
harmful qualities; poisonous and deadly. When this term is used, it is often regarding drugs in
general (narkotika, rus, stoffer). Expect for one article, which references cannabis (hasj) when
using this term.255
Another interesting aspect of loaded language in the data material, is the use of religious
terms to portray drugs as something harmful. In two articles the term hell is used to describe
the drug situation; substance hell (“stoff helvete”) and drug hell (“rus helvete”). Such language
appeared more in 1990, but it shortly appears in 2018 as well. One need not be a follower of
any faith to understand the connotations that follow when using such terms. Obviously, one is
referring to the drug situation as being problematic, but specifically using the term hell
amplifies the degree of suffering and the immoral nature of the drugs. One further example,
which is a term that is used more frequently, is the term “Narko ondet”, which directly translates
to “the narco evil”. This term further highlights the religious nature of the view on drugs in
1990. By referring to drugs as evil, as defined by the merriam-webster dictionary, one implies
that drugs are “morally reprehensible”.256 In 2018, this sort of language shows up in the data 4
times, thrice as drug hell (rushelvete) on the 21st of April, 18th and 19th of may in VG and as
narco evil (narko ondet) on march 16th in VG. This is not that different, in terms of frequency
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of use, to 1990, where the evil term was used in three articles 257258259 and the hell term only in
two260261.
Still, narcotics is the term most frequently associated with negative terms. I have already
provided some examples, but here are some other words that are frequently combined with the
narcotics term in both 1990 and 2018: war, investigation, police, problem, challenges,
syndicates, smuggling, punishment, sentence, death, control, cartel, crime, mafia, abuse, etc.
When a term is constantly associated with such words, the term narcotics itself becomes a
loaded word. Then, whenever the term narcotics is used, one is invoking connotations of crime,
violence, harm and abuse.
Hypothesis: loaded language
A hypothesis was presented in the introduction chapter of this thesis; “the use of loaded
language is prevalent among journalists in 1990 but less prevalent in 2018”. I argued that,
based on the theory presented in this thesis, that there would be language that portray drugs as
a social menace. Certainly, this is the case when looking at the language used in the 1990 data,
but to a lesser degree with the 2018 data. The constant reference to drugs, through loaded
language, as being connected to criminality, harmfulness, abuse and anti-social behavior does
help in portraying drugs as a social menace; something that we ought to work to remove from
society.
I also argued that based on the political status of illegal drugs as of 2018, and the
decreasing popularity of Christianity in Norway,262 may result in less religious or demonization
of illegal drugs in 2018 compared to 1990. Although drugs’ political status has indeed changed
and Norwegians are becoming less religious with each year, the language is still very much
affected by religious tropes. There is still use of the term evil and hell when discussing drugs.
Furthermore, drugs may be demonized through language generally, and not necessarily through
religious terminology alone.
Lastly, I argued that drugs in 2018 would be framed as being related to criminal and
deviant behavior as it was framed in 1990. This is very clearly seen in the way the narcotics
term is used to refer to something illegal specifically, which makes it very hard for journalists
to discuss illegal drugs without framing the issue as being related to crime. Additionally, terms
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often used in criminal, judicial, conflict and abuse contexts are often used in combination with
terms used to describe drugs, which further frames illegal drugs as being related to crime and
deviant behavior. And although there is more neutral term use in 2018 compared to 1990, the
reliance on the narcotics term and the frequent use of it, tells us that there is still loaded language
use in 2018.
To summarize, the hypothesis was correct in assuming that use of loaded language
would be prevalent in 1990, however, it is not as “less prevalent” in 2018 as supposed. There
are of course examples of drugs being covered through neutral language, but there are still many
examples of loaded language being used in 2018 as well as in 1990. Thus, loaded language
remains prevalent in both 1990 and 2018.
Use of sources
Lay sources accounted for 26.1% of source mentions in 1990 and 24.4% in 2018; this means
that these types of sources remain as one of the core sources used by Norwegian journalists. In
other words, regular people, were used regularly in 1990 and in 2018. Meanwhile, sources like
local news agencies have seen an increase in popularity. Stories by Norsk Telegrambyrå (NTB)
reoccur frequently in 2018. In 1990, when covering stories from abroad journalists would also
use foreign news agencies like Reuters, but in 2018, they used NTB for stories both at home
and abroad.
There were in total 45 articles with no sources at all in 2018, compared with 14 articles
in 1990 (table 10). According to the data, most of the articles that do not use any source at all
are either opinion articles, background articles or other texts. Such articles do not necessarily
need sources. There were of course some opinion articles that did in fact use sources, as with
one article written on the 24th of March 2018 that used expert sources. Yet, most of them would
make arguments without referring to any specific sources. In other words, journalists are very
careful too always use sources, whereas opinion writers are not. As presented in the data,
journalists will rely on traditional sources (lay, experts, news agencies) when covering illegal
drug stories about culture, social issues or healthcare, and they will rely on authority figures
(police, politicians, etc.) when covering illegal drugs stories about crime, politics and conflict.
Perhaps the most interesting finding in the data is the shift in which actors that are most
frequently used as sources for the stories. The data from both 1990 and 2018 reflect the
arguments provided by existing literature on how journalists cover drugs; in both 1990 and
2018, when drugs are reported on, it is very likely in the context of crime. This is not a surprising
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finding, because drugs were illegal in 1990 and remain illegal as of 2018. The media will likely
cover major criminal cases associated with drug offenses.
Table 17

Stories where drugs are covered in a criminal framing are very likely to have authorities
as main sources (police, state attorneys, politicians and government officials). Hugh et al. argue
that when drug stories are covered in relation to crime, while relying on authorities as sources,
it “reinforces that the optimal solution is one of punishment”.263 The assumption is that when
most of the focus is on the criminal aspect of drugs, “the media consciously or unconsciously
reinforce prohibitionist tendencies towards drugs”264. On the other hand, the data clearly shows
that for 2018 shows that there is no longer an overwhelming reliance on authorities for sources
on drug related crime stories. The 2018 data shows that journalists in 2018 are more likely to
use a variation of sources rather than depend on authorities alone.
Although authorities remain as the most cited source for crime stories (referenced as
sources 88 times in 2018, compared to 167 times in 1990), it is not the only source. In 1990
authorities made up 78% of the crime sources, in 2018 they made up 39.4%. The data shows
that local news agencies, like NTB, and experts are also being included as sources for drug
related crime stories; more so than used in 1990.
Hypothesis: Sources
I presented a hypothesis regarding the source-use; “authority figures, such as law enforcement,
policy makers and government workers are the main sources for information in both 1990 and
2018.” The literature I reviewed in this thesis argued that authority figures were generally the
most used sources for drug stories. However, I have found that this only applies for crimestories. More importantly, as discussed above, the data findings of 2018 tells us that the
hypothesis is wrong. The data shows that authorities are no longer the only sources used for
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stories, and even for crime-stories, authorities are no longer the exclusive sources. A drop from
78% to 39.4% of crime stories is a considerable decrease. To summarize, the hypothesis is not
correct. Yes, authorities are used sources extensively in 1990, but that is not at all the case for
the 2018 stories. Journalists in 2018 use a far more diverse set of sources, even in crime-stories
where one would expect authorities as the main sources.
Drugs: a popular topic
Drugs are an important part of the news cycle in both 1990 and 2018. In 1990, 310 articles were
written from the 1st of March to the 31st of May (a 92-day period). That is an average of 3.3
articles every day in 1990 and an average of 3.1 articles every day in 2018. Although in 2018
that number had slightly decreased to 293, which means that in 2018 there were only 17 articles
fewer, there is an overall interest in drugs in both Aftenposten and VG.
Also, consider the degree of available space in newspapers for these stories when
reviewing these numbers. Newspapers in 1990 were larger and had therefore more space to
allocate to several stories in two pages, including advertisements. The image below is an
example of how two pages of Aftenposten usually looked like in 1990. The next graphic will
show how two newspaper pages usually looked like in 2018.
Image 2

Example of a typical page in Aftenposten in 1990. Source: Aftenposten, 1. March, 1990 .
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Image 3

Example of a typical page in Aftenpotsen in 2018. Source: Aftenposten, 1. March, 2018.

The 1990 newspapers had much more space to dedicate to news stories, while also
dedicating some of the space to advertisements. Of course, at times there would be several
pages of advertisements only, but this is the case for 2018 newspapers too. In fact,
advertisements in 2018 seem to take up more space, while the stories are more compact.
Keeping this in mind, I would argue that the fact that 2018 newspapers wrote 293 articles while
having limited space, shows that 2018 newspapers prioritized drug stories more so than the
1990 newspapers.
Although both 1990 and 2018 follow a period where new drug policies were in focus,
and therefore one would expect more coverage of drugs in the following years, the data points
to drugs as being an important part of the news cycle generally, regardless of social or political
change. Besides the general interest in drugs in the media, one can look to the 1988 policy that
aimed to fight drug trafficking profiteers as contributing to the focus on drugs in 1990.265
However, the 2018 period observed for this thesis followed the government’s announced desire
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for drug policy reform; therefore, one might have expected far more articles written in 2018.
Drugs were after all no longer just a criminal issue, but also a political issue. Yet, the data points
to very similar amounts of articles written in 1990 and 2018.
The topic of drugs most frequently appear in news articles, both in 1990 and 2018,
however, in 2018, drugs appear in other types of texts more so than in 1990. Nearly half of the
articles about drugs in 1990 were background articles, but in 2018 editorials, opinion articles
and other types of texts discussed drugs more. The change in the type of texts in 2018 shows
that drugs are also a popular topic in general; and not only limited to news. For example, the
fact that 47 opinion articles discussed drugs shows that there is an increase in debate on the
topic, whereas in 1990 there were only 22 opinion articles and most of these articles did not
argue for policies that did not coincide with official policy.266 Second, the fact that drugs is
referred to in 35 “other texts”, further shows that drugs are not only a topic in which journalists
are concerned with, or activists and commentators, but also the culture generally (as “other
texts” include comics, advertisements etc.)
By looking at the degree of importance attributed to the topic in the articles we can see
even more clearly that drugs have become less taboo compared to 1990. The data shows that in
1990, when articles wrote about drugs, they would specifically write about drugs/drug use
(44.5% of all articles), or at least have drugs as a subsidiary topic (24.8%). The 2018 data shows
that most articles that write about drugs, only reference drugs (54%). This points to drugs as
occurring more frequently in articles about any topic, which then again points to drugs as being
a commonly occurring topic generally.
Crime focus in Norway, Celebrity focus abroad
Naturally, most of the geographical focus is on Norway in both 1990 and 2018, but there is a
clear shift in 2018 where newspapers focus far more on the Norwegian situation specifically.
The data from 1990 shows that although there was heavy emphasis on Norway, there were
several stories where other parts of the world got a lot of attention as well, more so than in 2018.
For example, the Nordic countries were mentioned in 35 articles, and European countries 38.
In 2018, Nordic countries were mentioned in 2 articles and European countries mentioned in
18. On the one hand, there was an ongoing drug scandal involving one Swedish athlete, which
got a lot of attention in the Norwegian press.
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In 1990, A Norwegian athlete was involved in a drug trafficking scandal, wherein the
athlete had attempted to traffic large quantities of cannabis from Netherlands to Norway, which
also explains the degree of focus on Europe; along with the fact that most drug trafficking
stories involved either southern European or North African countries. In other words, the degree
of focus on the Nordic situation can be explained by the ongoing celebrity scandal, whereas the
focus on the European situation is explained by the general drug trafficking route to Norway
which goes through Europe. Lastly on this point; these celebrity stories were covered multiple
times by both newspapers, whereas the trafficking stories were often separate stories that had
nothing to do with previously covered stories. So, the number of recurring stories (this applies
for both 1990 and 2018) may provide an unclear picture. One specific story from 2018 regarding
a Norwegian organization accused of training drug addicts to swindle customers for profit was
covered in the newspapers in a span of several days, yet the articles did not actually provide
any new information (in fact most of these articles were redundant and looked very similar
aesthetically). These types of stories may explain the focus on Europe in 1990 and the focus on
Norway in 2018.
The focus on countries outside of Europe (America, Africa, Asia, Australia) followed a
similar trend in 1990; where most drug stories from America were about celebrities’ drug use
or the conflict between authorities and the drug cartels of Latin-America. Furthermore, stories
about specific drugs often have geographic focus on the countries where those substances are
produced, for example, African countries are often referenced in regard to cannabis, South
American countries for cocaine and Asian countries for heroin.267 European countries on the
other hand is often referenced in regard to synthetic substances like amphetamines.268 Although
the focus on the Nordic and European situation has diminished greatly, the focus on countries
outside of Europe remain very popular. And the same themes are repeated in 2018; celebrity
drug use, the conflicts with the cartels, trafficking attempts and use of exotic drugs.
Stories from such countries are often given less emphasis than stories in Norway; in
other words, these stories appear and disappear in short timeframes, whereas stories about
Norway tend to linger and are covered in multiple newspaper editions, often with a large degree
of repetitive information.269 Stories closer to the Norwegian situation, especially if it is in regard
to an ongoing investigation, scandal or court case, will be given lots of focus and function as
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the main drug-related stories of the day. Whereas stories from abroad are often covered in
background articles, short update reports or are referenced briefly in otherwise non-drug stories.
On the other hand, the data points to an increased focus on countries outside of Europe
in 2018. This may also be due to the changing policies of such countries. The European and
Nordic countries have not implemented any noteworthy policy reforms as of 2018. In fact, as
of 2020, Norway seems to be the only Nordic country with any noteworthy policy changes. Yet
several countries outside of Europe have implemented radical shifts in policy. The Canadian
government had implemented a cannabis legalization policy following sentiments expressed by
President Justin Trudeau.270 Mexico was looking to do the same,271 and several states in the
U.S. were now legalizing cannabis.272 Furthermore, besides the political changes, there were
still some armed conflicts wherein drugs played a role in 2018 (3.4% of the articles were about
an armed conflict), also, many countries outside of Europe manufacture substances that are then
trafficked to Norway. Also, as of 2018, the U.S. was experiencing an “opioid overdose
crisis”.273 Meanwhile, international actors were speaking out either in favor or against drug
policy reform. Lastly, several articles concerned movies, books or tv-series from the U.S. which
have drugs as a theme, for example the then popular Netflix series “Narcos”. Thus, the
newsworthiness of popular entertainment products from abroad can explain the rise of focus on
countries outside of Europe in 2018. To summarize; the geographical focus of both 1990 and
2018 in terms of countries outside of Norway is entirely depended on the global drug situation
at the time of the data gathering.
More diverse opinions in the 2018 debates
Besides the relevance of the topic, another aspect of the articles that can tell us how journalists
cover drugs is types of articles. Nearly half of all articles were news articles in 1990 (47%), in
2018, that number had only dropped by a few points (43.3%). This does not necessarily mean
that the news articles that write about drugs have drugs as their main topic, but it does mean
that it is more likely that drugs, as a topic, will appear in news articles
1990 newspapers wrote 130 background articles in 1990, compared to 76 articles in
2018 Background articles, as the name implies, are often placed in the background of the
newspaper pages. They are placed in the corners, the top or the bottom part of the newspaper
page. Sometimes to provide supplementary information for stories written in news articleLee, “Q&A: Canada is about to legalize marijuana.”
Orsi, “Mexico Court sets precendent on legal, recreational pot use.”
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format, and other times as standalone short stories or update-reports. Generally, the 1990
newspapers would be more explicit in their coverage of drugs (as is seen in the news articledata about drugs in 1990 and 2018), whereas most of the 2018 drug-focused articles tend to be
short stories or articles that only mention (but does not discuss) drugs.
Non-journalists (activists, academics, advertisers or authority figures etc.) often write
opinion pieces and other texts, while journalists or the newspaper’s editorial staff write news
articles and background articles. So, keeping this in mind, the data shows that 89.2% of the
drug articles in 1990 were written by journalists. Whereas 71.9% of the drug articles were
written by journalists in 2018. This points to two things; (1) 1990 journalists cover drugs more
so than 2018 journalists and (2) that the drug debate in 2018 is livelier than it was in 1990. This
is demonstrated by the data showing that 22 opinion articles included drugs, whereas the 2018
data included 47 articles. Also, in 1990, there was one editorial article discussing drugs, while
in 2018 that number rose to 8 articles. This reflects the political situation in 2018, where drugs
have become more of a political topic.
Skretting et al., in discussing the degree of drugs-focus in the newspapers and the lack
of opinion pieces and debate around drugs, pointed to the repressive drug policy in Norway as
an explanation.274 Clearly, the 2018 newspapers contain more opinion articles on drugs, but that
may not necessarily be due to the proposed drug reform. I would argue that it is because of the
increased activism around the drug issue. After 1990, several interest groups were established
arguing either for harsher drug policies,275276 or arguing for softening drug policies.277278279 This
is in contrast to 1990, where most of the opinion articles on drugs coincided with official drug
policy, whereas the 2018 opinion articles offer a more diverse field of opinions. For example,
when a VG editorial referred to drug users as “junkies”,280 an opinion article by activists pointed
this out and criticized the VG editor for using this that term.281
Coverage of specific drugs
There are some drugs that are repeatedly covered in the newspapers; amphetamine, cocaine,
heroin and cannabis. The type of drugs covered does not necessarily reflect what types of drugs
are frequently used among Norwegians. As Norway have followed a zero-tolerance policy for
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several decades, it’s hard to map out the which specific drugs are most widely used, as there
are few, if any, studies done on the use of specific drugs. Most studies on drug use focus on
Cannabis use282, we have therefore a better view of the cannabis use in Norway.283 Other drugs,
on the other hand, are rarely studied and it is therefore harder to map out the use of those drugs.
The police reports on drug seizures can provide us with an indication of the popularity
of certain drugs among drug users.284 A study from the late 90’s summarize the drug seizures
of the early 90’s. There was no data for 1990, so I will compare the coverage with the police
data from 1991. The total number of cannabis seizures in 1991 lay at 4 811, followed by
benzodiazepines (1189), heroin (979), amphetamines (621), khat (15), LSD (6) and MDMA
(3).285 The police drug seizures of 2018 (24 361 total drug seizures286) point to cannabis as
being the most frequently seized drug, followed by amphetamine, benzodiazepines,
methamphetamines, cocaine and MDMA, respectively.287
Image 4 and 5

Left: Drug seizures in 1991. Left: Drug seizures in 2018
Source: left; Bôrje et al.) right; Politiet.

When juxtaposing the media coverage of specific drugs with the police reports of drug
seizures, we see a difference in focus. We also see some similarities; both the police and the
media is concerned with cannabis. This applies to both 1990 and 2018. For example, from
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March to May 1990, cannabis appears in 14.7% of the articles and 63% of the total drug seizures
consisted of cannabis. In 2018, cannabis was covered in 16% of the articles and consisted of
48% of the total drug seizures. In 1991, 8% of the drug seizures consisted of amphetamine,
while 13.4% of the coverage of drugs 1990 focused on the substance. Heroin was covered in
7.7% if the articles in 1990 and 8.5% in 2018, whereas the drug seizures consisted of 12.7% in
1990 and 2% in 2018. So, Heroin has gained more attention in the media, but the drug seizures
have dropped by 10 percentage points from 1990 to 2018. Interestingly, in 1990, 25 cases of
drug seizures involved cocaine, and 43 articles focused on the drug, while in 2018, 5% of the
drug seizures involved cocaine and 6.3% of the articles focused on cocaine.288 In 1990, there
were few cases involving khat, MDMA and LSD, similarly, there were a few articles about
LSD, but none about khat or MDMA. This has slightly changed in 2018. There is still only a
few drug seizure cases involving these substances, yet there are more articles about them.
There is a similarity between the 1990 and 2018 media coverage, as there is a similarity
between the 1991 and 2018 police reports. In both 1991 and 2018, benzodiazepines are
frequently seized by the police. In 1990, 15% of the drug seizures consisted of benzodiazepines,
in 2018 that number was 14%. In contrast, Benzodiazepines are not mentioned even once in the
1990 media, and only mentioned 5 times in the 2018 media. Generally, the 2018 coverage of
drugs seems more diverse; they also cover ketamine and mescaline, khat, methamphetamine
and GHB.
Framing drugs
Although the media frequently uses the umbrella term narcotics, the framing of each drug shows
that the media is aware of the differences between specific drugs. Below are tables that portray
the context in which specific drugs are portrayed in 1990 and 2018. I have chosen the most
popular drugs within each drug category. For depressants; cannabis, for stimulants;
amphetamine and cocaine, for opioids; heroin and for hallucinogens; LSD.
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Table 18

The coverage of Cannabis in 1990 and 2018 are vastly different. Covering cannabis in
a criminal framing is far more frequent in 1990 than in 2018; 80.8% and 49.2% respectively.
There is also much more focus on covering cannabis in a social context; from 3 articles in 1990
to 14 articles in 2018. There is also a slight increase in covering cannabis in a political context.
Otherwise, the substance is covered similarly to 1990. In terms of cultural stories, cannabis
appeared in 6 such articles in 1990 and 8 in 2018, this represents an increase from 8.8% in 1990
to 12.6% in 2018. There is still very little coverage of cannabis as a medicinal substance, as
healthcare articles were written twice in 1990 and only once in 2018. There is also little focus
on cannabis’ role in conflicts; both 1990 and 2018 newspapers wrote only one article about
cannabis in conflicts.
In terms of language, “cannabis” is a term used only once in 1990, in a cultural context
article, otherwise the term “hasj” is usually how they refer to cannabis, and it is often in a
criminal context.289 In 2018, cannabis as a term shows up in 16 articles, a few of those are
criminal context articles, yet some are political, cultural and social context articles. On the other
hand, the term hasj is more frequently used in criminal contexts. For example, in a story
concerning the problem of gang violence in Oslo, both journalists, teachers, students and police
use the term “hasj” to describe cannabis.290291
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Table 19

Amphetamine has become less popular in the media; included in 62 articles in 1990 and
only 17 in 2018. Like cannabis, most of the 1990 articles on amphetamine were crimes focused
(88%), and in 2018 the drug was still often discussed in criminal stories (35.2%). Interestingly,
most of the articles in 2018 were cultural stories (41.1% in 2018 compared to 3.2% in 1990).
Otherwise, the coverage seem similar, in terms of social and healthcare stories, also in both
years; amphetamine is never discussed in politics-focused or conflict-focused stories. There is
no clear explanation for the lack of coverage on amphetamine compared to 1990, as
amphetamine remain one of the most seized drugs by police in 2018 (14% of all drug seizures).
Table 20

Cocaine is another popular stimulant in both 1990 and 2018. Although it consisted of
5% of drug seizures in 2018, cocaine is covered more so than amphetamine. In both 1990 and
2018, cocaine is covered in 8 articles relating to culture; in other words, celebrities and
entertainment. In 1990, there was also coverage of the drug cartels in Latin America, this
coverage ceased in 2018, although the conflict is still ongoing as of 2020.292 There is also no
coverage in social or political contexts, but there is two articles that discuss cocaine in a
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healthcare context. Crime remains the focus of articles on cocaine, making up 45.2% of articles
in 1990 and 60% in 2018.
Table 21

Like cannabis, coverage of heroin has not experienced any notable change in terms of
quantity. The only difference lies in the way in which the substance is covered in 1990 and
2018. In 1990, 58.3% of the articles discussed heroin in a criminal context, a number that
dropped to 34.2% in 2018. The substance is not mentioned in any stories on conflicts in 2018,
and is also mentioned only once in a healthcare context article. There is however a slight
increase in focus on cultural stories involving celebrities, mainly due to the passing of a wellknown person who was a known drug user. Many articles would write about a celebrity’s drug
use, and in these stories heroin was often discussed.293 Otherwise, the data shows that in 2018,
heroin is mostly discussed in the context of social stories. Heroin is often discussed in
connection to addicts, thus; when addicts are discussed, heroin is often the drug in question.
Although any drug may produce addicts, the media mainly focuses on heroin when reporting
on addicts. However, this may only be applied to the 2018 data, as the 1990 data point to heroin
as being mostly covered in a criminal context
Tabel 22
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The coverage of hallucinogens is very limited in both 1990 and 2018. In 1990, the focus
was exclusively on LSD, whereas in 2018 substances like MDMA, mescaline and ketamine
also received some coverage. The 1990 coverage of LSD was mainly about crime stories,
whereas in 2018 there were no crime stories about LSD. As LSD is a soft drug like cannabis
and khat, there has been some proposals by some liberal politicians to allow for a commercial
sale of soft drugs294; which explains why LSD is covered in 3 politics focused stories.
Hypothesis: Media coverage and official policy
In the first chapter, I presented a hypothesis on the overall coverage of drugs and drug use; “The
media coverage in 1990 supported the official policy on drugs and drug-use, similarly, the
coverage in 2018 will also support the official government stance at this point in time”. This
hypothesis was partly based on the conclusion of the 1992 report which argued that the 1990
media supported the official drug policy in 1990; prohibition/zero tolerance. This was
exemplified in the way in which drugs were reported on and portrayed. As presented in this
chapter, the 1990 media framed drugs as a criminal issue and a societal problem. This framing
was established through the constant coverage of drugs in criminal contexts and through loaded
language which appeared in non-criminal stories as well. The framing of drugs as dangerous
and drug use as harmful and immoral was a trend repeating throughout the newspapers, even if
drugs were not the main focus or subsidiary focus of the articles. Also, the authorities were the
main sources, and therefore their solution of that societal problem was presented as the optimal
solution, meaning the zero-tolerance policies. This promotion of zero tolerance policies was
especially evident in the placing of advertisements in the newspapers which actively urged
readers to assist police by reporting on suspected drug trafficking. Based on these
characteristics, the 1992 reporters concluded that the media coverage and supported the drug
policies of 1990. Based on this conclusion as well as numerous literatures from other countries
(some written many decades ago, and some contemporary) that shared this conclusion (with a
few exceptions),
I expected that the coverage of drugs in 2018 would have a similar sentiment; supporting
official policy. As of 2018, the official policy was still zero tolerance, however, the consensus
among policy makers was to decriminalize drugs; meaning the abandonment of the zero
tolerance policies in favor of harm reduction policies. The 1992 report concluded that “the
message from the Norwegian press, is to a large degree, in accordance with official drug
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policy”. Based on this conclusion, I assumed the media coverage in 2018 would be similar. The
characteristics of the coverage, as analyzed in this thesis, was the foundation on which this
conclusion was drawn. For example, the media would frequently cover drugs in a criminal
context and the use of loaded language would work to frame drugs as being related to criminal
behavior; which was also the government stance on drugs. However, the characteristics of 2018
seems to continue this way of covering drugs to a large degree, although there is some deviancy
in terms of allocating focus on other aspects of drugs (culture and politics) as well as allowing
for the harm-reductionist side to make their case. Still, other aspects of drugs; Healthcare and
social remain neglected (These aspects are the focus of the drug reform proposed by the
government). Still, if we are to draw conclusion as to what the “message from the Norwegian
press” is, it is in fact not that different from the press in 1990. The message conveyed by the
media conflicts with the government stance in that the media is still focused on drugs as a
criminal issue whereas the government wants to focus on drugs as a healthcare and social issue.
In conclusion, the media coverage in 1990 coincided with the government narrative, yet
that is not the case for 2018. Whereas the literature argued that the political hegemony
established the limits for accepted thoughts on the drug issue; mainly through the dominance
of authorities as sources for drug stories, and due to the similarities in the interpreted media
messages (both suggesting prohibition to be the optimal solution to the drugs in society), the
findings of this thesis show that the media are in fact quite independent of political narratives
on drug policy. The excessive focus on drugs as a criminal issue was among the aspects
supporting this idea, another aspect was the heavy reliance on authority sources. This thesis has
found that there is in fact less focus on drugs in a criminal context, and there is also an overall
diminished reliance on authorities as sources; whether it be police, politicians or other
government officials.
Yet, as we review the use of loaded language, the characteristics of the coverage as
being disproportionate. Although there is less focus on drugs in a criminal context, there is still
a lack of coverage of drugs in a healthcare or social context. Drug use is after all a healthcare
topic, yet there is more focus on drugs in terms of entertainment than rehabilitation.
Furthermore, the persistent use of heavily loaded terms which continue to frame drug use and
drug users as immoral, harmful, deviant and criminal. These findings point to the media as
continuing a certain framing of drugs which the government seems to have discarded.
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In-depth chapter analysis
In this part of the chapter, I will present four articles for analysis; two articles from 1990 and
two articles from 2018. I will use a mixture of critical discourse analysis and a framing analysis
to analyze how the journalists in 1990 and 2018 covered drugs. I will analyze the Aftenposten
article from 1990 first, then the 1990 VG article. Then I will analyze the 2018 article from
Aftenposten and VG. This in-depth article analysis, as well as the comparative analysis
provided above, will help provide a clear picture of exactly how journalists cover drugs in 1990
and 2018. In the in-depth chapter analysis summary, I will provide a comparative discussion of
the main findings of the articles. This summary will conclude the analysis chapter, which will
be followed by a discussion that will summarize the most important findings of this thesis and
the analyses.
Aftenposten, 12/03/1990: “ALL GLOOMY NARCO FIGHT”

The section of the newspaper where the article is placed. Source: Aftenposten, 12. March, 1990.

The title of the Aftenposten article from 1990 reads “all gloomy narco fight” (“helsvart narkokamp”). The article is placed on the “reports” section of the newspaper on page 3 of the Monday
12th of March edition. It’s a news article written by a journalist and placed under another news
article. Compared to the article above it, this article is given less space, as the article above has
a greater sized headline, including an under title and a large image of a man. The article is
surrounded by 5 different advertisements.
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The article opens with the journalist commenting that the narcotics situation in Norway
is “all gloomy”. The next sentence introduces the source and the location of the story. The
source is a police inspector who spoke at a meeting hosted by The National Association Against
Substance Abuse (LMS), Norway’s largest organization for relatives of drug addicts. So, in the
first paragraph, the drug situation is dubbed hopeless, and the police inspector, saying that
“there is little to enjoy”, is introduced as the main source for the story.
The next paragraph further builds on the credibility of the police inspector, reciting his
full title as “chief of Oslo police’s narcotics section”, and writes how he draws a gloomy picture
of the fight against narcotics. They write that most of the substances are “advancing”, and that
the only bright spot is the fact that the European “cocaine wave” has not yet reached Norway.
In this paragraph, the drug situation is painted as a battle, with police as the soldiers fighting
against the advancing flow of substances, which is perceived as an incoming threat to Norway.
The next paragraph writes how the police are frustrated over the lack of action against
the “recruitment to the substance scene”. This further frame the drug situation as a battle,
wherein the Norwegian youth are being recruited to fight for the enemy (drugs). The police
inspector argues that the Norwegian youth’s attitude towards hash (cannabis) is frightening,
and that too many consider the drug to be harmless. At the end of this paragraph, it is claimed
that there are 40 000 to 50 000 cannabis abusers (hasjmisbrukere) in Norway. Teenagers are
here portrayed as the victims of drug abuse; at the same time they are presented as being
recruited to advance the flow of drugs. Furthermore, the fact that 40 000 to 50 000 people are
using cannabis is presented as proof that “too many consider the drug to be harmless.”
The focus is then shifted to amphetamine use, which the police inspector frames as a
hidden threat, arguing that we do not hear much about it. The police inspector references two
large seizures of amphetamine consisting of 7 kilos in total, which may be divided into 30 000
doses for drug abusers. The total value is argued to be close to 7 million Norwegian kroner.
Heroin is presented as the main concern of the narcotics police. Again, the police
inspector is referencing teenagers, arguing that more teenagers are “joining the heroin scene”
and that there are in total 7 000 heroin abusers in Norway. He argues that the death tolls are
rising, and that earlier, they had noticed a “drought” (a term used to describe periods when
drugs are hard to come by), but that now “there is never a lack of heroin anywhere”. He explains
how there is an organized effort to traffic drugs into Norway, and often, foreigners are the ones
behind this. The focus remains on heroin in the following paragraph. The articles explain that
on multiple occasions, Nigerian citizens are arrested for trafficking heroin to Norway, but that
other nationalities are taking over that role. They also write that the price for one user dose is
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300 Norwegian kroner, and that it is common for the price to be cut in half from what it was a
year ago, which the police inspector argues is a good sign of the availability of heroin.
The next paragraph argues that there is little to be exited for, as the looming threat of
the cocaine wave is being surveilled by the police. The police inspector recognizes that cocaine
use may appeal new social groups, he also claims that if cocaine gains foothold in Norway, it
will lead to an increase in the total number of narcotics abusers, although the wave has not yet
reached Norway. In the last paragraph, the police inspector explains how drug addicts are now
reaching out to police due the failings of other institutions in helping addicts. The police
inspector does not indicate that there will be an improvement in social services to help these
addicts.
Discussion
The article is heavily framed as a battle; a war between police and the threat of drugs.
Frequently, the police inspector and the journalist will use loaded language to describe the drug
situation; “fight”, “advancing”, “recruitment”, and the situation is openly framed as being
hopeless. The Norwegian youth is presented as the victims of this battle, while simulations
being the cause for the increase of drugs, due to their perception of cannabis as harmless. Drugs
themselves are portrayed as the enemy, while foreigners are portrayed as the ones importing
the threat of drugs to Norway. The reference to 40 000 to 50 000 cannabis abusers, 30 000 user
doses and heroin being everywhere gives the sense that the drug threat is everywhere and that
the battle is close to being lost.
The drug situation is also framed as a foreign invasion; More teens are using heroin, and
many people are dying as a result. Heroin is everywhere, there are more and more people
leading organized efforts to smuggle in more heroin, foreigners are presented as the
perpetrators. The focus on foreigners as being the traffickers of heroin underscores the threat
of drugs coming from abroad.
Increased use of cannabis and the amount of amphetamine and heroin on the streets are
recognized as present threats, here, cocaine is introduced as an incoming threat, further building
on the threat of an invading force. Cocaine is framed as a threat that cannot be avoided, as the
police is already having a hard time controlling the flow of cannabis, amphetamine and heroin.
Thus, a sense of hopelessness is further pushed as the problem of drug use will only increase if
the cocaine wave is to arrive in Norway.
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VG, 21/03/1990: “16 KILO HASH IN HVALER-BACKYARD”

The placement of the article in VG. Source: VG, 21. March, 1990.

This article is very short compared to the other articles I will analyze. I will therefore
focus more on the frames established throughout the article than the discourse used. The
discourse, and the article overall, is very focused on the police perspective. The article refers to
narcotics divisions, police tactics, and the prosecution of the suspects, the charges and the laws
defining the charges the suspects may face. An analysis of the framing will in this instance
provide more information on how drugs are portrayed.
The VG article is outlined with a thick line to separate it from the other items on the
page. Overall, VG used more pictures in their articles, on this page, a small picture is used for
the article above the drug-article, and a large image of a police officer is placed in the center of
the page for the drug story. VG is a tabloid newspaper, which means the pages are slimmer and
contain less number of articles (and text in general) and contain many advertisements; one
article is placed on the top and left side of the page, an advertisement is placed on the bottom
left side, the rest of the page is dedicated to the article on cannabis. The page preceding to the
article page is entirely dedicated to an advertisement. Also, the drug-article is much shorter than
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the article above it; it consists of six short paragraphs; the article is written entirely from the
perspective of the police.
The picture shows a police officer holding up two large pieces of hashish. On the table
is a box with a large piece of hashish and wrappings, the pieces of hashish look like large lumps
of mud and the police officer holding them has a frown on his face. Below the picture is a
description identifying the person in the picture as a police officer who was in the stakeout that
resulted in the “giant seizure” of hashish (16 kilos). The headline reads “16 KILO HASH IN
HVALER-BACKYARD” (“16 KILO HASJ I HVALER-HAGE”), Hvaler is a municipality
located in South East Norway by the sea, close to the Swedish border. A couple in Hvaler were
sleeping off the “narco high” when the police knocked on the door during the nighttime, and
began searching the property, where they found 16 kilos of hashish, which the article writes is
worth close to two million Norwegian kroner. However, the couple is charged with possession
of 25 kilos of hash. The journalist writes that the couple were caught off guard by the county’s
narcotics police, whom had been surveilling the couple for a while. The comment that they
were sleeping of the narco high frames them as irresponsible drug users, it implies that they
were heavily sedated from using narcotics. The couple, both in their early thirties, are arrested
and detained and denied communication and visitors.
The first lines of text, and the picture, indicate the seriousness of the story. This is a
police case that has been ongoing for a while, the couple has been under investigation and are
finally arrested. The journalist emphasizes these aspects of the story, and by including the
estimated street value of the cannabis and the large quantity of hash, the article indicates that
the police have stopped a large drug operation. The immediate framing of the story is that the
police have emerged victorious by unmasking a secret drug operation, the evidence (buried in
the couple’s backyard) is found and displayed by the police, similar to a trophy hunter posing
with his kill.
The journalist writes that the couple is charged with possession of large quantities of
illegal drugs, and the charge includes possession of 25 kilos of hash. Since the police only found
16 kilos, they assume the rest must have already been distributed and sold “also outside of [the
county’s] border”. The police have also found hash in Northern Norway, which is tied to the
arrested couple. According to the police chief, this “giant seizure” will lead to further arrests,
as the case is believed to have ties to large parts of the country.
The following paragraph explains that the police speculate on how the drugs may have
been smuggled, one of the theories include the possibility of the drugs being smuggled by sea,
as “the coastline is difficult to survey”. They also explain how easily drugs can be smuggled by
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sea, all that is needed is an outside contact to drop the drugs in the sea, and a small boat to pick
it up. The last paragraphs identify the husband as a repeat offender and heavy drug abuser. The
journalist also writes that charges includes the possibility of a penalty of 10 years imprisonment.
Discussion
The article starts out with presenting the seriousness of the case. Not only is there a large
quantity of hash found, but large quantities is believed to have been sold all over Norway
already. The case is not limited to south eastern Norway, but all the way to the northern part
and will likely lead to more arrests; indicating that the threat is not yet fully dealt with and that
additional perpetrators may be anywhere in the country from South Eastern Norway to Northern
Norway.
This article is an example of police reports and how drug users and drug offenders are
framed from the authority’s perspective. The drug user is the one who smuggles the illegal
drugs and distributes them all over Norway, thereby endangering the public health of all of
Norway and not only themselves or their immediate community. The police are framed as the
victorious pursuant who have apprehended the criminals and working to undo the harm done
by them. Although the police have not yet learned of the trafficking method used by the suspect,
much focus is given to police speculation on how they may have smuggled the substance. By
focusing on this aspect of the story, the drug user is portrayed as being sly; obtaining drugs
stealthily and using unusual methods of hiding the drugs (digging the substance in their
backyard), whereas the police are portrayed as diligently surveilling the suspects, thwarting
their secret operation, finding the drugs and working to find the remaining perpetrators. By
repeating that the police have seized “giant” amounts of hash (16 kilos), they are highlighting
the gravity of the case, and the impressiveness of the police work. And by focusing on the fact
that the suspects are charged with possessing 25 kilos, they are implying that much of the harm
is already done. Lastly, the further identification of the male suspect as being a heavy drug
abuser and a repeat offender works to frame the picture of the drug user as not only the addict
but also the criminal.
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Aftenposten, 10/04/2018 «Liberal Party tops will consider narcomonopoly»

The article placed on top side of both pages. Source: Aftenposten, 10. April, 1990.

The 2018 articles in Aftenposten are dramatically different from the 1990 Aftenposten
articles in terms of the newspaper’s size and style. Since 1990, Aftenposten has evolved from
the classic broadsheet style to the tabloid style. Another difference is the use of images. 1990
articles on drugs would rarely include images, whereas this 2018 article has two images. The
article is spread across two pages, the first image, depicting two top politicians from the Liberal
Party in a subway station, also covers both page 16 and 17. Looming in the shadow covered
background is an approaching police van with its headlights on. On page 17, on the top right
corner, there is a smaller image of an American man browsing in a cannabis shop. On the
bottom half of both the pages, there are two large advertisements; one promoting a sale on
pools, on the other page, a Volkswagen SUV.
The headline, placed on the top left corner of page 16, reads “Liberal Party tops will
consider narco monopoly” (“Venstre-topper vil vurdere narkomonopol”). With the introduction
explaining how the youth wing of the party’s policy proposal is receiving support from different
party tops across the country. The term “narco monopoly” describes a model proposed by some
harm-reduction supporters wherein certain drugs would be made available for commercial sale
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very much like how alcohol is sold in Norway. In Norway, sale of alcohol is limited to certain
aspects of the service industry. Some variants of beers are available in grocery shops, whereas
wine and liquor are sold in a specialized shop; “Vinmonopolet”, which translates to «The Wine
Monopoly». The term Narco monpoly refers to a similar model, wherein certain types of drugs
will be strictly limited to a shop specialized in the sale of drugs. Although a better word would
be drug monopoly, as the drugs sold in such a store would no longer be legally categorized as
narcotics if commercial sale is allowed, this specific term seems to be popularized by media
through headlines, the term is not used by any of the people quoted in the article. One of the
politicians expresses the opinion that Vinmonopolet is an interesting model to look at as an
inspiration for future drug sales.
“Many drugs, such as cannabis and LSD, are less harmful than alcohol. We argue that
some of those drugs that are illegal today must be regulated in a different way and [we] will
consider sale in controlled forms”. This is a quote by the leader of the youth wing of the party,
a sentiment that is seemingly supported by some of the party’s top politicians. The word drugs
is used, and not narcotics, although both cannabis and LSD are legally categorized as narcotics.
Furthermore, the specific names of the substances cannabis and LSD is used; which refers to
specific types of substances. The quote also uses the term “regulate” and “control”. So, although
the author of the quote is certainly proposing a radical policy, they use terms like regulate and
control to imply that the drugs will continue to be administered and monitored by the
authorities.
The journalist explains how the policy proposal may result in the moving of sale of hash
(type of cannabis concentrate) and marijuana (herbal cannabis) “from the streets of Grønland
to tidy shops”. Although the author of the quote proposes the commercial sale of LSD as well,
the journalist focuses on cannabis. She also differentiates between the popular variants of
cannabis, instead of simply using the cannabis term. Hash and cannabis, which implies that the
substances are somehow two different substances. The last part is a somewhat disparaging
remark; “from the streets of Grønland to tidy shops”. Implying that the conditions on the streets
of Grønland are indicative of the current drug policies, and that in a better system, the sale of
these substances would not take place on such streets, and instead take place in a proper and
handsome shops, as depicted in the image on the top right of the second page.
The following paragraph introduces one of these “party tops”; they propose that drugs
be “classified by harm potential” and the access to those drugs be regulated accordingly, and
that “outlets for specific drugs with low harm potential” be established. Here, the politicians
are quoted. Here too, the politicians are using the term drugs instead of narcotics. They also
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propose that drugs be classified based on harm potential. Using the term potential implies that
the harm is a possibility; meaning that harm may or may not occur. When the terms drugs, harm
potential, outlets for drugs, and low harm potential are used, they are presented in quotations,
to indicate that these are the politician’s words and not the journalist. The journalist then
interprets these quotes as meaning that the proposal would “allow for the sale of user doses of
substances like cannabis, khat and possibly LSD.” Thus, the nuance of the expressed desire for
regulations, reclassification of substances, specialized outlets for sale of soft drugs is
summarized as the Liberal party wanting to allow for sale of cannabis, khat and LSD.
If the proposal is accepted as an official party platform, the article reads, then the Liberal
Party will go “at least as far as MDG [(the Green Party)]”. The Green Party had expressed as
part of their policy platform the desire to “establish different models for strictly regulated sale”
of soft drugs. The journalist puts these positions as being far outside the normal, thereby
branding the Green Party and Liberal Party as drug policy radicals.
A subsidiary headline reads “wants to take control of the market”, and followed by an
explanation of how the government had recently established a selection of people who would
prepare a “drug reform”. Among their goals, will be to review solutions for how to present
treatment instead of punishments for people caught with possession of narcotics. Until now,
with the “narkomonopol” term, the journalist followed the language used by the politicians
when referring to drugs; “drugs”, “soft drugs” or specific names of drugs. In this paragraph the
journalist uses the term narcotic to refer to drugs. The journalist then differentiates between
drugs (and soft drugs); cannabis, khat and LSD, and narcotics: all the other illegal drugs the
government is concerned with.
The Liberal Party politician expresses how they had hoped that the drug reform would
include the legalization of soft drugs, but that they did not receive enough support for this. He
argues that the party’s policies will not be based on the government situation. The Liberal Party
is clearly separating himself from the government in the sense that they wish to legalize certain
substances whereas the government only seeks to decriminalize drugs. Along with the lack of
support their policy received in parliament, this paragraph further implies that Liberal Party’s
policy proposal is outside of the scope of acceptable drug policy in Norway. However, another
Liberal Party politician who works in government is introduced as also supporting the proposal.
The government politician argues that the drug reform will stop the imprisonment of
narcotic addicts, but it does not solve another problem; the black market, which contains cynical
criminals and dangerous substances with unknown contents. This quote build on the sentence
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from earlier that explained how the sale of hash and marijuana would be moved “from the
streets of Grønland to tidy stores”. The implication here is that Grønland’s situation is part of
the black market. The politician recognizes that the drug reform does not do anything
specifically to fight the black market, but does not propose any solutions that would resolve the
issue. Instead, he recognizes that “we ought to look for solutions there too”. The black market
is presented as “big”, “black” and the actors “cynical”, and its content “dangerous” and
“unknown”, heavily framing the current drug market as being terrible and threatening.
The following paragraph explains how the politician claims that “experiences from
Canada and states in the USA”, which have legalized cannabis for recreational use (some for
medicinal use and some only decriminalized), show that there is not a large increase of use after
sale was legalized. The politician refers to “experiences” from Canada and the US, which
implies that there is empirical evidence of the effects of drug legalization. The language and
the certainty with which it is written implies that there is sufficient evidence to make such
claims.
The politician continues to make the case for legalizing sale by claiming that the
government will be able to control the contents of substances. The presence of “dangerous
substances with unknown content” has already been established in the previous paragraphs, this
paragraph seems to be building on that framing. The politicians bring up the example of
“synthetic cannabis” and explain how there is no control over the potency or the contents. The
word synthetic has certain connotations; unnatural, manmade, fake, etc. By adding that there is
no control over the potency and the actual contents of drugs ads a layer of fear on synthetic
cannabis, which again builds upon the argument against black markets. The politician notes
that things will be “different” under a legalized market.
In answering a question by the journalist on whether the legalization of sale of soft
substances will lead to increased use of other harder substances as well, the politician explains
how the “recruitment to heavier substances will not increase”. He comments that “people don’t
start using heroin if they happen to drink wine.” The politician uses the term recruitment,
instead of simply saying that more people will not use heroin. Using such terms, although the
politician is in fact arguing for the legalization of drugs, is a remnant of the prohibitionist
discourse on drugs.
Another politician claims that it is in fact the illegal market that allows for the use of
more dangerous substances. He argues that when one seeks “criminal environments” to buy
cannabis “or other drugs with low harm potential”. He argues that it is when people associate
with such surroundings that one is introduced to “networks where you are pushed to sell
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narcotics”, and where “you are offered increasingly stronger and more addictive substances”.
Here, the black markets are further vilified by labeling them as criminal environments. It’s in
these environments where supposedly normal people are coerced (“pushed”) into selling
narcotics and become criminals and addicts. In other words, the politician is arguing that it is
not the availability or the qualities of the drugs that cause users to use heavier drugs, but the
current drug sellers. He provides an example of how the employees of Vinmonopolet will not
offer you liquor if you’re looking for wine, which they propose is the case when one is buying
illegal drugs. They argue that the chances of people using heavier substances will be lowered
in a regulated system. Here also, emphasis is put on the regulation term, it’s written as “strict
regulation”, and it indicates that the politicians wish to implement heavy measures to control
drugs, although in reality they are arguing for a legalized system, and if they truly aspire to
replicate American and Canadian conditions, they are in fact arguing for a very loosely
regulated systems.
Yet another supplementary headline marks the articles shifting focus; the headline
comments that there is still a long while before hash can be sold in a shop. The paragraph starts
with the journalist explains that the proposal will likely cause heavy debates under the party’s
annual assembly (where they will vote on whether to adopt the proposal as part of the party’s
official platform). The politicians refer to their preferred model as a system that allows for a
strictly regulated sale, whereas the current model is described as “prohibition”, “black market”
with “many victims”, and “cynical profiteers”. The adjectives work to enhance the perceived
threat of illegal drug sale. Their preferred system is defined as introducing order and control,
whereas the current day system is defined as corrupting susceptible soft-drug user.
Discussion
In referencing the supposed experiences from Canada and the U.S., the politician hopes to
reassure the readers that the legalization of drugs will not cause an increase in use of the drug,
meaning that it will not harm the public health. However, both Canada and the U.S. have
legalized drugs only recently, and the drug legalization is limited to cannabis only, thus, we
cannot draw conclusions as to the effects of such policies yet.
All the arguments presented by the politician may spark many questions. For example,
whether such a system is even feasible in Norway. In one instance, the journalist asks whether
the threshold for using soft and hard drugs will lower if they are available in shops. The wording
of the question implies that there is a connection between the use of soft drugs and hard drugs.
For example, if soft drugs are available, people may start using hard drugs as well. As explained
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in the second chapter of this thesis, soft drugs like the depressants cannabis and benzodiazepines
are dramatically different, as are stimulants like khat and cocaine. Instead of focusing on the
danger of increased use of the soft drugs that the Liberal Party is advocating for, the journalist
includes hard drugs in the question, even though there has been no talk of legalizing hard drugs
at all. The increased use of soft drugs like cannabis, LSD or khat, will undoubtedly present
certain public health risks, on the other hand, the increased use of hard drugs like heroin,
cocaine or amphetamine, presents a much more frightening and worrisome public health risk.
In answering the question, the politician explains how people do not start using heroin
just because they drink wine. This answer implies that wine is a soft drug. The politician choses
to reference wine instead of cannabis, LSD or khat. People who are unfamiliar with drugs will
then associate the health risks of soft drugs with the harm potential of wine. However, in terms
of the health risks, alcohol (wine) is actually much closer to heroin than cannabis, LSD or
khat.295
The journalist explains that one of the politicians still thinks that there will be a long
time before the sale of hash is moved from the streets of Grønland and into the shops. Until
now, hash is used alongside the marijuana and cannabis term, to indicate that they are different
substances (although they are differently prepared for use, they are in fact the same drug;
cannabis), the journalist is exclusively using the term “hash sale” when describing the cannabis
situation in Grønland. Hash is mostly imported into Norway from Asian and North African
countries, and Grønland is known as an urban area in Norway with large numbers of immigrants
from those parts of the world. The implicit assumption is that therefore you are likely to find
black market sale of hashish in Grønlad. Furthermore, hash, when prepared for use, looks like
small lumps of mud or chocolate, whereas herbal cannabis looks like any other herbal spices;
thus hash can be perceived as less aesthetically pleasing than herbal cannabis. In addition,
herbal cannabis, or marijuana, is associated with North American drug culture, with “tidy
shops” as illustrated in the image above this paragraph. The situation on Grønland, where the
illegal sale of hash is found, is then implied to be dirty, dangerous, unregulated, untested and
criminal, whereas the Cannabis found in shops, as in North America, is implied to be regulated,
clean, tested, safe and legal.
The article ends with the journalist commenting that neither the Conservative Party nor
the Libertarian Party support any similar proposal (both parties, along with the Liberal Party
and Christian Democratic Party were part of the government as of 2018). That Liberal Party’s
Nutt, King, Saulsbury, Blakemore, “Development of a rational scale to assess the harm of drugs of potential
misuse” p. 1050
295
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youth branch leader argues that proposals previously perceived to be radical, such as the
proposed drug reform, is now more politically accepted than before. The article ends with a
quote from one of the politicians who comments that the other political parties will likely
support the proposal after ten years or so. In this paragraph, the proposal is explicitly labeled
as radical, and therefore not politically realistic. Both the youth branch and the Liberal Party
politicians are recognizing that other parties will not accept the proposal, and so, the proposal
seems more symbolic than a serious policy stance. This is further underscored by the last quote,
where the politician comments that such a policy will not be universally accepted until ten years
in the future.
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VG, 16/04/2018, “The Liberal Party’s values”

Placement of the VG editorial article. Source: VG, 16. April, 2018.

The VG article for 2018 is an editorial. The editorial is on the first page of the
newspaper, at the top of the page is the newspaper logo and the word “OPINIONS” in bold red
colors. Beneath the logo is the full name of the newspaper, “Verdens Gang”, with the name of
the editor and administrative director and other key staff members. On the top right corner is a
description of the newspaper: “Politically and economically free and independent daily paper”,
along with the telephone number and the office address, and a copyright declaration. Although
Aftenposten has adopted the tabloid newspaper format, VG is more explicitly tabloid. VG has
more colorful pages, bold letters, and attention-grabbing headlines, as well as multiple images.
Half the page, at the center, is covered with an illustration of two politicians on a boat, one with
dark hair and one with a red scarf and a top hat. Under the large image is the article, marked in
red letters “Leder” (Editorial). The paragraphs, following the tabloid tradition, are short and
compressed.
The headline reads “The Liberal Party’s Values” (“Venstres verdier”) and refers to the
then recent proposal by some Liberal Party politicians to legalize the sale of soft drugs. Unlike
other articles, the paragraphs of this editorial is divided into red bullet points. The paragraph
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introduces the Liberal Party as “trying to be the most liberal in narcotics politics”. By using the
term narcotics politics, the journalists are clarifying that this article concerns illegal drugs. The
second paragraph marks the Liberal Party as “Norway’s oldest party”, and how they are no
strangers in promoting “radical reforms”. The article then comments on how the policy proposal
is an unrealistic compared to Norwegian concession laws. This may seem very confusing
reference, the Norwegian concession laws refers to the regulation of sale of property that
protects future generation’s interests.296 Similarly, the policy proposal by the Liberal Party
seeks to regulate the sale of illegal drugs. The drug policy proposal is in this sense framed as
being not serious or ridiculous, compared to more serious regulation proposals. This is
underscored in the explicit reference to the policy as being a radical proposal.
In their annual assembly the Liberal Party voted against the two proposals. According
to the editorial, the proposals would have “given the party a drug policy that would go against
the UN’s narcotics conventions.” The editorial explains that the policy proposal wished to
legalize the sale of substances which the UN conventions only allow for medicinal use and
scientific purposes. Interestingly, the editorial now uses the term “drug policy”, whereas in the
first paragraph they refer to “narcotics policy”. The use of the term narcotics versus drugs is
not based on whether the context is judicial, pharmacological or political. The use of the term
seems to be based on the whims of the authors; they use the terms inconsistently and are not at
all interested in differentiating between the meanings of the terms. The term substance is used
similarly. Also, they refer to the “substances which half the assembly wish for” as narcotics,
meaning that cannabis, LSD and khat are narcotics. Whereas the politicians have explicitly
differentiated between soft drugs and hard drugs and expressed a desire for the classification of
drugs based on harm potential, the nuance is entirely dismissed by this editorial and the specific
drugs; cannabis, LSD, and khat are summarized as being narcotics.
The next paragraph explains the vote results, the editorial comments that “it is said about
the Liberal Party” that there will always be a split in the party, no matter how small the party
becomes. Referring to them as small, indicates that the party itself has minimal support from
the electorate. Additionally, commenting that only half of the already small party wants to
regulate the sale, implies that an even smaller amount of the electorate actually supports such
policies. The editorial writes that 106 delegates voted against the “drug liberalization”
(rusliberaliseringen) and 98 that voted in favor. They use the term liberalization; the term
indicates the desire to lift of restrictions. Even though the politicians made it clear that they
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wanted to implement strict restrictions to avoid illegal sales. In other words, the party wants a
“regulation” not a “liberalization”, as a liberalization model would be more in line with the
American or Canadian model, whereas the regulation model would be more restrictive in who
would be allowed to purchase drugs. They explain that the result means that the Party will not
adopt as its policy “government sales of substances” in their own “narcopol” (short for narcotics
monopoly). Here also, the editorial is using terms not explicitly used by the politicians. They
argued for shops, based on the government monopoly of alcohol sale in Norway, yet the
editorial defines such models as narcopol, indicating that it would allow the sale of narcotics;
and not specific soft drugs. Yet again, there is inconsistent use of the narcotic term and the drug
term. By now it has been made clear that the editorial is about illegal drugs, yet the editorial is
still switching between using the drug term and the narco term.
Furthermore, the paragraph continues to explain that the Liberal Party will not adopt the
policy of “classifying drugs based on harm potential and regulate the access accordingly”,
which was the hope of the youth branch of the party. They write that this proposal was “cheered
on” by a government cabinet member. The paragraph ends with a mocking comment: “Luckily,
there were adults present on the Liberal Party’s assembly”. Yet again, those who wish to
implement the policy proposal are framed as juvenile. This specific sentence displays the
editorial’s view on the matter, and their view of people who wish to implement such policies.
Labeling those who voted against the drug proposal as “adults”, implies that the ones who voted
in favor are likely unwise, immature and childish and by proxy; the proposal itself is framed as
childish.
The editorial continues to ridicule the Liberal Party by writing that “if [they] wish to
profile themselves on issues and value choices that can make an already small party even
smaller, it is their own responsibility”. The Liberal Party had received 4.4% of the votes in the
2017 parliamentary elections297, and had lost 0.9% of their votes from the previous election;
the editorial is therefore warning the Party that they will lose even more support if they chose
to follow through with such policies. The mockery continues: “evidently half the party wishes
to make it a human right to go to the dogs.” Here too the editorial references to the United
Nations, yet this time it is not in reference to any convention findings, but to the human rights
declaration, and not in a factual context but in a mocking context. To “go to the dogs”, means
to deteriorate, to decline or to become “worse in quality or character”. 298 The editorial implies
that the party wishes to allow for people to “go to the dogs” by using drugs. In other words, the
297
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editorial is not only mocking the party for wanting to allow for the deterioration of public health,
but also the drug user. To become a drug user is evidently to “go to the dogs”.
In the last half of the paragraph, the editorial implies that the party ought to listen to the
adults in the room. A senior party member, and former Justice Minister, who the editorial define
as having experience in “politics and drug care”, supposedly “warned” the assembly against
going too far too fast in drug policy. The editorial continues to build on the credibility of this
party member by referencing how he and the Attorney General agreed in 2003 that the police
no longer would “hunt drug abusers”. He also initiated the trials for injection rooms, established
“narcotics programs” and made it possible for criminal drug addicts to avoid penalties by going
to rehab. The editorial argues that these policies made way for the drug reform the parliament
voted in favor of in 2017. The next paragraph explains that there are many myths in Norwegian
narcotics politics (yet again, the editorial is shifting between the narcotics term and the drug
term by random). The editorial explains that the Norwegian drug policies being unsuccessful is
among one of these myths, and that the police are “arresting tired junkies” is another one.
Discussion
Early in the editorial, the authors make a reference to the UN narcotics conventions. They write
that the politicians who want legalization of soft-drug sale are going against the UN and are
then framed as being irresponsible. The UN conventions findings are implied to be rational and
responsible; “use of narcotics” is to be restricted to medicinal and scientific purposes.
Recreational use is dismissed as irresponsible, as drugs ought only to be used for medicinal and
scientific purposes. The editorial states that half the assembly “wish for the substance” (the way
a child wishes for toys for Christmas), this way of describing half the assembly, implies that
half the assembly wish for the drugs as if to use the drugs themselves; framing them as
irresponsible, immature and deviant.
The editorial implies that they support the idea of helping addicts, yet the language they
use contradicts this entirely. Firstly, the editorial is presenting a distorted view of reality, it
presents a picture of reality where the police are instructed to not “hunt drug abusers” and are
instead presented with the possibility of avoiding punishment through programs which will
force them to get help. In other words, addicts are not hunted by the authorities, they are being
helped. Secondly, by referring to arguments that the current drug policies are ineffective as
“myths” they are dismissing the rate of drug use among teens299, the numerous fines addicts
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receive,300 the numerous reported drug crimes301 and incarcerations, 302 as well as the 264 deaths
annually related to illegal drugs use. These outcomes are in fact the result of the current drug
policies, and it is these outcomes that marks current drug policies ineffective. Thirdly, the
editorial writes that police “arresting tired junkies” is another myth. The term junkie is a much
more loaded term than addicts, drug user or drug abuser. The term junkie has more negative
connotations and indicates that the user of the term is disapproving of the addiction. Based on
this language, as well as remarks on drug users made throughout the editorial, we can assume
that the writers have a very negative or even disdainful opinion on drug users.
In the last paragraph, the editorial declares that “despite” all of the myths, they support
the 2017-drug reform proposal (although the specifics of the reform would not be announced
before 2019) and argue that it’s “one step closer” to the right way. Meaning that it is not the
optimal solution, but that it is getting us closer to the right way. Interestingly, the writers assume
that the drug reform will include the need for rehabilitation above punishment, yet also maintain
a prohibition of use and possession of narcotics. Expressing the need for rehabilitation implies
that the writers are in fact supportive of helping addicts and are concerned for their health. They
write that they disagree with the punishment of addicts (something they referred to as a “myth”
only a few paragraphs earlier). Yet, they write that they support the continued prohibition of
use and possession of narcotics. This stance directly contradicts their declaration for support of
rehabilitation above punishment. The purpose of the drug reform was to precisely decriminalize
use and possession, yet the writers are under the impression that drug users will not be punished
while at the same time, their acts are considered illegal. In other words, the writers seem to
express a desire for harm-reduction and zero-tolerance at the same time.
The editorials continue to explain how keeping use and possession prohibited, will “give
a signal to especially young people that this is illegal for a reason as opposed to [the Liberal
Party’s] attempt at giving teenagers narcotics”. The writers are no longer discussing addicts and
“tired junkies” but have now introduced teenagers as potential victims of drug use. They argue
that prohibition will help teenagers understand that drug use is not acceptable, and that it is
“illegal for a reason”, without necessarily explaining what those reasons may be. This is
presented as the right thing to do, whereas the Liberal Party’s position is presented as the wrong
thing to do. The writers are accusing the Liberal Party of wanting to provide teenagers narcotics.
Interestingly, they do not use the term “drugs”, or “substances”, terms that have been used
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frequently in this article, yet for this specific instance, they chose to use the word narcotic.
Narcotics is a term with much heavier and threatening connotations than the terms substance
or drugs. The Liberal Party were aiming at regulating sale of soft drugs (cannabis, LSD and
khat), however, accusing someone of wanting to give soft drugs to teenagers does not have the
same rhetorical effect as accusing someone of wanting to give teenagers narcotics.
Lastly, the editorial argues that it is important for the police to be able to arrest people
for use and possession, as it would allow for the police to “investigate and apprehend the big
actors in the narcotics trade”. They frame the arresting of people for drug use as a necessity for
achieving the greater good: arresting the “big actors in the narcotics trade”.
Overall, the editorial has a mocking tone throughout the article. In the beginning, they
frame the Liberal Party’s policy, which is already a reality in many countries, as immature and
childish. Perhaps because the proposal was introduced by the youth wing of the party. Further
on, the proposal is framed as radical (going against the UN’s guidelines) or going “too far too
fast”, and at the end, the proposal is framed as perverse and malicious. They present the drug
user as being a deviant (having gone “to the dogs”), and those who wish to allow for the sale
and distribution of drugs as sly. They take use of the stereotype of the drug activist as someone
who wants to legalize drugs because they themselves want to use drugs, yet they take it one
step further and frame the politicians as even more perverse; as they want to give narcotics to
teenagers.
In-depth article analysis summary
In this summary, I will compare the discourse and framing of the articles analyzed above. I will
present some of the main differences and similarities between the coverage. This will conclude
the in-depth article analysis part of the chapter.
One of the main differences between the 1990 and 2018 discourse is the presence of
police narratives that affect the language. As the data presentation showed, much of the focus
on drugs in 1990 was on the criminal aspect of drugs, and the 1990 articles analyzed provide
an example of such texts. Both text follow the police narrative in the sense that they view drugs
from the police’s perspective. In the Aftenposten article, we are presented with a gloomy
narrative; a story of the hopeless fight against the overwhelming threat of drugs. This article
uses multiple military terms to describe the fight against drugs. In the VG article we are again
viewing the drug situation from the police perspective, but are presented with a more hopeful
narrative; a story of how, at the end of the day, police will victor over the drug-dealers. Here,
the discourse is heavily characterized by police and legal jargon.
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In contrast, the 2018 discourse is heavily affected by political discourse. The data
findings tell us that drugs are more frequently discussed in political stories, these two articles
are examples of such stories. In this case, both of the 2018 articles focus on the Liberal Party’s
policy proposal. Here, we can observe numerous political terms; regulation, liberalization,
legalization, UN conventions, party, policy, reform, etc. The discussion focus on how to
improve the drug situation in Norway. Here, the police narrative is abandoned, the fight against
drug use is not portrayed as a battle, but as a social problem. In other words, the solution is not
presented in the form of defeating drugs, but rather regulating/controlling drugs. The
Aftenposten article presents the policy proposal from a supportive perspective; presenting
arguments and quotes from the Liberal Party, whereas the VG article presents the proposal from
an antagonistic perspective. Yet, in general, the discourse is not characterized by the police
narrative (Police versus drugs), but instead as a social problem narrative (how to improve
conditions, avoid unsafe use, etc.)
In terms of framing, the 1990 articles are clearly framing drugs as the enemy. Police are
framed as the good guys and drugs/drug users/drug dealers are framed as the bad guys. The
Aftenposten article the drug situation is framed as a hopeless conflict. The threat of drugs is
portrayed as being everywhere, and they frequently refer to an incoming wave of cocaine;
framed as an incoming invasion. In the VG article from 1990, we view the story from the
police’s perspective, they are portrayed as hardworking (having surveilled the drug dealers for
a long time) and intelligent (finding the hidden drugs). Whereas the drug dealers/drug users are
portrayed as sloppy, irresponsible and cunning. To summarize, drugs are framed as a threat to
society in the 1990 articles.
In comparison, the 2018 articles frame drugs as a present social problem. In a sense it
is still portrayed as a threat, but not to the same degree as in 1990. The Aftenposten article
presents a hopeful narrative; they argue that the proposal would solve many social problems
related to the illegal sale and distribution of drugs. Drug users are presented here as potential
victims, being exposed to dangerous situations, troublesome people and harmful substances.
On the other hand, the VG article presents the drug users as irresponsible, immature and
deserving punishment. They frame the current drug policies as being successful, and the drug
policy is framed as unnecessary and the result of irresponsible and immature politicians. To
summarize, drugs are still framed as being related to deviant behavior, yet there is less explicit
hostility towards drugs and drug users.
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Chapter 8: Discussion
This chapter will summarize and provide additional discussions on the main findings of this
thesis; from overall findings not related to the research question, to findings that directly help
in answering the research question. The discussion of the main findings will summarize the
main findings of the comparative analysis and in-depth chapters’ analyses; these findings will
be used to answer the research question in the conclusion.
Drugs as a newsworthy topic
In comparing the frequency of drug stories in 1990 and 2018, I found that there are more
similarities than differences between the coverage. Drugs are a newsworthy topic, this may
have something to do with the fact that drugs are illegal; and will therefore show up in stories
about crime or police investigations. However, if we were to exclude all criminal stories, there
would not be many articles about drugs in 1990 or 2018.
Where to find drug stories
In 1990, you are more likely to find drug stories in news articles or background articles.
In 2018, you are still most likely to find them in news articles, but drugs are also more likely to
appear in any kind of story as a referenced topic (more so than in 1990).
Importance of drugs in the newspapers
The importance of the drugs topic in the article has reduced greatly from 1990 to 2018. In 1990,
44.5% of the articles discussing drugs had drugs as the main topic, in 2018 this has reduced to
23.2%. The only similarity lies in the frequency of articles with drugs as subsidiary theme, in
1990 it was 24.8% and in 2018 it was 22.5%. Another great difference is the frequency of
articles that only reference drugs. In 1990, 30.6% of the articles covered drugs this way,
whereas in 2018, the number of articles increased to 54.2%.
In other words, drugs were given more in-depth focus in 1990 than in 2018. In 2018,
drugs have become topic that most frequently appears in articles that are not directly about
drugs. Discussing drugs is no longer restricted to articles that focus on specific stories involving
drugs. It points to how normalized drugs have become in the news cycle, as drugs may appear
in stories in any context.
From crime-focus to society-focus
In 1990, drugs were most often covered in criminal contexts, in 2018, that trend has diminished
greatly. The 2018 coverage shows a growing interest in drugs in the context of societal, political
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and cultural issues. Whereas the journalists in 1990 focused on drugs role in crime, the 2018
journalists are more concerned with the general role of drugs in society; whether it be in drugs
in schools, celebrity drug use, drug policy discussions or drug rehabilitation programs. The
crime focus has dropped from 60.6% to 42.3%, whereas politics, social and culture-focus has
increased overall. One similarity is the coverage of conflicts and healthcare; drugs are rarely
discussed in these contexts in both 1990 and 2018.
Shift in geographical focus
Much of the 1990 focus was on the Scandinavian and European situation has dropped
dramatically in 2018. For example, in 1990, 35 stories covered Norway’s Nordic neighbors. In
2018, there were only 2 stories. Similarly, Europe dropped from 38 stories to 18 stories.
Meanwhile, the focus on the rest of the world, mainly America, Asia, Africa & Australia, has
increased from 59 articles in 1990 to 74 articles in 2018. Norway remains the main focus of the
newspapers, 63.7% of the articles in 1990 and 64.3% of the articles in 2018.
The use of sources
The most notable change in the coverage is the diminished reliance on authority sources, from
52.7% to 31.7%. Drugs are no longer covered in a mostly criminal context, therefore, journalists
rely on different sources when covering drugs in 2018. Although there is more focus on the rest
of the world in terms of geographical focus, the newspapers are barely using foreign news
agencies as sources. Local news agencies, on the other hand, have gained much more attention
(from being included in 2.5% of the articles to 15.7%). Experts are also used at a higher rate in
2018 than in 1990, at the same time, there are also more articles in 2018 that use no drugs at all
than in 1990.
Drug focus
There isn’t much change in what type of drugs are covered in the media. The same drugs often
covered in 1990 can be found in the 2018 coverage as well: Amphetamine, cocaine, heroin,
LSD and cannabis. In fact, the frequency of articles on cannabis and heroin are nearly identical.
The main difference is that the 2018 coverage have written stories on drugs never covered in
1990; methamphetamine, MDMA, GHB and benzodiazepines. As presented in the analysis,
these drugs were available in the Norwegian drug marked. In fact, benzodiazepines accounted
for a lot of the police drug seizures in 1990, yet, the substances were never covered in the 1990
timeframe. Thus, the drug coverage does not necessarily reflect the actual drug scene in
Norway.
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Discussion on loaded language
The media relies heavily on the term narcotics in both 1990 and 2018. Although the overall
understanding of drugs is increased in 2018, as is exemplified in the 2018 articles I analyzed,
the media is still framing drugs as being narcotics. The nuance of the different categories of
drugs, and the dozens of substances within those categories, are not taken into account by the
media. The difference in harm levels, the pharmacological differences, the number of users of
specific drugs, and the different drug-user communities is disregarded entirely.
The media seems satisfied with the term narcotic which persist in 2018. It is a legal term
to describe any drug made illegal by the government. The term is necessary in a legal context,
for example when presenting charges, allegations, or coverage of court cases etc. But it is
instead used as the almost exclusive term to describe any illegal drugs. This means that readers
are not informed about the specific drug a story may cover. For example, the journalist will
write that someone is caught with narcotics-possession; this can mean anything from a cannabis
cigarette to a heroin syringe. Readers are then presented with the impression that all the drugs
share similarities. In truth, drugs are very complex, many of the drugs we have discussed in this
thesis have their respective health risks, effects and drug users (addicts, recreational users and
medicinal users), and the only real similarity between these drugs is the fact that they are illegal.
Using the term for any and all occasions where illegal drugs are covered is misleading,
confusing, inconsistent and disregards the complicity of drugs entirely.
The word is frequently used in combination with other terms; in 1990, journalist used
140 different variations of the narcotics term. For example; “narcotics police”, “narcotics
addicts” and “narcotics substances”. In 2018, journalists used 100 different variations of the
term.
One great difference between 1990 and 2018 is the increased use of the term drugs. In
1990 the term was used in 28 articles, in 2018 it was used in 70. And in 1990, 24 variations of
the term were used, whereas in 2018, 46 different variations of the term were used. Still,
narcotics is much prevalent term in the media overall.
Furthermore, as presented in this thesis, drugs were mostly covered in a criminal context
in 1990. And it is still covered as a mostly criminal issue (although to a much lesser degree) in
2018, which means the coverage from 1990 (and likely before 1990) and all the way through
to 2018 have had the same trend. Thus, the continued use of the term narcotics to describe drugs
brings with it all the associations with criminal life and social deviancy that have been
established through the media coverage in the past decades. Thus, when the news consumer has
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been presented with a negative image of narcotics for the past 30 years, the continued use of
the narcotics term evokes those negative images.
In conclusion, the specific terms journalists use in covering drugs has not changed. In
fact, due to the way the terms have been used from 1990 to 2018.
Discussion on the in-depth analysis.
The articles from 1990 presented a very negative picture of drugs. Drugs were portrayed as a
threat to society where the danger of increased use is seen as the negative outcomes, and the
seizure and capture of drugs and drug users is seen as positive outcomes of drug stories. Two
articles greatly resemble the general norms of drug coverage in 1990; the drug problem was
seen entirely from the perspective of those who fight against drug use (in this case, the
authorities). Drug and drug users were very rarely presented from the perspective of drug users.
In these articles, the drug users were portrayed as the bad guys; irresponsibly using drugs,
attempting to evade the police by smuggling the substances secretly and hiding it in their
backyard. Or, they were portrayed as foreigners attempting to invade Norway to recruit
Norwegian youth as drug users.
Although this type of coverage did not result in moral panic situations in Norway at the
time, we can recognize the moral panic framing of the drug problem. Specifically, through the
exaggerated characteristics of the coverage that portray drugs as a threat to social order. Both
articles present, as written by the Aftenposten article, a “gloomy” picture of the drug problem.
Norway is overrun with drugs, a new wave of cocaine is about to hit Norway (Aftenposten
article), and the police have no idea how the traffickers are smuggling the drugs into Norway
and they are very effective in spreading the drug all across Norway, from the southern border
to the northern counties (VG article).
The heavy reliance on the police narrative is what leads this thesis to the conclusion that
the media coverage coincided with the government stance on drugs in 1990.
The 2018 articles present a different picture of drugs and drug users, however. Much of
the same characteristics, i.e. using loaded language and portraying drug users in a negative way,
persist in the 2018 articles. Drugs are still perceived as being harmful and a threat, and although
the politicians in the Aftenposten article explain that they wish to differentiate between drugs
based on the harm potential, the drug user is still portrayed negatively. However, in the
Aftenposten article the drug user is framed as the victim of malicious drug dealers, and not
necessarily as the criminal.
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The VG article builds on this framing of the drug user. The article further frames the
drug user as irresponsible for inflicting self-harm, and “going to the dogs”. Furthermore, the
Aftenposten article attempts at presenting the drug-user friendly policies in an objective
fashion, the VG article, however, is explicitly mocking the policy and the politicians who
proposed the policy.
These two articles also give a picture of how the overall coverage of drugs in 2018 is.
Through the coverage, the discourse and the frames, the media is establishing its own narrative.
The media is no longer depending on the police narrative; instead they have adopted the social
deviant-narrative. In other words, drugs, drug-use and the drug users are not portrayed as a
threat to society, but instead as a threat to themselves and as social outcasts. The coverage is
not outright hostile towards drugs and drug users, but drugs are still perceived as something
negative, drug use is perceived as something to be avoided/reduced and the drug user is still
perceived as being an outcast.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
Thus, we can conclude the thesis by using the findings to formulate an answer to the research
question. The research question asks, “how do Norwegian journalists in Aftenposten and VG
portray drugs in 2018 compared to 1990”.
Norwegian journalists are certainly portraying drugs differently in 2018 compared to
1990. However, overall, the difference is not as dramatic as the policy shift is.
The 1990 drug policies consisted of zero tolerance; prohibition. The media coverage
reflected these policies, drug-culture was portrayed as the domain of the criminal, the outcast
and the self-harmer. The drug problem was portrayed as a threat to society and the language
was heavily characterized by military discourse. The fight against drugs was portrayed as
exactly that; a fight, a war. Drugs were portrayed as the enemies to be defeated. Reports of
police seizures were presented as reports of battle victories.
The proposed drug policy voted on by parliament late 2017 consist of a
decriminalization of drugs; harm-reduction policies. This is a dramatic policy shift; a vastly
different approach compared to the policies of 1990. However, the media coverage is less
different. The journalists still cover drugs as a criminal issue. Although drugs is planned to
become a healthcare issue by law, only 5.8% of the 2018 articles covered drugs as a healthcare
issue. In 1990, the number of healthcare-focused drug stories were also 5.8%. Journalists
discourse is still characterized by the use of loaded terms in describing drugs and drug users,
and in some cases, they even use derogatory terms to describe drug users. Drug use is still
portrayed as immoral, irresponsible and harmful.
On the other hand, there are indeed some differences as well. Framing drugs as a
criminal issue is not as prevalent, in fact, articles discussing drugs in a criminal context have
dropped by 18.3%. Authorities are still the most used sources for articles discussing drugs,
however, these articles have also become less prevalent; these articles have dropped by 21%.
There is still heavy use of the “narcotics” term, which is in this thesis described as an example
of a loaded term; however, the data shows that the use of the “drugs” term, which is a more
objective term, has increased by 10.3%. Also, the frequency of opinion pieces on drugs have
more than doubled, from 7% to 16%. Whereas the 1990 opinion pieces were dominated by the
prohibitionist perspective, the 2018 newspapers allow for more diverse opinions, among them
harm-reductionists, and drug users’ advocates. Furthermore, there is more focus on the outside
world, rather than Norway’s neighbors (who share prohibitionist policies), most specifically,
the U.S., Canada, Australia, etc. Countries more liberal drug policies have been implemented.
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Thus, the Norwegian reader is exposed to alternative perspectives on drug policy from other
western democracies. These drugs stories may be culture-focused (entertainment, celebrities),
yet there are also a number of policy-focused articles. And generally, drugs as a topic has
become less taboo in the newspapers; being referenced in all sorts of articles.
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Newspaper example 2: Aftenposten, 23. March 2018
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1990 articles characteristics
Thursday 1. March 1990
1) News Article. Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Heroin+ Drugs in general
PICTURE: People hugging outside after a court case.
2) News Article. Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday 2. March 1990
1) News Article. Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photo of house belonging to the people from the story.
2) Background. Main Theme, Europe+ Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+
Heroin+ Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of detectives investigating seized drug
loot.
Saturday 3. March 1990
1) News Article. Subsidiary, Norway+ Europe, Lay Sources, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article. Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, Cocaine.
PICTURE: Photo of an actor.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Monday 5. March 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Nordic+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+
Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of the drug laboratory as well as the alleged drug
kingpin.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
Tuesday 6. March 1990
None
Wednesday 7. March 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme. Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
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2) News Article. Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. PICTURE: photo
of a telephone.
Thursday 8. March 1990
1) Other text, Subsidiary, No Location mentioned, No sources, Culture, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of two authors with the titles of their respective books.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Europe, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday 9. March 1990
None
Saturday 10. March 1990
1) Other text, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Culture, LSD. NO PICTURES.
2) News article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Lay Sources+ Experts, Culture, Cocaine.
PICTURE: Photo of an actor.
Monday 12.March 1990
1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Politics, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday 13. March 1990
1) Other text. Referenced, Norway. Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday 14. March 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general+ Heroin.
PICTURE: Profile photo of an elderly man.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway+ Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: A photo of a woman.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway+ Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: A photo of a bartender.
Thursday 15. March 1990
None
Friday 16. March 1990
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1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+ Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+ Experts, Healthcare, Methadone.
NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Nordic, Authorities+ Experts, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
5) News Article, Referenced, Norway+ Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Correspondent writing the story and photo of the suspect in the
case.
Saturday 17. March 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Europe, Lay Sources, Healthcare, Amphetamine+
Cocaine. PICTURE: photo of a cup of coffee; woman drinking cup of coffee.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Lay Sources, Conflict, Cocaine. NO
PICTURES.
4) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Social, Cocaine. PICTURE:
A group of people seeming to be very happy, or are at least in a good mood.
Monday 19. March 1990
1) News Article. Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Heroin. PICTURE: A
group of actors from a play.
2) News Article. Referenced, Norway+ Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, Opium.
NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Europe, Experts, Culture, Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday 20. March 1990
None
Wednesday 21. March 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
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Thursday 22. March 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article. Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Heroin. PICTURE: A
photo of a band.
Friday 23. March 1990
None
Saturday 24. March 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, No Specific Drug. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article. Referenced, Non-European, Experts, Culture, Cocaine. PICTURE:
Photo of an actor.
Monday 26. March 1990
None
Tuesday 27. March 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Crime. Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
3) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, No Sources, Healthcare, Drugs in general+
Morphine. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 28. March 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 29. March 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine+ Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Friday 30. March 1990
None
Saturday 31. March 1990
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1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European+ Norway+ Europe, No Sources,
Healthcare, no specific drug. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Social, Opium. PICTURE:
A photo of men in women’s clothes.
Monday 2. April 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
A car with a bullet-hole.
Tuesday 3. April 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis.
PICTURE: Photo of cannabis as hashish.
Wednesday 4. April 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
A photo of a man smoking a cigarette in the dark while leaning on a wall.
Thursday 5. April 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Nordic+ Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Nordic+ Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
Friday 6. April 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Crime scene and profile picture of a person.
Saturday 7. April 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+ Amphetamine+
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Monday 9. April 1990
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1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Heroin.
NO PICTURES.
Tuesday 10. April 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, No Location Mentioned, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general+ Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 11. April 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, No Location Mentioned, Lay Sources, Healthcare, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+ Experts, Healthcare, Methadone.
NO PICTURES.
Saturday 14. April 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Heroin. PICTURE: people
involved in the story.
Tuesday 17. April 1990 - Friday 20. April 1990
None
Saturday 21. April 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Social, Cocaine+Crack. NO
PICTURES.
Monday 23. April 1990
None
Tuesday 24. April 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Lay Sources+ Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis+ Drugs in general+ Amphetamine+ LSD+ Heroin. PICTURE: the court in
session and the lawyer.
3) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
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Wednesday 25. April 1990
None
Thursday 26. April 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts+ Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: the victim of a crime.
Friday 27. April 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general, Crack. PICTURE: A profile photo of the Washington mayor accused of
smoking crack.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis, Amphetamine,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
the police, with armed police officers as well as some police cars and vans.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general
+Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 28. April 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European, Authorities, Conflict, Cocaine. NO
PICTURES.
3) Background, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: A photo of celebrities.
Monday 30. April 1990
None
Wednesday 2. May 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday 3. May 1990
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1) Background, Main Theme, Nordic+ Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+
Drugs in general+ Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Nordic+ Norway, Authorities, Crime, Heroin. NO
PICTURES.
Friday 4. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 5. May 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Nordic, Lay Sources+ Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
07/05/90 NO PRINT
Tuesday 08. May 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general, Cannabis,
Amphetamine. PICTURE: photos from the court case.
2) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
A graphic, hard-to-describe design.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Subsidiary, Nordic, Authorities, Culture, Cocaine+ Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
5) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Heroin+ Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
6) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Healthcare, Morphine. PICTURE:
A photo of a hospitalized man in a wheelchair.
7) News Article, Main Theme, Nordic, Lay Sources+ Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. NO
PICTURES.
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Wednesday 9. May 1990303
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+ Cannabis+
Drugs in general. PICTURE: A profile photo of the police chief in charge of Drugs in
general division.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts+ Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: A photo of the alleged drug-smugglers in the streets posing with a suit and
a jacket.
3) Background, Main Theme, Authorities +Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cannabis+ LSD. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cocaine+
Amphetamine. PICTURE: A profile photo of the police
5) News Article, Subsidiary, Nordic+ Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. NO
PICTURES.
6) Background, Subsidiary, Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 10. May 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Nordic, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Culture. Cocaine+ Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources+ Authorities, Culture, Cannabis,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cannabis. PICTURE: A male athlete playing tennis.
4) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis.
PICTURE: Many photos of people, with heavy emphasis on the people involved in the
story.
5) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Morphine+ Drugs in
general. PICTURE: A photo of a hospital patient, possibly the person from the story.
Friday 11. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cannabis. PICTURE: A photo of the crime suspect.
Saturday 12. May 1990

303

For 9th of May 1990, most of these stories were on the same two pages, it looks very much like an
investigative feature, wherein multiple sides of a story is shown.
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1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. NO
PICTURES.
Monday 14. May 1990
None
Tuesday 15. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic+ Europe, Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis. PICTURE: A photo of the court.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 16. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic+ Non-European, Authorities, Crime,
Drugs in general+ Heroin. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Heroin+
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Foreign news agency, Crime, Heroin. NO
PICTURES.
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
5) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis.
PICTURE: Profile photo of a person.
17/05/1990: NO PRINT
Friday 18. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Non-European, Authorities+ Lay Sources,
Crime, Cannabis+ Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Morphine. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Non-European, Lay Sources+ Experts,
Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE: Multiple photos of artist.
Saturday 19. May 1990
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1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+ Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
Monday 21. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Foreign news agency, Healthcare, Drugs
in general+ Cocaine+Crack. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+ Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
Tuesday 22. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Nordic+ Norway, Authorities, Crime, Heroin. NO
PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
5) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday 23. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+
Amphetamine+ Drugs in general. PICTURE: photo of the court.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 24. May 1990
None
Friday 25. May 1990
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1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine. PICTURE: Photo of police officer.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. PICTURE: A
photo of the suspect.
Saturday 26. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic+ Europe, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine. PICTURE: Photo of a police checkpoint.
2) Background, Main Theme, Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Authorities, Lay Sources, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Lay Sources, Crime,
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
5) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European, Experts, Conflict, Cocaine+ Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photo of a military conflict with a soldier in focus.
Monday 28. May 1990
1) News Article. Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, Opium. PICTURE:
A profile photo of actor.
2) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Experts+ Foreign news agency, Conflict,
Drugs in general. PICTURE: A photo of the alleged mobster.
Tuesday 29. May 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Opaites+ Morphine. NO
PICTURES.
Friday 30. May 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 31. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. PICTURE:
photo of the people involved in the court case.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
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4) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Heroin. NO PICTURES.
5) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday, 1. March 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, LSD+Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, European+Non-European Country, Authorities+Lay
Sources, Crime, Heroin+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
5) Background, Main Theme, European+Non-European Country, Authorities+Local
News Agency+Foreign News Agency, Crime, Cocaine. PICTURE: Substances in
barrels, confiscated by the authorities.
Friday, 2. March 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general+No Specific Drug. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Saturday, 3. March 1990
1) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: A net made of phone wire; to catch traffickers in a “net” by
calling the police and reporting.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Healthcare,
Codeine+Morphine+Heroin. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Europe, Foreign News Agency, Crime, Amphetamine.
NO PICTURES.
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5) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Conflict, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
6) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday, 5. March 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European Country, Experts, Conflict,
Opium+Cocaine+Cannabis+Heroin+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday, 6. March 1990
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
VIF soccer team posing for a photo for the event.
Wednesday, 7. March 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+Foreign
News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Thursday, 8. March 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday, 9. March 1990
1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 10. March 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Opium. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Opium. NO PICTURES.
Monday 12.March 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Lay Sources+Authorities, Crime,
Drugs in general+Cannabis+Heroin+Cocaine+Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis,
Cocaine+Amphetamine+Heroin+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
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Tuesday, 13. March 1990
None
Wednesday, 14. March 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Cannabis. PICTURE: City
people, the city and infrastructure.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Profile-shot of key person from the police union.
3) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday, 15. March 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities. Crime,
Amphetamine+Drugs in general+Heroin. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday, 16. March 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Healthcare, No specific drug. NO
PICTURES.
Saturday, 17. March 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in generals. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts+Lay Sources, Healthcare, Methadone.
NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Nordic, Lay Sources, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+Amphetamine+
LSD. NO PICTURES.
5) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Monday, 19. March 1990
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1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Foreign News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Non-European, Lay Sources+Experts, Social,
Crack. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Tuesday, 20. March 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European Country, Experts+Authorities, Crime,
Drugs in generals. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway+Nordic, Lay Sources, Culture, LSD. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday, 21. March 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday, 22. March 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European Country, Foreign News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 23. March 1990
None
Saturday, 24. March 1990
1) Other text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday, 26. March 1990
1) Editorial, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities, Social, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Social,
Amphetamine+Heroin+Cannabis+Drugs in General. NO PICTURES.
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3) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in generals+Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
Tuesday, 27. March 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+Foreign
News Agency, Conflict, Cocaine+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 28. March 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Healthcare, Drugs in
generals. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Thursday, 29. March 1990
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, No Sources, Conflict, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+Foreign
News Agency, Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime,
LSD+Cannabis+Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 30. March 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Saturday, 31. March 1990
1) News Articles, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Authorities, Politics, Heroin.
NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Cannabis. PICTURE:
Teens dancing, playing and enjoying themselves.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Healthcare,
Cannabis+Amphetamine+LSD+Drugs in general+Opiates+Cocaine+Heroin. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, Non-European Country, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in
general. Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”. NO PICTURES.
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5) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities, Social, Drugs in
general+LSD+Heroin+Amphetamine. Picture: Photo of a police officer who is
interviewed in the story.
Monday, 2. April 1990 - Tuesday, 3. April 1990
None
Wednesday, 4. April 1990
1) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, No Source, Healthcare, Drugs in generals. NO
PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Source, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Profile photo of the author.
Thursday, 5. April 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, LSD. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 6. April 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general,
Cannabis+Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Saturday, 7. April 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Mandag, 9. April 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European Country+Norway, Experts, Conflict,
Heroin. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday, 10. April 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Europe, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday, 11. April 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Non-European Country+Europe, Experts,
Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
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12/04/90 NO PRINT
13/04/90 NO PRINT
Saturday, 14. April 1990
None
15/04/90 NO PRINT
16/04/90 NO PRINT
Tirsdag, 17. April 1990
None
Wednesday, 18 April 1990
1) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, No Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday, 19. April 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday, 20. April 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, European, Authorities, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Saturday, 21. April 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway+Non-European Country, Lay Sources, Culture,
Heroin+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general, Heroin. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
5) News Article, Referenced, Norway , Authorities+Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
6) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
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Monday, 23. April 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country+Europe, Authorities, Culture,
Amphetamine. PICTURE: Photo of hockey-player.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: two actors from the show being written about in the text.
Tuesday, 24. April 1990
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Drawing of mysterious figure.
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of celebrities.
5) Background, Referenced, Non-European Country, Authorities, Culture,
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 25. April 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, No source, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, European, Local National Agency+Foreign news agency,
Crime, Heroin. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Torsdag, 26. April 1990
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, No Sources. Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Referenced, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+ Foreign
News Agency, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE: Jazz musician playing
instrument.
Friday, 27. April 1990
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1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis+Amfetamin+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+Foreign
News Agency, Conflict, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Man arrested by the police taken away.
Saturday, 28. April 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European Country+Norway, Authorities, Crime,
Heroin+Drugs in general. PICTURE: unflattering photo of the alleged trafficker.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Heroin+Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: A family-photo of an old man and his grand-daughters.
Monday, 30. April 1990
None
01/05/1990 NO PRINT
Wednesday, 2. May 1990
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday, 3. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway+Non-European Country, Authorities, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 4. May 1990
None
Saturday, 5. May 1990
None
07/05/1990 NO PRINT
Tuesday, 8. May 1990
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1) Other text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. Terms used:
“NARCO”; “Narkotips”, “Narkotikasmugling”. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Nordic, Local News Agency+Foreign news agency, Culture,
Drugs in general+Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 9. May 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Nordic Country, Foreign News Agency, Culture, Cocaine.
NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
Thursday, 10. May 1990
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Crime, no specific drugs. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+European, Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis+Drugs in general+LSD. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 11. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Cannabis+Heroin+Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
Saturday, 12. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine+Cannabis+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+Foreign
News Agency, Conflict, Cocaine+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway+Non-European Country, Lay Sources, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+Experts, Social, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
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Monday, 14. May 1990
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, National Agency, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Tuesday, 15. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+Non-European Country, Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis+Drugs in general. Terms used: “NARCO”, ”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”;
“Narkotikasmugling,”. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 16. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+Europe, Lay Sources+Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+Local, Crime, Cannabis+Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
17/05/1990 NO PRINT
Friday, 18. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+Morphine.
NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+Non-European Country, Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Heroin+Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
5) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
6) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
7) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts+Authorities, Crime, No Specific Drug.
NO PICTURES.
Saturday, 19. May 1990
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1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities, Culture, Drugs in
general. Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotips telefon”, “Narkotikasmuglere”,
“Narkotika”. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Non-European Country, Foreign News Agency, Crime,
Cocaine. PICTURE: Tunnel used by traffickers.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+Cannabis.
NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, No Location Mentioned, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in
general+Heroin. NO PICTURES.
5) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday, 21. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+Nordic+Europe, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine+Drugs in general+Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Healthcare, No Specific Drugs. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Foreign news agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
5) News Article, Subsidiary, European, Experts, Conflict, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.

Tuesday, 22. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Nordic+Europe, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Other text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday, 23. May 1990
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1) News Article, Main Theme, Europe+Non-European Country, Authorities, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Main Theme, No Location Mentioned, No Sources, Social, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ European, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
5) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis.
NO PICTURES.
24/05/1990 NO PRINT
Friday, 25. May 1990
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Foreign News Agency, Conflict,
Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme. Norway+Nordic+Europe, Authorities, Crime,
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Saturday, 26. May 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general+Amphetamine+Heroin. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Experts, Social, Cocaine+Heroin+Drugs in
generalPICTURE: (On front page: woman sniffing powder-coke as popularly
portrayed in entertainment), (in article) woman sitting by herself in the dark.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Amphetamine+Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
4) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, Drugs in
general+Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
5) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday, 28.May 1990
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, Experts, Politics, Cocaine+Drugs
in general. Terms used: “NARCO”, ”DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”, “Narkotika”,
“Kokainmafia”, “Kokainbaronene”, “narkotikamafiaen”. NO PICTURES.
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2) Opinion, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, No Sources, Politics, Drugs in
general+Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday, 29. May 1990
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Social, No Specific Drugs. NO
PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway. Lay Sources, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
4) News article, Referenced, Europe+Non-European Country, Experts+Lay Sources,
Culture, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 30. May 1990
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts+Authorities, Healthcare,
Amphetamine+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday, 31. May 1990
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.

1990 articles, terms used
Thursday, 1. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”;“Narkotika”, “Narkotips”,
“Narkotikaleverandør”, “Stoffmisbrukere”
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “LSD”, “Hasj”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, ”NARCO”, “Heroin”, “Narkotika”,
“Narkotikatrafikken”.
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4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Kokain”, “Stoffet”.
Friday, 2. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“SLANG/OTHER”; “Narkotikamiljøet”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Narkotika”, “Stoff”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”. NO PICTURES.
Saturday, 3. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Kodein”,
“Heroin”, “Morfin”, “Narkotika misbrukere”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
6) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Monday, 5. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”+“DRUG BY NAME”;
“Narkotikaproduksjonen”, “Narkotikageneralen”, “Narkotikarutene”,
“Narkotikabekjempelsen”, “Illegale stoffer”, “Coca”, “Kokamarkedet”,
“Kokainmisbruket”, “Opium”, “Opiumsvalmen”, “Opiumsproduksjonen”, “Heroin”,
“Heroin-epidemi”, “Marihuana”.
Tuesday, 6. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narko-smugling”, “Narkotipstelefon”, “narko-lagring”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Wednesday, 7. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Anti-narkotika kampanje”.
Thursday, 8. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkotika”.
Friday, 9. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
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2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Saturday 10. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Opium”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Opium”.
Monday 12.March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY
NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”+“SLANG/OTHER”; “Narkoitka”, “Stoffmisbrukere”,
“Narkotikaavsnitt”, “Hasj”, “Hasjmisbrukere”, “Amfetaminmisbruk”,
“Amfetaminpartier”, “Misbruker doser”, “Narkotikapolitiet”, “Heroinmiljøene”,
“Heroinmisbrukere”, “Stoffsituasjon”, “Narkotikamisbruk”, “Narkomane”,
“Stoffmiljøene”, “Kokainbølge”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Narko-kamp”,
“Narkotikaavsnitt”, “Kokainbølge”, “Stoffet”, “Amfetaminmisbrukere”,
“Narkotikapolitiet”, “Heroinmisbrukere, “Heroin smugling”, “Narkotika misbrukere”,
“Stoff misbruk”, “Stoff”.
Tuesday, 13. March 1990
none
Wednesday, 14. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Hasj”, “Hardere stoffer”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Thursday, 15. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroin”, “Amfetamin”, “Narkotika
misbruk», «Heroinmisbruk», «Narkotikamisbruker”, “Narkomane”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Friday, 16. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”, “Amfetamin”, “Stoff”.
2) Terms used: “SUBSTANCE”; “Stoffmisbrukere”.
Saturday, 17. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikabruk”.
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2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Metadon”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikatips”, “LSD”,
“Hasjplanter”, “Amfetamin”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
Monday, 19. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikapolitiet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”+”DRUGS”; “Stoffmisbrukere”,
“Rusproblemet”, “Rusmisbrukere”, “Stoffet”, “Crack”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkotika”.
Tuesday, 20. March 1990
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”+“NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikamisbrukere”,
“misbrukere”, “Narkotikabekjempelsen”, “Rusmiddel”, “Narkotikakonferansen”,
“Narkotikatrafikk”, “Narkotikasyndikatene”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME“; “LSD”.
Wednesday, 21. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Thursday, 22. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikaforhandlere”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkoman”, “Hasj”.
Friday, 23. March 1990
None
Saturday, 24. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikaliga”, “Narkotikasmugler”.
Monday, 26. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY
NAME”+”DRUGS”+”SUBSTANCE”+”SLANG/OTHER”; “Narkotika”,
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“Rusmiddelbruk”, “Rusmiddelfaren”, “Rusmiljøene”, “Sprøytemisbrukere”, “Hasj”,
“Amfetamin”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”+”DRUG”; “Narkotika”, “Hasj”, “Stoffer”,
“Rusgifter”.
Tuesday, 27. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, ”Kokainmafiaen”.
Wednesday, 28. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SLANG/OTHER”; “Narkotika”, “Sprøytemisbrukmiljøet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”, “Hasjsaken”.
Thursday, 29. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikakrigen”, “Narkotikaeksperter”,
“Narkotikatrafikken”, “Narkotikamafiaen”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotisk produksjon”, “Narkotikaeksperter”,
“Narkotikahandel”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SLANG/OTHER”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Syre”,
“Amfetamin”, “LSD”, “Heroin”, “Hasj”, “Stoffmisbrukere”,
“Stoffmisbrukermiljøene”, “dop-dosene”.
Friday, 30. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Saturday, 31. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroinmisbrukere”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”, ”SUBSTANCE”,”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”,
“Stoffmisbruk”, “Stoffbehov”, “misbrukere”, “Marijuana”, “Kokain”, “Narkotiske
legemidler”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”+”OTHER/SLANG”+”DRUG BY
NAME”; “Narkotika”, “dop-dosene”, “hasj”, “amfetamin”, “heroin”,
“sprøytenarkoman”, “stoffmiljøet”, “stoffet”, “stoffmisbruker”.
Monday, 2. April 1990 - Tuesday, 3. April 1990
None
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Wednesday, 4. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUGS”; “Narkotiske stoffer”. “Narkotikamisbruk”,
“rusgift”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narko-omsorg”.
Thursday, 5. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “LSD”.
Friday, 6. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, ”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “Narko-aksjon”,
“Narkotika-miljøet”, “Hasj”, “Amfetamin”.
Saturday, 7. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
Mandag, 9. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”, “Narkotika”, “Hasjpartiet”, “Stoff”,
“Stoffet”, “Narkodømte”, “Hasjturer”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroin”.
Tuesday, 10. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikatrafikk”, “Narkotikahandel”,
“Narkotikaproblemet”.
Wednesday, 11. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikahandel”, “Narkotikaproblemet”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotika-konferansen”, “Narkoondet”.
12/04/90 NO PRINT
13/04/90 NO PRINT
Saturday, 14. April 1990
None
15/04/90 NO PRINT
16/04/90 NO PRINT
Tirsdag, 17. April 1990
None
Wednesday, 18 .April 1990
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1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SLANG/OTHER”; “Narkotikaproblemet”, “Misbruk”,
“Narkotikamisbruk”, “Narkotika”, “Sprøytebruk”, “Narkotikaondet”, “Narkogiften”.
Thursday, 19. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Friday, 20. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomane”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Saturday, 21. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomane”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narko”, “Heroin”, “Heroinhandel”,
“Heroinlaboratorium”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “Heroin”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
6) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkoitka”.
Monday, 23. April 1990
1) Terms used: “SLANG/OTHER”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Doping”, “Amfetamin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”: “Narko”, “Narkotika”.
Tuesday, 24. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika kollektiv”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikatelefon”, “Narkotika”, “Narkotikasaker”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikabruk”, “Narkotikaproblemet”, “rusgiftkapitalen”, “rusgift”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”.
Wednesday, 25. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkostiftelse”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkokrig”, “Heroin”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
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Torsdag, 26. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUGS”; “Narkotika”, “Narkoman”, “Rusgift”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”..
Friday, 27. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”,
“Stoffene”, “Hasj”, “Amfetamin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-mafiaen”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomane, “Narkoreir”, “Narko-oppgjør”.
Saturday, 28. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, ”DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroinliga”, “Heroinmafia”,
“Narkotika”, “Heroinsmugling”, “Heroinleveranse”; “Narkoitkapolitiet”,
“narkobakmen”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, ”DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroin”, “Narkotika-partiet”,
“Heroin-beslaget”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotiske midler”.
Monday, 30. April 1990
None
01/05/1990 NO PRINT
Wednesday, 2. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUGS”; “Narkotika”, “Rusmidler”.
Thursday, 3. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SLANG/OTHER; “Narkotikapolitiet”,
“Narkotikaforskning”, “Narkotika misbruk”, “Narkotisk stoff”, “Sprøytemisbruk”,
“Narkotikamiljøene”, “Narkotikainstitusjon”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikasituasjon”, “narkotikakontroll”,
“narkotikakontroller”.
Friday, 4. May 1990
None
Saturday, 5. May 1990
None
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07/05/1990 NO PRINT
Tuesday, 8. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotips”, “Narkotikasmugling”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “Kokain”.
Wednesday, 9. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “Kokainmisbruk”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Hasj”,
“Narkotika”, “Hasjleverandøren”, “Narkotikaseksjon”, “Hasjpartiet”, “Stoffet”,
“Narkodømte”, “Hasjen”, “Hasjturer”.
Thursday, 10. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Rusmiddel spørsmålet”,
“Stoffmisbrukere”. NO PICTURES.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasjisj”, “Hasj”, “LSD”,
“Hasjpartiet”, “Narkotika hund”, “Narkotikasaken”, “Narkotika”.
Friday, 11. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; Narkotikasmugling”,
“Narkotikapolitiet”, “Narkotikasaken”, “Narkotikaforhandlerne”, “Hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”, “Amfetamin sak”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Cannabis”, “Heroinist”,
“Narkotikaproblemet”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”, “Narkotikasmugling”,
“narkotikasmuglingen”, “Narkotikasaken”, “Narkotikapartiet”, “Narkotikahandlerne”,
“Narkotikapolitiet”. NO PICTURES.
Saturday, 12. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”, “Narkotikasakene”,
“hasj-salg”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”+”DRUG BY NAME”;
“Narkotikaforhandlere”, “Kokain”, “Stoffet”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-analyse”.
Monday, 14. May 1990
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1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUGS”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikaproblemet”,
“Rusmidler”, “Rusmidlet”; “Narkotikadebatten”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Tuesday, 15. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”; “Narkotikasmugling”.
Wednesday, 16. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasjsiktede”, “Hasj”,
“Hasjpartiene”, “Narkotikasjef”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”, “Narkotika”, “hasjklump”,
“hasjen”.
17/05/1990 NO PRINT
Friday, 18. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Narkotika”,
“Morfin”, “Narkotiske stoffer”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Hasj”, “Hasj-smugling”,
“Stoffet”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroin”, “Heroinliga”,
“Narkotikaseksjonen”, “Narkotikasakene”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikamiljøene”, “Narkotikaproblemet”,
“Narkotikakriminalitet”, “Narkotikaseksjon”.
6) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkobruk”, “Narkotikaomsetning”.
7) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “Rusmisbrukere”, “Rusmiddelbrukere”, “rusmidler”.
Saturday, 19. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotips telefon”, “Narkotikasmuglere”, “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj smugling”, “hasj”,
“narkotikasjef”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Narkoman”,
“heroin”, “stoff”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “Narkotikamisbruket”, “Narko-problemet”,
“Narkomane”, “Rusgiftbrukere”, “Narkotika”.
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Monday, 21. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”,
“Amfetaminpartiene”, “Narkotisk stoff”, “Hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Rusmiddel omsorgen”, “Stoff
misbrukerinstitusjon”, “Rusmiddeldivisjon”, “Rusmiddelrapport”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikakartell”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Narkotika”, “Stoffmisbruk”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-karteller”, “Narkotika-baronene”.

Tuesday, 22. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUGS”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”, “narkotiske
stoffet”, “amfetamin-bruker”, “Rus”, “Amfetaminkjøpere”, “Stoffet”, “narkotikaen”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO“+“Narkotikaliga“, “Narko“, “Narkotikaen“,
“Narkotikasmugling“.
3) Terms used: “NARCO“; “Narkotika“.
Wednesday, 23. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”. “Narkotikaondet”,
“Narkotikalovgivingen”, “stoffmisbruk”, “narkotikasmuglere”, “narkotikakrigen”,
“Narkosyndikatene”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”,
“Narkotiske stoffer”, “Stoff”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika-handler”, “Hasj”,
“Narkotika”.
24/05/1990 NO PRINT
Friday, 25. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”.”kokainvalget”, “kokainmafiaen”,
Kokain-krigen”, “kokainbaronen”, “kokainkongen”, “Kokainhandel”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”,
“Amfetaminsaken”, “Stoffet”.
Saturday, 26. May 1990
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1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY
NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”+”SLANG/OTHER”; “Narko-rapport”,
“Narkotikapolitikk”, “Sprøytenarkomane”, “Narkotikaforskning”,”Narkotikaliga”,
“Narkotikamisbruk”, “Stoffmisbruk”, “Narkotikapolitikken”. “Amfetamin”, “Heroin”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY
NAME”+”NARCO”+”SUBSTANCE”+”SLANG/OTHER”; «Hvittsnippe
narkomane”, “Heroin”, “Kokain”, “stoff, “Narkotikamiljø”, “narkomane”,
“narkoproblemet, “narkotikasituasjonen”, “heroinmiljøet”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”, “Amfetaminsaken”,
“Amfetaminpartiet”, “Narkomane”, “Narkoitkamiljøene”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+”SLANG/OTHER”; “Narkorapport”, “Narkomane”,
“Sprøytenarkomane”, “Hasj-klump”, “Narko-problemet”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Monday, 28.May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”, “Narkotika”,
“Kokainmafia”, “Kokainbaronene”, “narkotikamafiaen”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikaforbrytelse”, “Kokain-marked”.
Tuesday, 29. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”+”NARCO”; “Rusmisbruk”, “Rusmiddeldirektoratet”,
“Rusmiddel undervisning”, “Narkotikaproblemet”, “Rusmiddel arbeidet””,
“Narkotikafritt”, “Rusmidler”, ”Rusopplevelser”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikadommer”,
“Narkotikadømte”, “Hasj”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Wednesday, 30. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO””DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikapolitiet”, “Amfetamin”,
“Narkotikadødsfall”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Thursday, 31. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetaminsak”.
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2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “Narko-undervisning”,
“Rusmiddel-undervisning”, “Rusmiddelkonsulent”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-avdelingen”, “Narkotika”.

Thursday, 1. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narko-smugling”, “Heroin
smuggling”, “Heroin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO” + “SUBSTANCE”; “Narkomiljø”, “Narkomane”, “Stoff
misbrukere”, “Stoff miljø”.
Friday, 2. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“Narkokollektiv”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkoetterforskere”, “Kokain"syndikatene”, “Narko-etterforskere’’.
Saturday, 3. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”, “Stoffet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Narko-fengsel”, “Amfetamin”
Monday, 5. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY
NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”+“SLANG/OTHER”; “Amfetaminfabrikk’’, “Moerman
Amfetamin”, “Amfetamin”, “Narkotikamengde’’, “Narkotika seksjonene’’,
“amfetamin prosjektet”, “amfetamin analyse”, “stoffet”, “Nordisk narkotikapolitikk”,
“amfetamin beslag”, “narkotikakongen”, “amfetaminligaen”, “kurere’’.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain-drap”, “Kokain”,
“Kokainhistorie”, “Kokainmisbrukermiljø”. “narkolanger”.
Tuesday, 6. March 1990
None
Wednesday, 7. March 1990
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1) Terms used: “NARCO’’+’’DRUG BY NAME’’+’’SUBSTANCE’’+‘’Kokain’’,
‘’stoffet’’, ‘’narkotikalangeren’’, ‘’narkotikaforbytelser”, “Narkotikaanklagelser”,
“kokainhandel”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME’’; ‘’Hasj’’.
Thursday, 8. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO’’; ‘’Narkotika’’.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikasak”, “narkotika”.
Friday, 9. March 1990
None
Saturday 10. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+ “SLANG/SLANG’’; “LSD”, “GIFT”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME’’; ‘’KOKAIN’’.
Monday 12.March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME’’; ‘’Hasj’’
Tuesday, 13. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO’’; ‘’Narkotika’’. NO PICTURES.
2) Terms used: “NARCO’’; ‘’Narkotika-attachè’’. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 14. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “Narkoman”,
“stoffet”, “Narkotika”, “heroin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narko”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-appache”.
Thursday, 15. March 1990
None
Friday, 16. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG NY NAME”+”SUBSTANCE”; “amfetamin”,
“narkotika”, “stoff”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Metadon”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”+“NARCO”; “Amfetamin”,
“stoff”, “Narkohunden”.
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4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Kokain”, “Narkotikadømte,
“Narkotika”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-appache”.
Saturday, 17. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkodømte”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”, “Kokain”, “kokain kaker”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”, “Kokainkongen”, “kokianmafiaen”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”.
Monday, 19. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroin”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Opium”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SLANG/OTHER”; “Kokain”, “Hvit pulver”.
Tuesday, 20. March 1990
None
Wednesday, 21. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokainforbrytelser”, “Narkotika”,
“narkotikaavsnitt”, ”narkotikasmugling”, “narkotikaanklagene”, “kokain”,
“kokainhandel”, “narkotikaforbrytelse”, “kokainsiktede”.
Thursday, 22. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroin”.
Friday, 23. March 1990
None
Saturday, 24. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG”; “Rusmiljøet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”.
Monday, 26. March 1990
None
Tuesday, 27. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”.
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2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; Morfin”, “Narkotika”.
Wednesday, 28. March 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin-liga”,
“Amfetamin”, “Amfetamin-rute”, “”Narkoaksjon”, “Narkotiske stoffet”.
Thursday, 29. March 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Kokainleveranser”,
“Narkotikalanger, “amfetamin”, “narkotikalovbrudd”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narko”.
Friday, 30. March 1990
None
Saturday, 31. March 1990
1) Terms used: “SUBSTANCE”; “stoffmisbruk”, “stoffhelvete”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Opium”.
Monday, 2. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narko-miljø”.
Thuesday, 3. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUG BY NAME”+”DRUGS”+“SUBSTANCE”;
“Narkotika”, “narkotikagruppene”, “hasj”, “hasjpartiet”, “stoffet”,” rusmisbruker”.
Wednesday, 4. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“SLANG/OTHER”; “Sniffermiljø”, “narkoman”
Thursday 5. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”, “hasjpipe”, “Hasj-beslag”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkolanger”, “Kokainsiktede”,
“kokainsak”, “kokainforbrytelse”, “narkotikalangeren”, “kokainhandel”, “narkoinvolvert”, “kokain”, “kokain-affærer”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY BAME”; “Narkotika-seksjon”,
“kokainsiktede”, “kokainforbrytelser”, “kokain”.
Friday 6. April 1990
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1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narktoikaavsnitt”, “narkoman”, “narkotikamiljøet”,
“narkotika”.
Saturday, 7. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”, “narkodømt”, “amfetamin”,
“narkotikasmugling”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkoman”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
Monday, 9. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”, “Narkomane”, “Heroin”.
Tuesday, 10. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “Amfetamin”,
“Narkotikasmugler”, “narkotikaseksjon”, “narkotikapartier”, “narkoitkaforsker”,
“narkotikapolitiet”.
Wednesday, 11. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “metadon”.
Saturday, 14. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
Tuesday, 17. April 1990 - Friday, 20. April 1990
None
Saturday, 21. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “crack/kokain”.
Monday, 23. April 1990
None
Tuesday, 24. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “Narkotikaaksjon”, “narkotikahandel”,
“narkolangere”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Amfetamin”, “amfetaminbanden”,
“narkomiljøet”, “narkoanklagene”, “amfetaminsaken, “heroin”, “LSD”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkotika-smuglere, “Narkotikasmugling”, “narkotikaen”.
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4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narko-langer”.
Wednesday, 25. April 1990
None
Thursday, 26. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkose”.
Friday, 27. April 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkodømte”, “Crack-kokain”,
“narkoplaner”, “narkotikaaksjoner, “narkotikaavsnittet”, “narko-siktet.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”, “Narko-planer”, “narkotikaaksjoner”,
“narkotikaavsnittet”, “narkotikapolitiet”, “hasj”,”amfetamin”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”, “amfetaminsak”,
“narko-tiltale”.
Saturday, 28. April 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUG”; “Hasj”, “amfetamin”, “amfetaminrus”,
“amfetaminsmugling”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“Kokain-kartell”, “kokaintrafikken”,
“kokainmafiaen”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narko”.
Monday, 30. April 1990
None
Wednesday, 2. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Amfetamin”, “Hasj”, “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”, “Stoff”.
Thursday, 3. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+” NARCO”; “Amfetamin”, “hasj”, “narkotika”,
“narko”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“heroin”, “heroinsmugling”.
Friday, 4. May 1990
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1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Amfetamin”, “narko-tyster”,
“Narkotika”, “Amfetaminsaken”, “narkotikasaker”.
Saturday, 5. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+ “SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”,
“Amfetaminlignende stoff”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “amfetamin-bande”, “Narkokongen”, “narkotikaforbrytelser”, “narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SLANG/OTHER”, “NARCO”; “kokain”,
“kokainmisbruket”, “Kokainryktene”, “kokainsniffingen”, “misbruker”.
07/05/90 NO PRINT
Tuesday, 08. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “narkoman”, “Amfetamin”, “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotigasmugling”, “narkotika”, “narkotikasaken”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “kokain-dom”, “kokain”,
“kokainforbrytelser”, “narkotika smugling”, “narkotika forbrytelser”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “kokain”, “Kokainsniffer”, “kokain bruker”,
“narkopåstander”, “narkomisbruket”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”, “heroin-liga”, “heroinkureren”, “heroinsmuglingen”, “Narkotikapolitiet”, “heroinpartiet”.
6) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Morfin”.
7) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “kokain”, “stoffer”. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday, 9. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkosak”, “hasjen”,
“narkotikasjef”, “narkobesittelse”, “narkotikahund”, “narkotikapolitiet”,
hashmotageren”, “narkotikakureren”, “amfetamin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikabruk”, “narkotikamisbruker”.
3) Terms used: “SUBSTANCE”+“NARCO”+“DRUGS”+“DRUG BY NAME”;
“Stoffmisbruker”, “narkotika”, “rusmidler”, “hasjrøyking”, “LSD”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY
NAME”+“NARCO”+“SLANG/OTHER”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”, “Kokain”,
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“Fattigdomskokain”, “narko flom”, “narko situasjon”, “narkopolitiet”, “narkotika”,
“narkotiske stoffer”, “kokainmisbruk”, “narkotikaavsnitt”, “speed”, “up-stoffet”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”, “kokainmisbrukere”.
6) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”.
Thursday, 10. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; kokain”, “narkoman”,
“kokainmisbruket”, “kokainskandaler”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj-saken”, “narkotikadommer”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”; “hasj”, “narkotika seksjon”, “hasj
saken”, “narkotika virksomhet”.
4) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”; “hasjpartiet”, “narkotikapolitiet”,
“hasjbesittelse”, “narkotikadom”.
5) Terms used: “DRUGS BY
NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”+“SLANG/OTHER”+“NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “Rushelvete”, “morfin”, “narkotisk stoff”, “narkotikapiller”, “narkotiske piller”,
“narkomane”, “rusproblemer”, “Rusmidler”.
Friday, 11. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “hasj”, “narko-penger”.
Saturday, 12. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“Narkotika-gjeld”, “narko-misbruket”,
“narkotikagarantien”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Kokain”.
Monday, 14. May 1990
None
Tuesday, 15. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”+“DRUGS”; “hasj”, “stoffet”,
“hasjpartiet”, “rusmidler”, “hasish”. PICTURE: A photo of the court.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasjklumpen”.
Wednesday, 16. May 1990
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1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Narkotikapolitiet”, “heroin bande”,
“narkotikapartiet”, “heroinsmugling”, “heroinliga”, “narkotikasakene”,
“narkotikatransport”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkotikapolitiet”, “heroinliga”,
“heroin”, “heroinkureren”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikamiljøet”, “narkoman”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”, “hasjsmuglingen”.
17/05/1990: NO PRINT
Friday, 18. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Hasjsak”, “Hasj”,
“Narkotikaseksjon”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Hasj”, “narkotikaavdeling”,
“hasksiktet”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “morfin”, “morfin legen”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narko-stimulanser”.
Saturday, 19. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasjsmugling”, “Hasj”,
“Narkotikaseksjon”, “hasjsak”.
Monday, 21. May 1990
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkotisk stoff”,
“narkoutfordringer”, “narkotikaen”, “stoffet”, “kokain”, “crack”, “kokainproduktet”,
“narkotikum”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Amfetamin”, “amfetamin-ligaen”,
“amfetamin-butikken”, “Amfetamin-sak”, “Narkotikasaker”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikaen”, “narkotikasmugling”,
“narko-tips”.
Tuesday, 22. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”; “narkokjøpern”,
“misbruker”, “Narkotikaen”, “Amfetamin”
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
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3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”, “Amfetaminsmuglere”, “stoffet”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkotikaen”, “narkotikasmugling”, “narko-tips”.
Wednesday, 23. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”: “Amfetamin”, “hasj”, “narkorus”,
“narkotikastraffene”, “narkotikatiltalen”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”; “Stoff”,
“Amfetamin”, “narkotika”.
Thursday, 24. May 1990
None
Friday, 25. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Narkopolitiet”,
“Amfetamin”, “amfetamin partier”, “Narko-kupp”, “Narkotikasesksjonen”,
“narkotikapolitiet”, “stoffet”, “amfetamin-varp”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “amfetamin”, “amfetaminsaken”.
Saturday, 26. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANEC”; “Amfetamin”, “amfetaminpartiet”, “stoffet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”, “hasj-tabbe”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBTANCE”+“NARCO”; Amfetamin”,
“Stoffmisbruker”, “narkomiljøet”, “amfetaminliga”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”, “Amfetamintrafikken”, “stoffet”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; Kokain-mafia”, “narkotikadynasti”,
“narkobanditter”, “narkotika-industri”, “Narko-baroner
Monday 28. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “opium”.
2) Terms used: “narko-mafiaen”.
Tuesday 29. May 1990
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1) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “Opiater”, “Morfin”, “narkotikaen”,
“narkoman”.
Friday 30. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”; “hasj”.
Saturday 31. May 1990
1) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”; “hasj”, “hasj-tabbe”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”; “Amfetamin”, “amfetaminsaken”,
“amfetaminliga”.
3) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Amfetamin”,
“Amfetamintrafikken”; “Amsterdam-stoff”, “stoffet”.
4) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”; “heroin-misbrukere”, “heroin”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narko-bot”, “narko-dømte”.

2018 articles characteristics
Thursday 1. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Authorities+ Experts, Social, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of Donald Trump and Jared Kushner.
Friday 2. March 2018
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, No sources, Healthcare, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No sources, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE: an
apple, also of the author of the opinion piece.
3) Opinion, Subsidiary, Non-European Country, No Sources, Crime, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: a movie poster.
Saturday 3. March 2018
1) Background, Main theme, Norway, Local News Agency+ Authorities, Crime, Drugs
in general+ Heroin+ Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Social, Heroin+ Amphetamine. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICUTRE:
a police raid on an illegal poker club.
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Sunday 4. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Experts, Conflict, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Profile photos of several world leaders.
Monday 5. March 2018
1) News article, Subsidiary, Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. PICTURE: Photos of
politicians and protesters.
Tuesday 6. March 2018
None
Wednesday 7. March 2018
1) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, No Sources, Social, Cannabis. PICTURE: Photo of
a teenager in Oslo and a profile photo of the author.
2) Background, Referenced, Europe, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 8. March 2018
None
Friday 9. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Experts, Social, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: ab image of Bitcoins.
Saturday 10. March 2018
None
Sunday 11. March 2018
1) News Article, Main theme, Norway, Authorities+ Lay sources, Social, Drugs in
general+ Cannabis. PICTURES: Photos of the persons interviewed for the story and of
a school where the story takes place.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Experts, Crime, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of professional famous Norwegian poker players.
Monday 12. March 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
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2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE: photo of
the opinion author.
Tuesday 13. March 2018
None
Wednesday 14. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency,
Conflict, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
photo of the author.
Thursday 15. March 2018
1) Background, Main theme, Norway, Lay sources+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Cannabis. Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
photo of the author of a book and the cover of the book.
3) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photo of an actress and some scenes from the film she is in.
Friday 16. March 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, European, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photo of an actress.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE: A
profile photo of the writer of the opinion piece.
Saturday 17. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Experts, Culture,
Methamphetamine. PICTURE: A profile photo of the journalist who wrote the article.
Sunday 18. March 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay sources+ Local news Agency, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) Editorial, Subsidiary, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Conflict,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Europe, Experts+ Lay sources, Politics, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of seemingly working-class people in the context of an election.
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Monday 19. March 2018
None
Tuesday 20. March 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: A photo of Donald Trump.
Wednesday 21. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday 22. March 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Non-European+ Europe, Authorities, Crime,
Drugs in general+ Heroin. NO PICTURES.
Friday 23. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay sources+ Experts, Crime, Cannabis.
PICTURE: A photo of a school principal and the Romsås suburbs.
2) Background, Referenced, Europe, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
3) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: A poster for a tv-series.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
5) Editorial, Referenced, Non-European, Lay sources, Conflict, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
6) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay sources, Conflict, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
7) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
8) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Healthcare, Drugs in general.
PICTURES: A photo of a hospital patient.
Saturday 24. March 2018
1) Opinion, Main theme, Norway, Experts, Social, Heroin+ Drugs in general+ Cannabis.
PICTURE: Photos of a hydroponic farm with multiple growing plants.
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2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+ Drugs in general.
PICTURE: photo of a police officer and a politician.
Sunday 25. March 2018
1) News article, subsidiary, Norway, Lay sources, Social, Cannabis. PICTURE: Photo of
the Romsås suburbs.
Monday 26. March 2018
1) Editorial, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Crime, Cannabis. PICTURE: photo of
the Romsås suburbs.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Authorities, Crime, Cannabis.
PICTURE: Photo of a subway station and a photo of a politician.
Tuesday 27. March 2018
None
Wednesday 28. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Experts, Culture, Heroin+ Drugs
in general. PICTURE: photos of foods and food production by people in lab coats.
Thursday 29. March 2018 – Friday 30. March 2018
None
Saturday 31. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Lay sources, Healthcare, Ketamine+
Morphine. PICTURE: Photos of an injured patient and the patient’s family.
Sunday, 1. April 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
Monday 2. April 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Europe+ Non-European, Authorities+ Local News
Agency, Conflict, Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of the pope.
Tuesday 3. April 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Politics,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
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2) Other text, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE: A
photo of the person the birthday note is dedicated to.
Wednesday 4. April 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Authorities+Local News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general, Cannabis, Methamphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 5. April 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday 6. April 2018
1) Opinion, referenced, Norway, No Sources, Social, Cannabis. PICTURE:
2) News Article, referenced, Norway, Experts+ Lay sources, Social, Cannabis.
PICUTRE: Photos of Legos (toys).
3) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Lay sources+ Local News Agency,
Crime, Drugs in general+ Methamphetamine. PICTURES: Photos of weaponized
police officers and a few people who look afraid.
Saturday 7. April 2018
1) News article, referenced, Norway+ Non-European, Authorities+ Experts, Conflict,
Cannabis. PICTURES: Photos of soldiers in a warzone.
Sunday 8. April 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European, No Sources, Politics, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of pills, presumably illegal drugs.
Monday 9. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Europe, Authorities+ Lay sources, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of victims of a crime.
Tuesday 10. April 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities+ Lay sources, Politics, Drugs in
general+ Cannabis+ LSD+ Khatt+ Heroin. PICTURE: Photos of politicians and a
photo of a shop in Colorado, USA. (photo is used as a stock-photo for a visual on
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stories about legal sale. The story itself does not discuss Colorado or any other
country)
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Lay sources, Healthcare, Morphine. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday 11. April 2018 - Thursday 12. April 2018
None
Friday 13. April 2018
1) Background, subsidiary, Non-European, Local News Agency, Social, LSD+ Heroin+
Morphine+ Mescaline. PICTURE: Photos of patients in need for medicines.
2) background, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Social, Heroin. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, subsidiary, Non-European, Lay sources, Foreign news agency+
Experts, Social, Heroin+ Drugs in general. PICTURES: Photos of Americans,
Africans and rhinos.
4) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, Morphine. NO PICTURES.
5) Background, Main theme, Europe, Local News Agency, Culture, Cocaine.
PICTURE: Photo of the athlete accused of using cocaine.
6) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURES: Photo of the author of the book that is being reviewed in this article.
7) Opinion, Subsidiary, Non-European, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: the cover of the book that is being reviewed in this article.
Saturday 14. April 2018
None
Sunday 15. April 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities+ Lay sources+ Experts, Politics,
Drugs in general+ Cannabis+ Khat+ LSD. PICTURE: A photo of a political party in a
national meeting.
2) Opinion, referenced, Norway+ Europe, Lay sources, Culture, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
Monday 16. April 2018
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1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorties+ Local Surces+ Experts, Politics,
Drugs in general+ Cannabis. PICTURE: Photo of the party leader of the liberal party
(Venstre), Party leader Trine Skei Grande from the party’s national meeting.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Healthcare, Morphine. PICTURE:
A photo of a man and his daughter, also a profile photo of the journalist.
4) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+Experts, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
5) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European Country, Authorities, Conflict, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: A photo of the opinion writer and a photo of Muslims in prayer.
6) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE: A
photo of a speaker.
Tuesday 17. April 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Cannabis+ LSD. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday 18. April 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Cannabis+ Amphetamine. PICTURE: Photos of a police investigation; a crime scene.
Thursday 19. April 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Drugs in general. PICTURE: A
photo of the opinion writer and a graphic showing the logo of the center party of
Norway (Senterpartiet).
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURE.
Friday 20. April 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay sources+Experts, Culture, Heroin+Drugs in
general+MDMA+Cannabis+Amphetamine+Cocaine. PICTURE:
Saturday 21. April 2018
1) Other Text, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Cannabis. PICTURE: Photos
of the cover of the book that is being written about in this article, cover image is Nini
Stoltenberg.
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2) Other Text, Referenced, Norway, No sources, Culture, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Referenced, Europe+ Non-European, Experts, Culture, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of football player.
5) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Politics, Drugs in general. PICTURES:
Profile Photo of the opinion writer.
Sunday 22. April 2018
None
Monday 23. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Lay sources+ Experts,
Politics, Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photos of U.S. politicians and the electorate.
Tuesday 24. April 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 25. April 2018
None
Thursday 26. April 2018
1) Opinion, referenced, Norway, No sources, Healthcare, Heroin. NO PICTURES.
2) background, main theme, Europe +Non-European, Authorities+ Local News
Agency, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
3) News article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Lay sources, Politics, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photo of a politician.
Friday 27. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Social, Heroin+ Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Social, Heroin+ Drugs in general+
Cannabis. PICTURE: Photos of the victim in the story and the victim’s family.
3) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European, Experts+ Local News Agency, Politics,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 28. April 2018
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None
Sunday, 29. April 2018
1) Other Text, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday 30. April 2018 - Tuesday 1. May 2018
None
Wednesday 2. May 2018
1) Editorial, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. PICTURE: A photo of
the Vestli subway station.
2) News Article, Referenced, Europe, Foreign National Agency+ Lay Sources+
Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE: A close-up photo of a dog in a cage.
Thursday 3. May 2018
1) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, Opioids. NO PICTURES.
Friday 4. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: A photo of the documentary maker.
Saturday 5. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, No Sources, Culture, Methamphetamine.
PICTURE: A photo of the tv-show poster and a photo of the production crew.
Sunday 6. May 2018
None
Monday 7. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency , Social, Drugs in general,
GHB. PICTURE: A photo of teenagers (russ).
Tuesday 8. May 2018
1) Other Text, Referenced. No country mentioned, No Sources, Social, Morphine.
PICTURE: A photo of a Coca Cola soft drink.
2) Other Text, Referenced, Non-European, Lay sources, Culture, Opium. PICTURE: A
photo of the Taj Mahal and several colorful herbs and spices.
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Wednesday 9. May 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Local News agency, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Lay sources, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of convenience store workers.
Thursday 10. May 2018 - Friday 11. May 2018
None
Saturday 12. May 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced. No location mentioned, Experts, Social, Opium. PICTURE:
graphics of Donald Duck and Carl Marx, also a photo of the writer of the article.
2) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Social,
Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of the Brazilian flag.
Sunday 13. May 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Europe+ Non-European, No Sources, Social, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of the opinion writer and a screenshot of the movie that is being
written about in this article.
Monday 14. May 2018
1) News article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Experts+ Lay sources, Healthcare,
Cannabis+ Cocaine+ MDMA+ GHB. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, GHB. PICTURE: Photo of the author
of the opinion article.
3) Opinion, Referenced, Norway+ Europe+ Non-European, Authorities+ Experts,
Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday 15. May 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photo of the green party politicians (MDG).
Wednesday 16. May 2018 - Thursday 17. May 2018
None
Friday 18. May 2018
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1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Social, Cannabis. PICTURE: Photo of
the opinion article writer.
2) Other Text, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts, Social, Cannabis+ Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Graphics showing data, statistics and colorful charts.
3) Other Text, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Crime, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
4) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts+ Lay sources, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
5) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general,
PICTURE: photo of a theatre scene, probably the set of a play.
Saturday 19. May 2018 - Monday 21. May 2018
None
Tuesday 22. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Culture,
Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of some of the people involved in the story, nothing
noteworthy about the picture.
Wednesday 23. May 2018
None
Thursday 24. May 2018
1) Other Text, Referenced, Non-European, Lay sources, Culture, Opium. PICTURE:
Photos of the Taj Mahal and colorful herbs and spices.
2) News article, Referenced, Europe, Authorities+ Experts, Politics, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of Russia, the article author, stadium workers, Vladimir Putin and
a heavily weaponized police force.
Friday 25. May 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European, no sources, Culture, Amphetamine.
PICTURE: Photo of a scene from the tv-show with actor Benedict Cumberbatch
Saturday 26. May 2018
1) Editorial, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Experts, Politics Drugs in general NO
PICTURES.
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Sunday, 27. May 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Experts, Social, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday 28. May 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Tuesday 29. May 2018 (frontpage)
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources+ Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of concerned citizens and a photo of the Sørenga
apartments.
Wednesday, 30. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European Country, Local News Agency+
Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Methamphetamine. PICTURE: A photo of the
Bangladeshi flag.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of the people involved in the story, nothing noteworthy in the photo.

Thursday 1. March 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday 2. March 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Europe+ Non-European, Authorities, Crime,
Cocaine+Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 3. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Healthcare, Drugs in general+
Amphetamine. NO PICTURES.
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Sunday 4. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Europe, Authorities+ Experts, Politics, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: illustrations of Benito Mussolini, and a photo of the writer of the article.
2) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Heroin. NO PICTURE.
Monday 5. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Local News Agency+ Authorities, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Opinion, Referenced, Norway+ Non-European, Authorities+ Experts, Crime, Drugs
in general. PICTURE: Photo of the author of the opinion article and a photo of a
police car.
Tuesday 6. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 7. March 2018
None
Thursday 8. March 2018
None
Friday, 9. March 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities+ Local News Agency,
Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 10. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Politics,
Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of the president of the Philippines Rodrigo
Duterte.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general+ Heroin.
NO PICTURES.
Sunday 11. March 2018
None
Monday 12. March 2018
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None
Tuesday 13. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of the author and a movie poster.
Wednesday 14. March 2018
1) Other Text, Referenced. No location mentioned, No sources, Culture, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 15. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Police officers and a crime scene.
2) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis.
NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Friday, 16. March 2018
1) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
a VG newspaper frontpage from 50 years ago.
2) Other Text, Subsidiary, Non-European+ Experts, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Cover of the book that is being written about in this text.
3) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. PICTURE: photo of the
author of the article.
Saturday 17. March 2018
1) News article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photos from a crime scene.
Sunday 18. March 2018
None
Monday 19. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Foreign news agency, Culture, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photos of Hip-Hop artist Kanye West and reality-TV celebrity
Kim Kardashian.
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2) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Heroin. NO PICTURE.
Tuesday 20. March 2018
None
Wednesday 21. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of the people involved in the story; nothing noteworthy about the
picture.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Local News Agency+ Authorities, Crime, No
Specific Drug. Terms used: “DRUGS”; “Rusmisbrukere”. NO PICTURE.
Thursday 22. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, No
Specific Drug. NO PICTURE.
Friday, 23. March 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, No location mentioned, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Saturday 24. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cannabis+ MDMA. PICTURE: Photos of the court case and photo of the suspect.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general+ Heroin+
Cannabis+ Amphetamine+ Benzodiazepines+ Methadone. PICTURE: Many photos of
a family; family photos of the people involved in the story.
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
5) Background, Referenced, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
6) Background, Main Theme, Europe, Authorities+ Foreign news agency, Crime,
Heroin. NO PICTURES.
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Sunday 25. March 2018
None
Monday 26. March 2018
None
Tuesday 27. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Europe, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 28. March 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: A comic strip.
4) Other Text, Subsidiary, Non-European, No Sources, Culture, LSD. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 29. March 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Experts+ Authorities, Crime, No Specific
Drug. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 30. March 2018
NO PRINT
Saturday 31. March 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general+
Cannabis+ Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photos of dogs.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, No Specific Drug. NO
PICTURES.
Sunday 1. April 2018
None
Monday 2. April 2018
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1) Background, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photos of a lawyer involved in the story.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, No Specific Drug. NO
PICTURES.
Tuesday 3. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+ Authorities, Crime, No Specific
Drug. PICTURES: Photos of the people involved in the story, nothing noteworthy
about the picture.
Wednesday 4. April 2018
None
Thursday 5. April 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European. Authorities+ Foreign news agency, Crime,
Drugs in general+ Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 6. April 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, National News Agency+ Local News Agency,
Social, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+
Cocaine. NO PICTURE.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis+
MDMA. PICTURE: police investigators.
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+ Experts, Social, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of the person being interviewed for the story.
Saturday 7. April 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Non-European, Local News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general+ Heroin. NO PICTURES.
2) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway+ Non-European, Local News Agency, Crime,
Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
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3) Other Text. Referenced, No Location mentioned, No Sources, Culture, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
4) Other Text, Subsidiary, No Location Mentioned, No Source, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
Sunday 8. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, No Specific Drug.
PICTURE: Photos of the people accused of drug use, nothing noteworthy about the
photos.
Monday 9. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, No Specific Drug.
PICTURE: Photos of the people accused of drug use, nothing noteworthy about the
photos.
Tuesday 10. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Local News Agency+ Lay Sources, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 11. April 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, No Specific Drug.
PICTURE: Photos of the people accused of drug use, nothing noteworthy about the
photos.
Thursday 12. April 2018
1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Benzodiazepines. PICTURE:
Photo of the person who allegedly uses drugs and a photo of a graveyard.
Friday, 13. April 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Lay Sources+ Local News Agency,
Crime, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
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2) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European, No sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of the tv-series poster of a Netflix show.
Saturday 14. April 2018
1) Other Text, Referenced, No Location, No Sources, Culture, GHB+ Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
Sunday 15. April 2018
None
Monday 16. April 2018
1) Editorial, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Cannabis+ Drugs in general.
PICTURE: illustration of Norwegian Politics, similar to illustrations in editorial
articles in VG.
2) Background, Main Theme, Non-European, Authorities+ Local News Agency,
Crime, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Culture, Morphine. PICTURE: Photos
of the deceased person’s family.
Tuesday 17. April 2018
1) Background, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, No Specific Drug.
PICTURE: photos of a celebrity couple.
Wednesday 18. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, No Specific Drug.
PICTURE: photos of a laboratory.
Thursday 19. April 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general+ Cannabis.
NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, No Location Mentioned, No Sources, Social, Drugs in
general+ Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, No Location mentioned, No Sources, Social, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
4) Other Text, Subsidiary, No Location mentioned, No Sources, Culture, Cannabis.
PICTURES: The text is a comic strip.
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5) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Politics, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: photo of the author of the opinion article.
Friday, 20. April 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general+ Heroin.
NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, No Specific Drug. PICTURE:
Photos of veterans and a cabin.
Saturday 21. April 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, MDMA+
Amphetamine+ Cannabis+ Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of the person being
interviewed for the story.
2) Other Text, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photo of the person being interviewed for the story.
3) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Experts, Social, Heroin+ Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of Nini Stoltenberg.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Experts, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE: A
photo of Nini Stoltenberg.
Sunday 22. April 2018
None
Monday 23. April 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Experts, Social, Heroin. PICTURE:
Photo of people involved in the case that this story is covering.
Tuesday 24. April 2018
1) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of newspapers’ frontpages.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Local News Agency+ Lay Sources+ Experts,
Social, No Specific Drug. PICTURE: Photo of a company and the boss of that
company.
Wednesday 25. April 2018
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1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photo of a crime scene.
Thursday 26. April 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Eurpean+ Non-European Country, Authorities+ Local
News Agency, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
2) Background, Main Theme, Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
3) Other Text, Subsidiary, No Location mentioned, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photo of a Norwegian person who is sentenced to death.
Friday, 27. April 2018
1) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Amphetamine+ LSD. NO
PICTURES.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) Opinion, Referenced, No Location, No Source, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Saturday 28. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Europe+ Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of a hospital patient.
2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of shooting victims.
3) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, No specific drug.
PICTURE: Photo of a celebrity.
Sunday, 29. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Cocaine. PICTURE:
Photo of an athlete playing football.
2) Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE.
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Monday, 30. April 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of actors.
Tuesday 1. May 2018
1) Editorial, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday 2. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday 3. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Codeine. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photos of some alleged criminals and the alleged victims of those alleged
criminals.
3) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
4) Opinion, Referenced, Norway, No Sources, Crime, Drugs in general. NO PICTURES.
Friday, 4. May 2018
1) Other Text, Subsidiary, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Saturday 5. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general+
Methamphetamine. PICTURE: Photos of a drug laboratory.
Sunday 6. May 2018
1) Other Text, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Social, Cannabis. PICTURE:
Photo of a Norwegian politician.
2) Opinion, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Social, Cannabis+ Khat+
Heroin+ LSD+ Drugs in general. PICTURE: Photo of a politician and photo of
someone who is smoking a cigarette or possibly a spliff.
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3) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Culture, Heroin. NO
PICTURES.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Healthcare, Opioids. NO
PICTURES.
5) Other Text, Subsidiary. No location mentioned, No Sources, Culture, Cannabis. NO
PICTURE.
Monday 7. May 2018
1) Other Text, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+ Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of a newspaper frontpage.
2) Opinion, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Social, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photos of a police crime scene.
Tuesday 8. May 2018
1) Editorial, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Politics, Drugs in general+ Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
Wednesday 9. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. PICTURE:
Photos of the police.
2) Background, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs
in general. NO PICTURES.
Thursday 10. May 2018 - Friday, 11. May 2018
None
Saturday 12. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Crime, Cannabis+
Drugs in general+ Cocaine+ Heroin+ Amphetamine. PICTURE: Photo of the victim
covered in the story and the friends of the victim.
2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of prisoners and photo of a police chief/sheriff.
Sunday 13. May 2018
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1) Background, Subsidiary, Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
2) Other Text, Main Theme, No Location, No Source, Culture, Cocaine+
Methamphetamine. NO PICTURES.
Monday 14. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities, Healthcare, GHB. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Main Theme, Norway, Authorities+ Experts, Politics, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+ Experts, Healthcare, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: photos of the writers, experts and patients.
Tuesday. 15. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Lay Sources+ Local News Agency, Crime,
Cannabis. NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources+ Authorities, Healthcare, Cocaine
+Amphetamine. PICTURE: Photo of the man covered in the story who has passed
away.
3) Background, Main Theme, Authorities+ Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in
general+ Cocaine. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities+ Lay Sources, Crime, No specific
drug. NO PICTURES.
Wednesday, 16. May
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Crime, Drugs in general.
NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, No specific drug. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday 17. May 2018
NO PRINT
Friday, 18. May 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Lay Sources, Culture, Heroin. PICTURE: Photo
of a celebrity.
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2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine. NO
PICTURES.
3) Other Text, Main Theme, Non-European, No Sources, Crime, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of a person hanging around in a pig farm.
Saturday 19. May 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European, Lay Sources, Crime, Heroin+ Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photo of the suspects in Nairobi.
2) Other Text, Main Theme, Non-European Country, No Sources, Crime, Drugs in
general. NO PICTURES.
3) Other Text, Referenced, Non-European Country, No Sources, Crime,
Benzodiazepines. NO PICTURES.
4) News Article, Main Theme, Non-European, Experts, Crime, Benzodiazepines+
Opioids+ Cocaine +Drugs in general+ Morphine+ Methadone+ Heroin. PICTURE:
Photos of “SoundCloud rappers” young teenage rappers.
Sunday, 20. May 2018
1) Other Text, Main Theme, No Location mentioned, No Sources, Culture, Cocaine +
Heroin. PICTURE: Drawings of the substances mentioned in the article.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, No specific drug. PICTURE:
Photo of the person used as a source for the article.
Monday 21. May 2018
1) News Article, Main Theme, Norway+ Nordic, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis+ Drugs
in general+ Cocaine+ Heroin+ Benzodiazepines. PICTURE: Photo of the different
methods for smuggling drugs.
Tuesday 22. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Expert+ Foreign news agency, Crime, Heroin.
NO PICTURES.
Wednesday 23. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Healthcare, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Thursday 24. May 2018
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1) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Cocaine+ Drugs in general+
Heroin. PICTURE: Photo of the victim described in the story.
2) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources, Crime, Opioids+ Heroin. NO
PICTURE.
Friday, 25. May 2018
1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Local News Agency, Conflict, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: Photo of the surgical operation.
Saturday 26. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway+ Europe, Authorities, Crime, Cannabis. NO
PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Lay Sources, Politics, Heroin. PICTURE:
Photo of the author and a drawing.
3) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, No specific drug. NO PICTURES
4) News Article, Referenced, Norway, Experts, Social, No specific drug. NO
PICTURES.
Sunday, 27. May 2018
1) News Article, Subsidiary, Non-European, Experts, Khat+ Drugs in general, Conflict.
NO PICTURES.
2) News Article, Referenced, Nordic, Lay Sources, Culture, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
Monday, 28. May 2018
None
Tuesday, 29. May 2018
1) Background, Main Theme, Norway, Local News Agency, Drugs in general+
Cannabis, Crime, PICTURE: Photo of a newspaper frontpage.
2) News Article, Subsidiary, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Opium+ Drugs in general+
Heroin+ Codeine. PICTURE: Photos of the crime scene and photos of the suspect
accused of drug possession and drug smuggling.
3) Opinion, Referenced, Non-European, No Sources, Politics, Drugs in general. NO
PCTURES.
Wednesday, 30. May 2018
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1) News Article, Referenced, Non-European, Experts, Politics, Drugs in general.
PICTURE: Photo of the opposition politicians.
Thursday, 31. May 2018
1. News Article, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Opium. PICTURE: Photos of
the suspect who allegedly possessed and smuggled drugs, and a photo of the then
Norwegian attorney general.
2. Background, Referenced, Norway, Authorities, Crime, Drugs in general. NO
PICTURES.
3. News Article, Referenced, Norway, Lay Sources+ Experts, Culture, Drugs in
general. PICTURE: photo of civilian victims of war.

2018 articles, terms used
Thursday 1. March, 2018
1) “NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “narkotika”, “narkokrise”,
“legemidler”, “ulovlige stoffer”, “narkotikaproblemet”.
Friday 2. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “Narkotika”, “rusmisbruk”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikasmugling”, “narkotunell”.
Saturday, 3. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”; “heroin”, “kokain”, “narkotika,
“narkotikasak”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS”; “Rus”, “heroin”, “rusmisbruk”,
“heroinsprøyten”, “amfetamin”, “ruskollektivet”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikagjenger”; “narkotika”.
Sunday, 4. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Narkotikagjenger”, “Misbrukere”,
“langere”.
Monday 5. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”, “kokainmarkedet”.
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Tuesday 6. March 2018
None
Wednesday 7. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Thursday 8. March 2018
None
Friday, 9. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikakriminelle”.
Saturday 10. March 2018
None
Sunday 11. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS”, “SUBSTANCE”;
“Narkotika”, “Rus-problemer”, “Rusmidler”, “narkotiske stoffer”, ”rusbruken”, “rus”,
“narkotika”, “rusproblemet”, “rusoppfølgingen”, “hasj”, “hasjbruken”, “Cannabis”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Monday 12. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “cannabis”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Tuesday 13. March 2018
None
Wednesday 14. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkokarteller”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “narkotikaligaene”, “narkotikaoppblomstringen”,
“narkohaiene”.
Thursday 15. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikaproduksjonen”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
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Friday, 16. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Saturday 17. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “metamfetamin”.
Sunday 18. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasjkake”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”, “narkotikaforbrytere”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomane”.
Monday 19. March 2018
None
Tuesday 20. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikahandlere”, “narkotika”, “narkotikaselgere”.
Wednesday 21. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “Narkotika”, “Ruspåvirket”.
Thursday 22. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkosmugling”; “heroin”,
“narkotikalovgivningen”, “narkotikabesittelse”, “Heroinsmugling”.
Friday, 23. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”; “hasj”, “rus”, “rusmisbruk”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narko-bande”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “SUBSTANCE”; “Narkotika”, “Rus”,
“rusfelle”, “rusmidler”, “narkotikarus”, “narkotiske stoffer”, “ruspåvirket”,
“narkohunden”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikakarteller”.
6) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikakarteller”.
7) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkothriller”, “narkobefengte”.
8) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
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Saturday 24. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”; “Narkotikasituasjonen”,
“narkotika-politikken”, “narkotikabruk”, “narkotika-utløste”, “heroin-injisering”,
“narkotikadødsfall”, “illegale rusmidler”, “Cannabis”, “narkotika”, “cannabisbruk”,
”rusmidler”; “rusmiddelproblemer”, “marihuana”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”, “Narkotikatrafikk”,
“hasjsalg”, “rusmidler”.
Sunday 25. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Hasj”,
“rusbruk”, “dop”.
Monday 26. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj-salg”.
Tuesday 27. March 2018
None
Wednesday 28. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”; “Heroin”, “dop”,
“narkotika”, “narkotikamisbruk”.
Thursday 29. March 2018 – Friday, 30. March 2018
None
Saturday 31. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “ketamin”, “morfinpreparat”.
Sunday, 1. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Monday 2. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikahandel”.
Tuesday 3. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
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Wednesday 4. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”; “Narkosmuglere”, “narkoaksjoner”,
“metamfetamin-piller”, “krystallisert metamfetamin”, “marihuana”.
Thursday 5. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Cannabis”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”; “narkomane-medaljen”; “Rusmisbrukeren”.
Friday, 6. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS; “Hasj”, “Rusmidler”, “Rus”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “narkokrig”,
“narkobaroner”, “metamfetamin”, “narkotikamisbrukere”.
Saturday 7. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasjpåvirkede”.
Sunday 8. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikakartellene”.
Monday 9. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Tuesday 10. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS BY NAME”; “DRUGS”, “SUBSTANCE”; “NARCO”;
“rusmidler, “Cannabis”, “LSD”, “hasj”, “marihuana”, “stoffer”, “lettere rusmidler”,
“rusreform”, “narkotika”, ”narkomane”, “syntetisk cannabis”, “tyngre stoffer”,
“Heroin”, “Avhengighetsskapende stoffer”, “narkomonopol”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Morfin”.
Wednesday 11. April 2018 - Thursday 12. April 2018
None
Friday, 13. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “LSD”, “Heroin”, “morfin”,
“meskalin”, “narkoepidemien”, “narkotikamisbruk”, “narkotikaabstinens”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkotika”, “heroin”.
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4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Morfin”, “medikament”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “kokain”, “dopingsak”,
“dopingsutestengelsen”.
6) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkoforbruk”.
7) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “narkosjefer”, “rus”.
Saturday 14. April 2018
None
Sunday 15. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”,
“SUBSTANCE”; “narkotika”, “cannabis”, “khat”, “LSD”, “hasj”, “brukerdoser”,
“rusmidler”, “narkotikaregelverket”, “narkotiske stoffer”, “narkotika”, “rus”,
“narkotikabruk”, “rusforskning”, “cannabisbruken”, “THC”, “Narko-thriller”,
“narkomonopol”..
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasjrøyking”.
Monday 16. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”, “narkorazzia”,
“narkotikapolitikk”, “rusmidler”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “morfin”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikapolitikk”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narko-smuglingen”.
6) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkomane”.
Tuesday 17. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”; “hasj”, “LSD”, “syre”.
Wednesday 18. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS”; “hasj”; “amfetamin”,
“rus”,”hasjsalg”.
Thursday 19. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkotikapolitikk”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “narkose”.
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Friday, 20. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY
NAME”+“DRUGS”+“NARCO”+“OTHER/SLANG”+“SUBSTANCE”;
“heroinavhengighet”, “ruspolitikk”, “Cannabis”, “Kokain”, “Amfetamin”, “narkotisk
stoff”, “narkotikarelatert”, “hasj”, “rusen”, “rusavhengighet”, “rusmiddelet”, “illegal
rusmidler”, “hasj-røyking”, “brukermiljøet”, “narkoman”, “protesthasj”, “russejoints”,
“narkotika”, “Cannabisdebut”, “rusforsker”; “MDMA”, “stoffer”, “Cannabiskultur”,
“Ecstasy”, “Kokain”, “jointer”, “marihuana”, “cannabisbutikk”, “ruser seg”.
Saturday 21. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Cannabisfokuserte”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkoselgere”.
Sunday 22. April 2018
None
Monday 23. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Tuesday 24. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikasmugling”.
Wednesday 25. April 2018
None
Thursday 26. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”; “heroin”, “rusproblemer”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “kokain”, “narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Friday, 27. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”+“DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE; “heroin”,
“tyngerestoffer”, “marihuana”, “avrusing”.
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2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”+“SUBSTANCE”+“DRUG BY NAME”;
“marihuana”, “stoffer”, “heroin”, “avrusing”, “narkomane”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Saturday 28. April 2018
None
Sunday, 29. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Monday, 30. April 2018 - Tuesday 1. May 2018
None
Wednesday 2. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkose”.
Thursday 3. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”; “Opiatabhengighet”,
“legemiddelassistert rehabilitiering”.
Friday, 4. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikalangere”, “narkotikakrigen”.
Saturday 5. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “metamfetamin-kokker”.
Sunday 6. May 2018
None
Monday 7. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”;
“GHB”,”Narkotatt”, “narkotika”, “narkotiske stoffet”, “stoffet”, “narkotiakbruk”.
Tuesday 8. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Morfinavhengighet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “opiumsermoni”.
Wednesday 9. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasj”. NO PICTURES.
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2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikakriminalitet”.
Thursday 10. May 2018 - Friday, 11. May 2018
None
Saturday 12. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “opium”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikakriminalitet”.
Sunday 13. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkoindustrien”.
Monday 14. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Hasj”, “GHB”,
“MDMA”, “rusmidlene”, “rus”, “dop”, “kokain”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “GHB”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”; “narkotiske stoffer”.
Tuesday 15. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “narkotika”, “narkosalg”, “rusmidler”.
Wednesday 16. May 2018 - Thursday 17. May 2018
None
Friday, 18. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “hasj”, “marihuana”, “narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikalovbrudd”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikautløste”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkofadsen”.
Saturday 19. May 2018 - Monday 21. May 2018
None
Tuesday 22. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“OTHER/SLANG”+“SUBSTANCE”; “kokain”,
“dopingmidler”, “stoffer”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikahandel”.
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Wednesday 23. May 2018
None
Thursday 24. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “opiumsseremoni”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Friday, 25. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Amfetamin”, “piller”.
Saturday 26. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Sunday, 27. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Monday, 28. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikarelatert”.
Tuesday, 29. May 2018 (frontpage)
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “narkotikamisbruk”.
Wednesday, 30. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”, “NARCO”;
“Metamfetamin”, “narkokrig”, “pille”, “narkotikakrig”, “narkolangere”.
“narkokriminelle”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkoman”, “narkotika”.
Thursday, 31. May 2018
None

Thursday 1. March, 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Friday 2. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”, “narkotikasmuglerens”
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Saturday 3. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkoman”, “rusen”,
“rusfri”, “rusproblemer”, “amfetamin”, “rusmiljøet”,”rusmisbruk”,
“rusmiddelavhengige”, “rusmiddelproblemer”.
Sunday 4. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “narkodealer”, “Rusmiljøene”,
“narkotikasaken”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”; “heroinister”, “rusmisbruker”.
Monday 5. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikakartellene”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “Narkoman”, “rusmiljøene” .
Tuesday 6. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikaforbrytelser”.
Wednesday 7. March 2018
None
Thursday 8. March 2018
None
Friday, 9. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikahunden”, “hasj”,
“cannabis”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
Saturday 10. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”;
“Narkotikaleveranse”, “narkotikakokker”, “narkotikabarnonen”, “syntetisk dop”,
“dop”, “dop-konge”, “heroinavhengige”.
Sunday 11. March 2018
None
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Monday 12. March 2018
None
Tuesday 13. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Wednesday 14. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Thursday 15. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikapåvirket”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasjbeslag”, “hasj”, “narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”,” narkotikasituasjon”, “narko”.
Friday, 16. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”, “narkoondet”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkobaronen”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME; “hasjsalg”.
Saturday 17. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Sunday 18. March 2018
None
Monday 19. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”; “Narkotiske stoffer”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
Tuesday 20. March 2018
None
Wednesday 21. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “Rusmisbrukere”.
Thursday 22. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmiljøet”.
Friday, 23. March 2018
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1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomane”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasjrus”.
Saturday 24. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkotikalovbrudd”,
“narkosmugling”, “narkotikaforbrytelser”, “hasj”, “narkoligaen”, “MDMA”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikasmugling”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY
NAME”+“DRUGS”+“NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “hasj”,
“amfetamin”, “narkoman”, “rusbukere”, “narkotika”, “stoff”, “narkotikaavsnittet”,
“rus”, “rusfri”, “rusmiljø”, “heroin”, “Rohypnol”, “dop”, “metadon”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
6) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
Sunday 25. March 2018
None
Monday 26. March 2018
None
Tuesday 27. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Wednesday 28. March 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikalovbrudd”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “LSD”.
Thursday 29. March 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmisbruket”.
Friday, 30. March 2018
NO PRINT
Saturday 31. March 2018
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1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “narkotikamisbruk”,
“rusmisbruk”, “marihuana”, “narkotest”, “kokain”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikahund”.
3) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmisbruk”.
Sunday 1. April 2018
None
Monday 2. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikasak”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rus”, “rusmisbruker”.
Tuesday 3. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rus”, “rusmisbruker”, “rusfri”.
Wednesday 4. April 2018
None
Thursday 5. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkosak”, “kokainsmugling”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+”DRUGS”; “narkomane”, “rusmisbruker”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “cannabis”.
Friday, 6. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”; “narkotiske stoffer”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkonettverk”, “kokain”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”, “DRUG BY NAME”;
“Narkotikaforbrytelser”, “narkotika”, “narkoliga”, “hasj”, “stoffet”, “narkotikainnførselene”, “MDMA-delen”, “MDMA”, “hasjpartiet”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Saturday 7. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “Narkotatt”, “heroin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “narkotatt”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikum”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Hasjimport”.
Sunday 8. April 2018
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1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmisbruker”, “rusfri”.
Monday 9. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmisbruker”, “rusfri”.
Tuesday 10. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “cannabis”.
Wednesday 11. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “narkotikabruk”, “rusmidler”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikaforbrytelser”, “narkotikadømte”.
3) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmisbruker”, “rusfri”.
Thursday 12. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikasmuglere”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”+“OTHER/SLANG”;
“Diazepam”, “stoffet”, “medikament”.
Friday, 13. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomistenkt”; “narkotikasak”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Saturday 14. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikum”, “GHB”.
Sunday 15. April 2018
None
Monday 16. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY
NAME”+“NARCO”+“DRUGS”+“SUBSTANCE”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Cannabis”,
“Narkotikapolitikken”, “ruspolitikk”, “narkotikakonvensjoner”, “stoff”, “narkotika”,
rusliberalisering”, “Rusmidler”, “narkopol”, “rusomsorg”, “rusmisbrukere”,
“rusavhengige”, “rusreformen”, “junkier”, “narkotikaprogram”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “morfin”.
Tuesday 17. April 2018
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1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “Rusmisbruk”, “rusavhengighet”.
Wednesday 18. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmidler”.
Thursday 19. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikasak”, “cannabisplanter”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “narkosak”, “cannabisplanter”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikasaken”, “narkotika-kriminalitet”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasjhandler”.
5) Terms used: “NARCO”, DRUGS”, “SUBSTANCE”; “Rusmidler,
“Rusliberalisering”, “ruspolitikk”, “narkotika”, “narkotikaomsetting”, “rusfeltets”,
“stoffene”, “rusdebatt”,
Friday, 20. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “narkomane”;
“rusmisbruk”, “ruspolitikk”, “heroinist”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmiddel”.
Saturday 21. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”+“DRUG BY
NAME”+“DRUGS”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “Ecstasy”, “amfetamin”, “hasj”, “dop”,
“amfetaminrusen”, “narkotisk stoff”, “ruse”, “rusmidler”, “rusvennene”,
“rusmisbruk”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Heroinavhengig”, “heroin”,
“narkoman”, “narkotika-problemene”.
4) Terms used: “DRUGS”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “rusen”, “rushelvete”,
“Rusmisbrukere”, “narkomane”, “rusfri”, “junkie”.
Sunday 22. April 2018
None
Monday 23. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”; Rusavhengig”, “rusbehandling”,
“heroinavhengig”, “narko-agent”, “narko-handlere”.
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Tuesday 24. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika-organisasjoner”, “narkotikarazzia”, “narkoagent”, “narko-handlere”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmisbrukere”.
Wednesday 25. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; narkotika”.
Thursday 26. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “kokain”, “narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Friday, 27. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “LSD-propaganda”, “Amfetamin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikalovbrudd”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkoman”.
Saturday 28. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “OTHER/SLANG”; “Narkose”, “dopet”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”, “narkomane”, “narkolangere”.
3) Terms used: “OTHER/SLANG”; “dop”.
Sunday, 29. April 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokainmisbruk”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”+“SUBSTANCE”; “rus”, “rusavhengig”, “stoff”,
“narkoman”.
Monday, 30. April 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikadom”.
Tuesday 1. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikapolitikk”.
Wednesday 2. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikabeslag”.
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2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Thursday 3. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “kodein”, “dopingmiddel”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotikahandler”, “kokain”,
“narkotikasaker”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”+“DRUGS”; “narkotika”, “stoff”, “rus”,
“narkobaroner”, “ruspolitikk”, “rusmisbrukere”, “narkotikaovertredelse”,
“rusbrukere”, “rusproblemer”, “rusfrihet”, “stoffbrukere”, “stoffmisbruk”.
4) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “narkotika”, “ruset”.
Friday, 4. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
Saturday 5. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”, “OTHER/SLANG”;
“Metamfetamin”, “dop-laboratorium”, “narkoproduksjon”.
Sunday 6. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”+”DRUGS”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Hasj”,
“LSD”, “rusmidler”, “Heroin”, “stoffer” “narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS”; “opiat”, “fentanyl”, “Xanax”,
“rusmiddelet”, “alprazolam”.
5) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “cannabis”, “hamp”.
Monday 7. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “hasjish”, “narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUGS”; “narkotika”, “narkotika-gjeld”, “rus”.
Tuesday 8. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“NARCO”; “hasjels”, “narco”.
Wednesday 9. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “OTHER/SLANG”; “Narkotika”, “dopingsmidler”.
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3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotiltalt”.
Thursday 10. May 2018 - Friday, 11. May 2018
None
Saturday 12. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”, “amfetamin”,
“hasj”, “ruspåvirket”, “narkotikaen”, “kokain”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”, “narkotikarehabilitering”.
Sunday 13. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Cannabis gård”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS”; “Metamfetamin”,”rusmidler”.
Monday 14. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “GHB”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”+“NARCO”+“SUBSTANCE”; “Narkotika”, “rusmidler”,
“tyngre rusmidler”, “dødelige stoffer”, “narkosalg”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkose”.
Tuesday. 15. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“SUBSTANCE”; “hasj”, “stoffet”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”+“DRUGS”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “amfetamin”,
“kokain”, “angstdempende midler”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Narkotika”, “kokain”.
4) Terms used: “DRUGS”+“OTHER/SLANG”; “rusmisbruk”, “medikamenter”.
Wednesday, 16. May
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “OTHER/SLANG”; “dopet”, “dop-cocktail”.
Thursday 17. May 2018
NO PRINT
Friday, 18. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUGS”+“DRUG BY NAME”; “Rusmidler”, “rusproblem”, “rusen”,
“heroin”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”..
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3) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”; “narkofadsen”, “rushelvete”.
Saturday 19. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUGS”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “SUBSTANCE”;
“Narkofadsen”, “rushelvete”, “narkoman”, “rusmisbrukere”, “rusfri”, “narkotika”,
“rusmidler”, “stoffproblemer”; “narkotikamiljøet”, “heroin”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkomane”.
3) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “Xanax”.
4) Terms used: “NARO”+”SUBSTANCE”+“DRUGS”+“DRUG BY NAME”,
“OTHER/SLANG”; “Xanax”, “dop”, “rusmidler”, “legemiddel”, “ruse”, “opioid”,
“benzodiazpeniner”, “narkotika”, “kokain”, “stoffer”, “rus”, “rustelefonen”, “heroin”,
“metadon”, “morfin”, “narkotikamisbruk”.
Sunday, 20. May 2018
1) Terms used: “SUBSTANCE”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “kokain”, “heroin”, “stoffer”.
2) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmidler”.
Monday 21. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”, “OTHER/SLANG”; “hasj”,
“narkotika”, “narkotikahund”, “amfetamin”, “marihuana”; kokain”, “heroin”,
“narkotikakurer”, “pulver”, “Xanax”.
Tuesday 22. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
Wednesday 23. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotika”.
Thursday 24. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “DRUGS”, “SUBSTANCE”, “NARCO”;
“heroin”, “stoffet”, “kokain”, “narkotika”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “betaendorfin”, “opiumspreparat”.
Friday, 25. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkosesøvn”.
Saturday 26. May 2018
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1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “heroin”.
3) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “rusmidler”.
4) Terms used: “DRUGS”; “Rusmisbruk”.
Sunday, 27. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”, “SUBSTANCE”; “Khat”, “narkotiske
stoffet”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”; “narkotikabruk”.
Monday, 28. May 2018
None
Tuesday, 29. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”, “DRUG BY NAME”; “hasj”, “narkotika”, “marihuana”.
2) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”, “NARCO”; “DRUGS”; “opium”,
“narkotikadommer”, “opiumsolje”, “morfin”, “kodein”, “narkotika”, “rusmidlene”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikahandel”.
Wednesday, 30. May 2018
1) Terms used: “NARCO”; “Narkotikasmugling”.
Thursday, 31. May 2018
1) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “opium”.
2) Terms used: “NARCO”, “Narkotika”.
3) Terms used: “NARCO”, “narkose”.
4) Terms used: “DRUG BY NAME”; “LSD”.
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